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Agility And Awareness:
The Keys To Full Spectrum
Dominance In The 21st Century
We all know that the Internet is one of the greatest inventions
of the 20th century. Whal we do not know i its real potential.
The Internet and the World Wide Web continue to evolve. The
arne is true for the Army's Tactical Internet. The Tactical Internet
i the backbone for the digital communication th.at will revolutionize land arfare in the 21 t century. h will enable a leap forward
in ilUationaJ awarene 0 commanders and soldiers know where
they are, where friendly forces are, and where the enemy is in real
lime. We do 1101 know what el e the Tactical Internet will bring to
fulure operations. A lechnology evolve.<, we will discover new
uses. We do know that digitization is a vital part of the larger
Army process of meeting the challenges of the nexl century.
Army Chief of Staff GE Eric K. Shinseki has told u "10 roll
our sleeves up and get on with transfonning this most re pected
Army in the world into a traregically responsive force that is dominant acro s the fuJI peclrum of operalions." Thi pectrum
ranges from mi sions of humanitarian assi tance and disaster relief
to peacekeeping and peacemaking 10 major thealer wars that may
involve the u e of weapons of mas destruction.
To meet any poinl on that spectrum. the Army must field agile
systems that are re ponsive, deployable, versatile, lethal, survivable, and sustainable. What we do cuts across all of these area .
Let's look at our effon to make the vision aniculated by Se rclary
of the ArnlY Loui Caldera and GE Shinseki a reality.
Responsive: We will continue to challenge the current
materiel development and procuremenl cycle times 10 more quickly
field equipment to the force. OUf goal is 10 cut at least 4 years
from concept to fielding.
We will leverage our abiliry to conduct contingency contracting operations in any theater so that we lake full advantage of tbe
uppon available in country. We will also leverage base operations
and Logistics Civilian Augmentation Programs to reduce the
requirement to provide quality of life uppon with internal as ets
to our deployed forces. Wherever possible and feasible, we wiJl
rely on prime vendor uppert or Defense contractor 10 provide
uppon 10 the battlefield from di tanl locations u ing the Tactical
Internet and tele uppon techniques. We will ensure thai our prepositioned tock upport the capabilities required in tbeater.
The e acti n contribute not only 10 re pon iveness, but also 10 our
efforts to become a more deployable and su tainable force.
Deployable: We will attack weigh I and bulk and reduce it.
For major comba! sy tem , we will treat weight like co t as an
independent variable. A in life-cycle co t reduction, we will fInd
ways to minimize the logistics suppon tail and the associated
weight for CUrren I and furure sy tems. We will challenge the status
quo and build system thai maximize self-sufficiency. We will
develop ystems with built-in diagnostic that give u advance

indications of sub y tem
failure so we c,Ul reduce
the conringency tocks of
repair paIl . We mu t
develop y tern. with
redundant sub y tems thaI
fail gracefully over time
o our oldiers can continue the fight while meager amounts of crit ical
upplies are provided vertically. We mu t increase
the probability of Our system' achieving a singlehOI kill to reduce the
mountains of ammunition
we bring in Iheater. As we
make these changes. we will ee vast improvements in ustain·
ability. These change will significantly enhance our ability to put
a combat force anywhere in the world in 96 hours. a warfighting
divi ion on the ground in 120 hours, and field live divi ions in 30
days.
Ver atile: We will design into our materiel solution the ability to accompli h a broad range of task . Again, we wiJl challenge
the talU quo and develop or modify platforms to accomplish multiple missions with minimal adju tment and allow our warfighters •
to dominate quickly at any point on the spectrum of operations.
The e muJtifuncli nal platforms must include built-in decision aids
and other automated ystem to minimize the soldier' burden. Our
rotary aircraft are already highly ver atile, but we must look at
materiel and doctrinal modification that will enhance their lelhality and ustainability.
Lethal: We mu t accelerate Ihe development and fielding of
ystem uch as the Higb Mobility Artillery Syslem, Land Warrior.
Line-of-Sighl Ami-Tank Sy lem, and the XM777 Joim Lightweighl
155mm Howitzer to retain today's light-force deployabiJity while
providing the lethality and mobility for decisive outcomes that our
heavy forces now have. We mu t develop and field systems uch
as the Future Scoul and Cavalry Sy tern and the Future Combat
Vehicle Sy tem thai will retain heavy-force lethalily through over1
match While prOViding deployability and employabiLity in areas currently accessible only by light forces.
Survivable: We will employ technology that provide maximum protection 10 our force at the indi idual-soldier level
whether that soldier is di mounted or mounted. Ground and air
platform will leverage the best available combination of lowob ervable technology; active protection syslem ; long-range
acqui ition and largeting: early attack; and higher first-round hitand-kill technology al mailer calibers. We must protect the force.
Sustainable: We will aggre ively reduce our logistic. footprint and repleni hment demand. Thi will require u 10 control
the number of vehicles we deploy. leverage reach-back capabilities,
inve t in a systems approach to the weapons and equipment we
de ign, and revolutionize the manner in which we transport and
sustain our people and materiel.
The Tactical Internet i a multiplier in every ingle area from
re pon iveness to sustainabiJity. All that we do musl be aimed at
improving logistic and acquisition product. proce se • and information system to accelerate efforts to become an agile and aware
warfighting force able to dominate acro the full spectrum of 21st
cennJry operations.
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ABOUT THE COVER
Army digitization-a key element in the Army's modernization strategy-will
enhance individual weapon systems while also integrating sensors, shooters,
logistics, and commanders on the battlefield.

ARMY DIGITIZATION:
AN INTERVIEW WITH
LTG WILLIAM H. CAMPBELL, DISC4
Anny RD&A: How did the Arm)' arrive at tbe "Digitizing
the Battlefield" strategy?
Campbell: Let me answer !hat in the contexl of our ational
Defense Strategy. Since World War n, our nation has been irrevocably committed to leveraging high technology as a basic tenet of
our Defense strategy. Our goal has been to gain and maintain dominant strategic and tactical superiority. We have ought the type of
qualitative superiority that would enable u to fight outnumbered
and win deci ively. The atomic bomb, nuclear weapons, and night
vision devices are examples of applied technology that gave our
warfighters dominating advantages. But any advantage lasts only
as long as it takes our adversaries to
catch up or develop countermeasures.
That' why modernization is a continuous process rather !han an end Slate.
The high tecbnology of the last
several decades ha been electronic
technology. Application-specific electronic devices and embedded digital
technology were widely employed in
our weapon systems. By !he early
1990s, the microproce sor and related
digital technologies were revolutionizing not only weapon systems but the
rest of the world as well. It was clear
that digital technology had the power
to provide information dominance on
th.e battlefield, and whoever could best
leverage Ulis technology would have an
enormous advantage.
Given the widespread availability
of digital technology to vinually any
nation, Army leader saw the need for a
program that would allow us to get
ahead and stay ahead in !he digital domain. They envi ioned a program that would not only continue to enhance individual weapon
sy terns, but also provide the digital framework to inlegrate our
sensors, shooter , logistics. and commanders on the battlefield The
digital framework would provide a common picture of the battlefield and shared situational awareness acro the force. Thi would
enable our warfighters to translale information dominance into battlefield dominance.
GEN [Gordon R.] Sulljvan, former Army Chief of Staff, articulated a vision of leveraging the power of the microproce or. He
challenged our leadetS to tum the vision into a trategy. MG Jay
Gamer, the Arnly' Force Developer, played a key role in deveLoping that strategy. Tn early 1992. Jay called me and said. "Bill,
we've got to digitize the battlefield." That became our bumper
sticker as the Army reshaped its modernization trategy to embrace
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digitization. GEN [Dennis J.] Reimer further refmed the strategy
and kept it on the top of the priority list during his tenure as Chief
of Staff.

Army RD&A: How does this differ from previous modernization strategies?
Campbell: There are major differences. When the Army modernized in the 1970s and 19805, the focu was on the "Big 5" ysterns. It was a platform-centric strategy and was very successful in
delivering the Abrams, Apache, and other world-class weapon platforms. Digitization, on the other hand, takes a more horizontal and
network-centric approach to integrate
weapons and other battlefield sy terns
with a cyber backbone. The strategy also
extends the digital computer nelwork
down to the pointed edge of the spear. In
the past, we provided only radios to most
platforms. Computers went predominantly
to command centers. Today, we are introducing digital computers into our weapon
platform and vehicles. We are linking
them together both vertically and horizontally with a Tactical Internet [TI].
Another major difference is the formalization of an Army Experimental
Campaign Plan and the u e of Advanced
Warfighting Experiments [AWEs] to vet
•
the concept and ystems with combat
forces early in the development cycle. The
Army identified the 410 [4th Infantry
Division] as Ule experimental force
[EXFOR] and is equipping it with sufficient quantities of digitized sy terns 10
evaluate the effectiveness of the materiel
and !he change in doctrine; organization; training; leader development; and tactics, techniques, and procedures !hat are needed to
use the new technology effectively. The end u er is playing a key
role in defining and refming requirement. Thi i a real paradigm
shift, and it's working well. Essentially, it capitalizes on the ingenuity of the American oldier and recognizes that true innovation
often comes from the bonom up.
The Force XXI AWE proces has already demonstrated the
high payoff potential in using ruggedized commercial computers
on the battlefield. It also confumed !hat a winning strategy mu t
include hortening acquisition cycles, investing in the enabling digital infrastructures, and reforming acquisition processes from
industrial age to information age techniques. In Ulis regard, "spiral
development" is a very significant change from past practice.
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Army RD&A: To what level will digitizing the battlefield
extend?
Campbell: Digitizing the battlefield extends from individual
weapon platforms through command center . All battlefield functional area are included. The scope encompasses computers,
radios, and microprocessors employed by combat, combat support,
and combat service .support units.
As the Army transitioned to a predominantly CONUS-based
power projection force, the installation became the rear boundary
of the corps or Joint Task Force in many scenario. Consequeotly,
the scope of our digitization strategy evolved to include the digital
infrastructure on installations that serve as power projection platforms supporting deployed forces. The umbrella term for these initiatives that are leveraging the microproce sor evolved from digitizing the battlefield to digitizing the Army.
Army RD&A: Is it true that the Army is programming
$3 billion per year for digit.ization?
Campbell: I'm glad you asked because there's a lot of confusion about our investment strategy. You have to understand how
digitization is defined and what's included under the digitization
umbrella for programmatic purpo es. Ye , there is about $3 billion
per year programmed. But more than 85 percent of this money was
programmed before we rolled over 100 budget line items into what
we call digitization today. In addition to the classic computer and
~ radio programs, digitization funding include radars, aircraft sur- vivability equipment, avionics, JSTARS, Guardrail, TENCAP,
combat identification, JTAGS, second generation FUR, test and
diagno tic equipment, command post shelters, landmine RDT&E.
and many others. This aggregation provides oversight of related
programs and fo ters program synchronization. However, it gives
the illusion that we programmed large increases for radios and
computers when the real delta in those areas was quite modest.
There's a danger that this aggregation of funds might be a lucrative
target in bill-payer drills.
Army RD&A: What types of system architectures are you
using?
Campbell: The Army ha defmed an open system architecture
• based on commercial standards for our digital sy terns. Since one
size does not fit aU, the architecture has been divided into four
domains: weapon systems, command and control systems, modeling and simulation systems, and administrative and logistic systems.
There's a wide variance in architectural requirements aero
these domain . Embedded proces ors with applications that
involve a smaU set of functions repeatedly executed without direct
human-computer interaction have relatively imple architectures.
At the other end of the pectrum are more complex systems that
interact like a digital nervous system in support of complex
processes on the battlefield or in business.
Army RD&A: What are the objectives of digitizing the battlefield?
Campbell: Our objectives are to achieve both information
dominance on the battlefield and a revolution in military affairs. To
this end, the Army has undertaken a broad range of command, control, communications, and computer [C4] programs and embedded
processor initiatives to realize the vision of a digitized Army that
leverages information technology [IT]. We will use information
dominance as an enabler for projecting the force, [managing'l deci-
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sive operations,
haping the balllespace, protecting
the force, and sustaining the force in
accordance with
Joint Vision 20l0.
To realize the revolution in military
affairs and u e
funds mosl effectively, we mu t
import the best
business practices
and associated
enabling ITs from
the commercial sector. These actions
must be complemented by some fundamemal changes in the way we modernize
and how we execute our core missions.

Army RD&A: What area do you consider in most dire need
of change?
Campbell: The most urgent and fundamental change required
for acquiring and fielding IT i to reduce cycle times. Without tlus
change. it will be difficult to stay ahead of our potential adversarit's in deployed capabilities. Digitization must not be viewed as
an end tate to be achieved; rather, it's a journey during which we
must alway tay ahead of our adversaries regardle of the rate of
change. This mandates the adoption of system architectures that
will faciJitate continual technology insertion in our battlefield and
garrison y tern .
IT is evolving very rapidly with no discemible end in sight.
The raw power of tlte microprocessor is expected to increase more
than 1,000 times from 1995 to 2010. This presents opportunities
that are limited only by our vision, commitment, and capacity to
further reform the Pentagon' acquisition process. However, our
adversaries will have tbese same opponunitie . Although America
takes pride in its record of innovation, we have no monopoly on
genius. Shorter acqui ilion and product improvement cycles for
warfighter needs are mandatory for us to stay ahead of our potential adversaries. The need for constant improvement in this competitive environment is underscored by the following sound bites:
• Approximately 85 percent of the world's engineers reside
outside of the United States, giving the rest of the world enormous
potential.
• Bill Gate of Microsoft Corp. considers IT to be so dynamic
that he believes Microsoft could be history in 18 to 24 months if
they misjudged shifts in IT.
• Andy Grove of INTEL Corp. believes that "only the paranoid survive" in the IT world.
• Applications in the commercial ector are changing business
processes at an accelerating rate, as evidenced by the explosion in
Web-based commerce from $43 billion in 1998 to a projected $1
trillion in 2000. Web acces i rapidly shifting from the per onal
computer [PC] as the ole end-user device to a world where palmtop devices and cellular phones will be used as Web browsers.
• Advance in embedded IT will make cellular phones as powerful as five of today's PCs by 2003.
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Army RD&A: Whal other changes mu I be made in the
Army IT communit)' 10 support the warfighler'!
Campbell: In addition to ·reduci.ng cycle time, we mu t adopt
other commercial practice For acqllisition and Ie ting of soflwareinten ive ystems. We must provide relieF from legacy rules that
applied in the industrial age but are counlerproductive in me information age. End u ers mu I be involved during the development
process. The development cycle it eLF must be in shan spiral with
"Beta" releases of software for u er a se sment in operational
environmenls beFore full sy tern maturity is reached. Requirements
mu t be written with the flexibility for the user and developer \0
make adjustmenls to the desired conlent of incremental or phased
deliveries. We must aI 0 permil u ers to decide whether commercial or ruggedized off-the- helf computers are adequate For u e i.n
their intended environment without ubjecting them 10 one-sizefits-all mandates like HEMP or TEMPEST criteria. Such criteria
are important. but mey hould not be applied in blanket Fashion
lest we doom ourselves to exce sive co IS and continuous obsolescence by talci.ng too long to acquire technology that's rapidly
evolving.
Perhaps the most significant change must come in operational
lesting. We mu t conduct continual testing of oft\ are-based system early in the development process to drive out soFtware Faults,
withoUl ubjecting the ystem to pass-fail crileria during tho e
early evaluations. This require early acqui ition of ufficient
quantitie of hardware For reali tic tests. We must also pernlit the
acqui irion of more ystems \han the number of device mat will
be employed in the te t events. Te t units mu t be equipped with
sufficient quantities of new digital systems to Facilitate the development of "digital doctrine" and comprehen ive training in a representative unit beFore IOTE. For example. if we plan to use a
"divi ion slice" as the te t unil, we hould eqllip the divi ion with
its full complement of IT systems to be te ted through an LRJP
phase prior to IOTE. Thi will permit the command to make training with the new system the norm. Equipping only a "slice" of a
unit for operational te ts creates a training distraction and puts the
sy tem under test al risk of failure becau e
of training shortFall or the application of
analog doctrine in me digital te t environment. Recent dialogue belween the
Anny and the Office of the Secrelary
of Defense regarding operational testing
shows promise of improvements in
this area.
Army RD&A: How i Force XXI
progressing to support Army Vi ion
2010'!
Campbell: Our Campaign Plan for
Digitization envisions equipping the First
Digitized Divi ion [FDD] in 2000 and
the First Digitized Corp [FDCj b 2004.
The top priority is to gel the backbone of
the computer and communication ytems in place. A weapon systems are
recapitalized and new system are fielded,
they will be linked digitally to the backbone. The result will be a digitized
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corps-a major slep toward AmlY Vision 2010. Evolution to Joint
Vision 2010 will be a learning process as we continuously tran Fonn our doctrine. training, leader development, organization.
materiel, and soldiers [DTLOMS] to meet the demands of joint
warfighting in the nel'l century. Thus Far. progress i good. Ollr
intent is 10 evaluate our progre s through a eries of exerci e and
tests for the next 2 years and make course adjustmenls as required.
Army RD&A: Whal are FBCB2 and Ihe TI?
Campbell: FBCB2 means Force XXI Battle Command
Brigade and Below. This system, accompanied by the Tactical
Internet that provides connectivity, is the center of gravity For
Force XXI. It provides soldiers in individual weapon platfonns,
tactical vehicle, and tactical operation centers [TOCs] with realtinle situalional awarene s. FBeB2 comes in two versions. One i
a commercial computer in a ruggedized package that i linked to a
GPS receiver and digital radios and executes battle command software. The other is a oftware-only version that i embedded in
computers integral 10 weapon platform .
FBCB2 generate and transmils po ition-Iocation repons. distributing them to friendly forces throughout the battlefieLd. It
receives similar repons from other Friendly units equipped with
FBCB2 and po t them to a digital situation map in each platForm
or Facility. The system also sends and receive pot repons on the
enemy as well as logi tic and command and control me sages.
Collectively, the e dala provide a common piclure of the battlefield. Even in it mOSI basic mode, it [FRCB2] provide real-time
answers to the question: "Where am I?," "Where is the enemy?,"
and "Where are my buddies?" FBCB2 is also being integrated with
other onboard ystems to enhance perFonnance. For example, an
interFace to laser range finders wiU enable it to automatically compute and disseminate spot report on tile enemy and send call for •
fire to bring artillery on the target.
The TI is the glue that tie FBCB2 systems together digitally.
It is Fomled by integrating tactical digital radios. combal net
radio, and commerci.a1 Internet technology. Primary components
are Ihe SINCGARS used in a data mode, EPLRS, and the Near
Tenn Digital Radio [NTDR]. Since
speed of del ivery is paramount and me
data bandwidlh provided by the e
radio i quite mall, the message Format developed for the Tl are designed
For efficiency and tran mined in short
"bit-oriented" packets. We [the AHny] •
will continue to optimize me TI while
at the anle time accelerating the development of the Joint Tactical Radio
System [JTRS]. JTRS will replace
exi ling radio at the tactical level and
will provide the waveform commonalily
and increase in bandwidth necessary to •
implement nelwork-centric warfare.

Army RD&A: What else contributes to the enabling backbone?
Campbell: There afe several key
components. Data transport i critical.
Today's data tran POft capacity in the
tactical Anny is totally inadequate. The
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Warfighter Information Network [WIN] will provide a much
needed expansion and modernization of today' Mobile Subscriber
Equipment [MSE]. The new system will employ commercial highcapacity digital communication equipment hou ed in tactical vehicles. This will provide the infrastructure neces ary (0 move large
data et such as digital maps anywhere on the battlefield. It will
also link satellite communications to remote comm:md centers and
support facilities.
Expanded satellite bandwidth is also essential. The MlLSTAR
system will provide assured connectivity in high-threat and jamming scenarios. Modernized UHF SATCOM terminal will provide
voice and low-data-rate communications over extended ranges.
Commercial triband terminals wiI1 bring expanded capacity. The
Global Broadca t Sy tem terminals will receive a continuous flow
of data from higher echelons. We al 0 need an improved, more
ecure GPS sy tem. Collectively. satellite communications mu t
provide connectivity to forces wherever they are deployed.
For the end user, the Army Banle Command Sy tern [ABCS]
and the Standard Army Management Information System
[STAMIS] are key tools. These computer-based systems provide
the processing power and automated applications to execute both
~the "vertical" functional requirements in each battlefield functional
area and the "horizontal" requiremem to exchange data among system . The ABCS and STAMIS are being integrated in TOCs with
commercial routers and LANs to provide commanders and their
taff with the information needed to plan and execute wartime
functions. They interoperate with each other and joint systems.
They are the enabler for battlefield command and control, integrated staff proce es, the revolution in military affairs. and the
• revolution in military logistics.
We also must pay attention to infom1ation assurance. Digital
technologies and y terns are great force mullipliers, but they bring
with them vulnerabilitie that can be exploited. To minimize this
risk, a robu t security architecture must be in place from the foxhole back through higher level command centers and the sustaining
base.
Another link in the backbone is the Defen e Information
Systems Network [DISN). While the DIS is not an Anny program, I mention it here because it is so fundamemally imponant to
joim warfighting. It provides the connectivity between the
deployed forces and the sustaining base through leased lines and
satellite connections provided by D1SA. A vital component of net• work-centric warfare, it [DISN] will provide pan of the end-to-end
connectiviry for Anny and joint systems.

Army RD&A: You mentioned the importance of Army
installations in projecting power. What improvements are we
making to this infrastructure'?
Campbell: The corollary to digitizing the battlefield is digitizing the installation. It is e entialto link deployed forces to the
installation that supports them. The Army's name for installations
that erve as the corp rear boundary is power projection platforn1s. For these installation to be effective. they must have major
improvement in automation, communication . and busine s
practices as we build Force XXI.
The logistics domain is perhaps the most critical because an
Anny cannot operate without logistics support. The revolution in
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military logistics depends on the next generation digital infrastructure on our installations to achieve the vision of a earnless logistics system. total asset visibility, rapid force projection, and distribution-based logistics. If we want to import commercial best practices, we must have the digital infrastructure that these practice
require.
A key initiative that will enable tl1e Army to achieve
economies in daY-lo-day core functions and upport power projection is called Power Projection Command, Control,
Communications, and Computers Infrastructure [PPC4f]. Thi
projeci expands the digital infrastructure of Anny installations and
enable us to import best commercial practices. PPC41 is essential
to our warfighting readiness because it provides linkage to
deployed force. enables plit-ba ed operations, and provides connectivity to the Global Combat Support System and Global
Command and Control System. It delivers the technologies nece ary for virtual meetings and collaboration among commanders,
electronic commerce, paperless contracting, Wal-Man-like inventory control. knowledge management, dislance learning, and Webbased operation Am1ywide.
Another important program is distance learning, which provides digital classrooms with connectivity to TRADOC schools
and learning centers in support of a revolution in training
Armywide. Di tance learning will link all soldier of all components to Army chools and learning centers. This not only reduces
training travel costs, but also improves the training statu of our
soldiers.

Army RD&A: Thank you for your lime. Do you have any
closing comments?
Campbell: The ArnlY has long employed computer and
advanced electronic technology in our weapon and bu ines sytems. In fact, much of the early growth in electronic technology
was the result of military inve tments in re earch and development. These investmenl produced leading-edge products that were
usually expensive and available only in small quantities.
But things are different in the information age. The old paradigm is reversed. Today. IT i relatively inexpensive and readily
available. Anyone with sufficient cash can buy it. Systems integration, while still the major hurdle. is becoming less of a challenge.
Cycle times for technology turnover are very short. Con equenrly.
advantage based on today's IT can be fleeting, and we must adapt
our acquisition policies to this reality. Moreover, we must now
inve t in the enabling digital infrastructure for both the Army in
the field and the in titutional Am1Y. Without that infrastructure. we
will be unable to import many of the be t business practices and
100is from the commercial ector. Those tools are often built for
use in environmenL~ where b,UldwidU, is available on demand, processing power is available as needed, and the workforce is digitally
connected. With the infrastructure in place, we can achieve the
vision of a future land force with unprecedented knowledge, speed,
and power. We must keep digitization investments at the top of the
Anny's priority list. Future readiness depends on the e investments.
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though it will continue to be enhanced
through" piral development."

Digitizing The Force

ADAPTING
INFORMATION-AGE
TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE FIRST
DIGITIZED DIVISION
Chris Leins

Historically, we have not
had the exact Army we needed
when we needed it. Still, we
were never truly wrong because
we built an Army with a core
set of capabilities and infused it
with the agility and flexibility to
adapt to domestic or international demands as they arose.
The fllture will demand more.
the modality of agility will be
even more essential to our ability to adapt to a dynamic strategic environment. We wil/need
to continuously leverage tech1I010gy to ensure our force has
the requisite advantage to preclude conflict if possible, bUlla
win decisively if necessary, and
to leverage the capabilities of
our allies and coalition partners. In the aggregate, we must
"lighten lip the heavy forces
and heavy up the capabilities of
the light for es." Ultimately, we
must always be assured of victory alld [be] certain we will
never be forced to negotiate
from a position of weakness.
-Army Vision 2010
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Introduction
With the proliferation of information
teclulology, any potential enemy can
access new capabilities to u e against the
United State . In anticipation of such
threats, the Army must fir t take advantage of the benefits offered by information dominance of the battle pace. The
sooner we field these new capabi titie ,
the sooner we provide our soldiers an
advantage on the battlefield and the
ooner we can adapt new operational tactics, techniques, and procedures (TIP )
for the entire digitized Army.
To rapidly achieve the full- pectrum
dominance indicated in Army Vision
2010, we mu t leverage the mature leading edge of commercial teclulology. We
recognize that information technology
will continue tO'mature, and we require
the abil ity to incorporate these enhanced
capabilities w they become available.
However, the technology in today's digitization systems provide improved force
effectiveness that is needed in the field
now. In fact, soldiers at Fort Hood, TX,
who used a system uch as Force XXI
Battle Command Brigade and Below
(FBCB2) in Advanced Warfighting
Experiment (AWEs), told congre men
during a recent visit that the ystem is
good enough now to take to war, even

Digitization is part of the Force XXI
process to evolve from the current Army
of Excellence (AOE) to the "Army XXl"
structure. Digitizing the force will allow
warfighters to acquire, exchange, and
employ data throughout the battle pace
and share critical situational awarene s
and command and control (C2) infonna- tion while reducing many of the contraints imposed by a hierarchical military
organization. Thi capability will allow
U.S. and friendly forces to hare a constantly updated view of the entire battlefield no matter what the mi sion, to pen- ,
etrat~ the enemy's deci ion loop and act
faster than the enemy reacts.
Digitization is subdivided into four
components: communication systems, C2
systems, weapon platforms with embedded C2, and other platforms (both
1>'
weapons and support vehicles) w i t h .
appliqu&l C2. The 98 sy tem that will be
included in a fully digitized divi ion are
classified by the U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (TRAnOC) into two
categories, each reflecting their contribution to information dominance. Many of ,
these ystems exist in the force today or
are scheduled for fielding as part of the
nomlal modernization proce

Category 1 Systems
Category I ystems are the 'must
haves" or enablers that constitute the
backbone of the digitization architecture.
The majority of the e ystems are the
Army's core command, control, and communication (C3) sy tems that comprise
the Army Battle Command Sy tern
(ABCS). Again, many of these systems
exi t in the force today or are scheduled
fo; fielding as part of the normal modernization process.
Category 1 systems consist of three
interdependent components. Fir t, the
Tactical Internet (TI) provide the connectivity backbone of digilizalion and i
made up of voice and data radios, mobile
subscriber equipment, and other communication y terns. The e systems include
the Single Channel Ground and Airborne
Radio System-Advanced System
Improvement Program (SINCGARSASIP), the Enhanced Position Locating
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Reponing System- Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit (EPLRS-VHSIC), the
INear Term Digital RadiolJoint Tactical
Radio System (NTDR/ITRS), and the
Warflghter information NetworkTerrestrial (WlN-T).
Second, the Anny Tactical Command
and Control System (ATCCS) links the
following five command and control systems in a common software environment:
the Maneuver Control System (MCS), All
Source Analy i System (ASAS),
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data
Sy tern (AFATDS), Forward Area Air
Defense Command and Control System
(FAADC2), and Combat Service Suppon
Control System (CSSCS).
Third, FBCB2 system hardware and
software prov ide enhanced situational
awareness down to the individual plat-form level. For a heavy division to be
considered "digitized," it must be
equipped with these basic systems as well
as digitized weapon platforms including
MIA2SEP and MlAlD Abrams tanks
and M2A3 and M2A20DS Bradley
Infantry Fighting Vehicles.
Category I y terns will provide the
following:
• The minimum es ential backbone of
communication and C2 systems required
to support the transfer of digital information across the battlefield;
• A common operating picture of the
• battlefield (both friendly and enemy locations, as well as maneuver control measures); and
• The communication infrastructure
of the TI and Area Common User System
(ACUS), including ystems such as the
EPLRS-VHSIC. SINCGARS-ASIP,
A ynchronou Transfer ModeIFuture
Small Extension ode (ATM/FSEN)
switche Integrated System Control
(ISYSCON). and the ABCS with C2 tools
}o support decisionmaking.

Category 2 Systems

"

Category 2 system enhance the
above digital capabilities and include the
weapon platforms, sen or . combat support, and combat service support systems.
These system provide additional capabil-
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ities to the commander and enrich the
common operating picture that results
from the hundreds of sources of tactical
data. Category 2 system provide:
• Digitally enhanced weapon platforms, sensors, and support ystems; and
• Systems digitally connected across
the battlefield to ARCS, providing commanders, their staffs, and individual soldiers with enhanced situational awarenes , the ability to digitally send and
receive orders, and logi tics management
(total asset visibility and battlefield distribution).

First Digitized Division
The Army's digitization trategy will
soon come to fruition as the 4th Infantry
Division (4th ill) at Fort Hood becomes
the flrst division-sized unit to be considered digitized-the First Digitized
Division (FDD). For the past several
year, the 4th lD provided a mechanized
experimental force (EXFOR) for new

I

In the past,
systems
were fielded
individually
as they became
available.
Because many
of the modernized
and digitized
systems operate
synergistically
with other systems,
the Army is adjusting
individual system
schedules
to field by
brigade sets.

ideas and testing of information age technology. It is organized as an armored
divi ion with rwo armored brigades at
Fan Hood and a mechlmized infantry
brigade at Fort Carson CO. By the end of
2000, the Fon Hood units will be
equipped with all required Category I
systems, including the critical C2 systems
from each battlefield operating sy tern,
and a majority of the Category 2 systems.
The remaining available new digital systems will enhance division capabilities
but are not deemed necessary to demonstrate an initial digitized capability.
However, the 4th ill will nOI receive the
remaining available y tems until the end
of 2004 (as will the third brigade at Fon
Carson). Once it is digitized, the 4th ill
will be able to take advantage of
increased situational awareness to dramatically improve the synergy of the combined arms team.
The 4th ill i already reorganizing to
an Army Division XXI strucrure that has
a deployed footprint approximately 25
percent smaller than an AOE division. By
FYoo, the division will have made the
transition to the new organizational structure. Following this, the FDD will be
equipped with critical digital C3 systems
and most digital sen ors and weapon platforms. All Category 1 systems will be
issued to the PDD by the end of FYoo.
Category 2 system wi II be issued to the
FDD based on their availability. The 3rd
Brigade Combat Team at Fon Carson,
however, will not complete receipt of
Category 1 equipment until the end of
FY04.
The FDD will mark the fielding of an
interim capability in the modernization of
the heavy division. Meanwhile, other
Anny divi ions are also adopting the
Army Division XXI structure. These
smaller organization must also be able to
take advantage of the increased agility,
lethality, and survivability provided by
digilization. The major difference
between the FDD and subsequent heavy
objective digitized divisions (ODD) i
the number and degree of Category I and
2 fielded systems. Subsequent ODDs will
be equipped with all Category 1 and 2
yslems.
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TRADOC envisions a fully
equipped Army Division XXI operating
in a battle pace that is approximately
240 percent larger than today's optimum
coverage beeau e of the increased situational awareness and the ability to create
synergy with all the weapon systems in
the division. Army Division XXI will be
able to conduct multiple, simultaneou
operation on a di tributed battlefleld.
In the past, y tems were fielded
individually a they became available.
Because many of the modernized and
digitized systems operate ynergistically
with other systems, the Anny is adjusting individual y tem chedule to field
by brigade et . This will provide our
divisions with brigade combat team that
have fulJ digital combat fighting capabilities. Mo t Category 2 y tern will be
fielded prior to the 4th ID's Division
Capstone Exerci e (DCX), scheduled for
March 200 I, or by the time the First
Digitized Command i e tabli hed in
2004. Some equipment, however, such
as Crusader, will not achieve production
status until later in the decade.

FBCB2 System
FBCB2 i a key component of the
ABCS. FBCB2 con ists of computer
hardware and software integrated as an
applique to fighting vehicle or critical
logistic vehicles. When the software is
embedded in the computer of combat
vehicles, it is known as Embedded Battle
Command (EBC). FBCB2 and EBC provide on-the-move, near-real-time situational infonnation, a common picture of
the battlefield, the locations of enemy
and friendly force, and the rapid
exchange of information and orders.
FBCB2 and EBC also exchange information with the five ATCCSs. Linking
these system is the Tl, an adaptation of
the Internet. This seamless communication network wlll give commanders the
benefit of nearly instantaneous barriefield infonnation, and soldier will be
aware of the larger tactical picture. For
example, friendly force situational
awarene s was the highlight during the
Task Force XXI AWE conducted at the
ational Training Center in March 1997.
Digitally disseminated information
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howed great potential to improve movement and tactical maneuver. This helped
commanders and their staffs develop a
more complete picture of the battlefield.
Analysis of data indicates a rrend of
improved performance in tactical capabilities, such as accuracy in locating
enemy forces, friendly unit position
awarene ,and the ability to move
force at night.
Throughout everal AWE battle ,
the EXFOR howed improvements in
lethality and survivability. The division
AWE that folJowed in ovember 1997
demon trated ignificant time avings in
planning cycles. The results of the
Augu t 1998 FBCB2 limited usertest
howed significant improvements over
the Task Force XXI AWE. For example,
message completion rates and faster
speed of service significantly improved
di semination of orders and plan .

Digital Training
A culminating digital training event,
the DCX, is being developed for the
FDD. The DCX involves a live, brigadelevel National Training Center rotation
at Fort Irwin, CA, in March 2001 and a
constructive, computer-based Battle
Command Training Program warfighter
exercise at Fort Hood in September
2001. The DCX will help the Army
asse the current go-to-war statuS of the
digitized division with operational and
organizational (0&0) concepts under
Mi ion Equipment Terrain Troop -Time
(METT-n condition. During the DCX,
lhe 4th ill will conduct a full range of
stability and support operations in a joint
and mullinational environment, and conduel distributed operation using maneuver and firepower, facilitated by information dominance, to destroy enemy
forces and to eize and retai n ground.
The primary focus of the DCX,
however, will be unit training, based on
existing fielding and minimal joinl
experimentation. It will be used to refine
the doctrine, training, leader development, organization, materiel, and soldier (DTLOMS) of the FOO in both a
tactical and imulated environment. The
DCX i intended to secure upport by
validating the Anny' commitment 10

digitization and answer previou and
elli ting critici m of digitization. It will
al 0 validate the divi ion 0&0 de ign,
provide a comparative understanding of
the new force. and demonstrate potential
training method of the future.
Integration of Reserve Components
(RCs) into the Army digitization strategy
began in earne t with the inclusion of
RC units into the FDD. The e include an
RC General Support Aviation Company,
a Multiple Launch Rockel Sy tern
(MLR$) battery, and the Division Rear
Operations Center.

Conclusion
Army XXI wiJl be an important
product of the Force XXI process, building on the Army" current capabilities
and capitalizing on validated information
technologie . Army XXI will be a capabilities and knowledge-ba ed force,
u ing information-age technologies to
provide soldiers, leaders, and units the
situational awareness, information dominance, and mental agility necessary for
attaining fuJI-spectrum dominance. Army
XXI will be fully integrated with the
digitized sy terns of other Services to
produce a cohe ive, effective joint force
at all echelon. In addition, full interoperability with coalition force will be an
integral part of Army XXl

CHRIS LEINS is employed by
Coleman Research CO/po supporting
the Army Digitization Office (ADO).
In addition to his responsibilities in
the ADO, Leins is a lielllenalll
colonel in the Army Reserve
assigned to the 352d Civil Affairs
Command. He is a 1979 gradua.te of
the U.S. Military Academy.
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Introduction
"CECOM Bottom Line: THE SOLDIER"
Nowhere is the commitment behind the
CECOM motto more apparent than at Port
Hood, TX. home of the U.S. Army's Pirst
Digitized Division (POD). The U.S. Army
Communications-Electronics Command
(CECOM), like the other commodity-oriented
major ubordinate commands of the Army
Materiel Command (AMC), develops, equip,
and maintains materiel for the troop .
Teaming with program executive officers
(PEOs), CECOM provides the Army with
command and control, communications, computer, intelligence, electronic warfare and sensor (C4IEWS) systems. This entails a cradleto-grave effort spanning research, development and engineering; software development
and modification; contracting; systems management: logistics; and depot operations. With
that full life-cycle effort, and as AMC's executive agent for Porce XX] , CECOM upports
the FDD. We serve as part of a large and dedicated team of researchers, PEOs, combat
developers, and warfighters who are commit-ted to the ucces of the FDD.

Genesis
The road to the digitized force and the
POD began in a conceptualization video
CECOM prepared for former Chief of Staff of
the Army (CSA GE Gordon R. Sullivan.
The video dramatized the potential strength of
situational awareness and how it could significantly affect the outcome of engagement. The
CSA' upport solidified an aggressive Army
program to apply emerging digitization technology acro s the battlefield.
CECOM provided the underpinning for
_.this effort by offering digitization capabilities
via application of the tech base; through spinoft's and transitions from advanced technology
demonstration (AID) and advanced concept
technology demonstr'dlions; by leveraging
commercial off-the-shelf/govemment off-theshelf (COTS/GOTS) products and nondevel- opmental items (NDI ); through software
development; and by participating in Army
Advanced Warfighting Experiments (AWEs)
and exercises. Designated the "Army System
Engineer," the Director of the CECOM
Research, Development and Engineering
• Center provided another crucial element by
~ developing and maintaining the Joint
Technical Architecture-Army.

Developing Digitization
Capabilities
CECOM's engineers and scienti ts were
initially daunted by the variety of platforms
involved, ranging from the dismounted soldier,
to wheeled and tracked vehicle, to aircraft.
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CECOM SUPPORT
TO THE FIRST
DIGITIZED DIVISION
MG Robert L. Nabors and Dr, Louis C. Marquet
CECOM's experiences led to the first digitization experiment, DESERT HAMMER SIX,
designed to demonstrate the capability to digitally link these platforms. The experiment
showed that while there was value in sharing
tactical information between these platforms.
gateways and translators were a cumbersome
way of achieving interoperability. Common
protocols were essential. Our early experiments also revealed thaI voice and data did not
coexist well on the same nets and that common graphics were required.
The second significant digitization experiment, WARRIOR POCUS, centered on digitization down to the lowest platform level, the
combat soldier. CECOM support included
architecture engineering, computers. oftware.
instal.lation, integration in the tactical operations centers and tactical command post, testing, and a variety of training and support functions. Initial attempts to integrate existing
technologies for the oldier left much room for
improvement. The prototype Di mounted
Soldier System used six different types of
eight batteries. They lasted for less than 3
hours, and 30 minute were required to change
them and re tart the system.
Another problem was in combining many
individual electronic sy terns for tbe soldierheads-up integrated helmet-mounted displays.
computers, radios, weapon-sighting devices,
and position location hardware. The radio
illustrated the problems of interaction between
the systems. Under ideal conditions, the radio
passed digital data up to 6 kilometers.
Hnwever, when the radio was integrated with
the rest of the soldier's equipment, the radio
range dropped to less than 600 meters. The
problems encountered were typical of the
rocks and boulders CECOM and the research
and development (R&D) community surmounted along the road to the POD.
To support the digitization process,
CECOM developed the Digital lntegrdted
Laboratory (DIL), a dynamic integration of
local and remote Army and joint-Services laboratories. The DIL could be rapidly reconfigured using geographically separated but e1ec-

Ironically connected facilities to quickly replicate work in many diverse command, control,
and communications (C3) environments without physically moving resources. This
allowed evaluation of new technology, evo.lving equipment, COTS/GOTS product, and
NDls in a full-system environment.
CECOM used the OIL in another experiment, FOCUS DISPATCH, to iUustrate the
strength of modeling and simulation to support
digitization efforts. This experiment u ed a
real armored vehicle in northern Kentucky,
driving next to a simulated Bradley Pighting
Vehicle at Port Knox, KY, and working in
concert with a simulated Apache helicopter at
Port RUCker, AL. Simulated Single Channel
Ground and Airborne Radio System
(SINCGARS) at Fort Knox accurately
depicted communication performance,
including the effect on received signal trength
as units moved through the terrain.
Simulation helped the R&D community
understand the complex interaction of many
di parate platforms working together. without
a huge investment in hardware or in exercise
support. Data collected at the DIL during
early experiments and exercises allowed
CECOM to transition hardware and software
packages to transform the 4th lnfantry
Division into the FDD.

The First Digitized Division
PEO, C3 Systems is responsible for the
POD. CECOM works with the PEO 10 introduce the new technology at Pon Hood.
Principal among the innovative mechanisms
employed is piraJ development between the
user and the technical community in the field,
supponed by the PEO' local Central
Technical Suppon Pacility connected to various contractor and government facilities
through the OIL. This allows identification of
the user' problem (technical, operational, or
training) and, if equipment. rJpid isolation to a
particular module or item. It allows troubleshooting in the field and the immediate evaluation of solutions, including hardware
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improvements, software modifications, the
insertion of new technology and developmental
solutions, revised operational objectives, and
improved training. For example, user problems with the Tactical [ntemet were quickly
resolved using the CECOM DIL to coonect
contractors, users, field locations, and test beds
in a virtual collaborative environment.
CECOM provides the PEO with technologies such as information dissemination
management, frequency management/co-site
interference, and wireless local area networking. The command provides engineering upport on a multilude of systems and equipment
including the Army Battle Command System
(ABCS), and transitioned versions of the
Global Broadcast System, the Surrogate Data
Radio for Networking, and Asynchronous
Transfer Mode Switcbing. Througb it
Tactical Command and Control (C2) Protect
AID, CECOM is participating in "red teaming" the information assurance architecture
and Stres -protect tools that are being developed or modified for u e in the tactical environment.

As part of this ATD, CECOM conducted
Porce XXI Battle Command Brigade and
Below (FBCB2) electronic and information
warfare testing and limiled signal intelligence
lesting in both lab and field environment .
The FBCB2 vulnerabilities CECOM identified
are now being eliminated in new software
releases planned for FYOO.
In the BattJespace C2 ATD, CECOM
tran itioned course of action development and
analysis software to the Maneuver Control
System. This software will allow PDD soldiers to build and compare multiple courses of
action based on the commander's intent and
guidance. The sofrware will have some
wargaming capability and two-dimensional
course of action anima.tion, as well as provisions fOr inclusion of data .in decision briefs
and operational orders. The ATD.is also providing interim 3-D visualization and natural
language processing capabilities. VISUalization will allow users to explore the 3-D battlespace and to visualize key unit icons and
control measures.
CECOM's two recenUy approved ATDs,
Multifunctional On-the-Move Secure Adaptive
Integrated Communications (MOSAIC) and
Command Post XXI will provide technology
development and insertion beyond tbe PDD,
continuing the spiral development process.
CECOM is the Army focal point for joint
interoperability certification of joint inlerfaces
and for developing MlL-STD-188-220 and the
joint vari.able message formats fundamental to
acbieving effective inlTa-Army and joint interoperability. CECOM developed the tools to
as isl FDD system developers to measure conformance to the tandards.
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Software has been an important ingredient throughout the digitization process.
CECOM's computer scientists and engineers
were there to quickly resolve problems. They
investigated anomalies, then modified, integrated, and te ted software prior to release to
the FDD. Ongoing efforts include the upgrading and modification of existing systems to
provide greater bandwidth to move large
amounts of digital information rapidly. Efforts
aI 0 include developing software system for
the Forward Observer System, FIREFINDER
(Q-36 and Q-37), and the Meteorological
Measuring Set slated for fielding to the FDD.
Another effort includes developing applications in the Microsoft Windows NT operating
environment 10 provide the warfighter in the
tactical situation with an operating environment imilar to that found in gam on.

On-Site Support
No dj cussion of CECOM support to the
FDD is complete without addres lng the command's tean1 at POIt Hood, which is comprised
of the Materiel Developer Cell, the Logi tics
Coordination CeB with its Help Desk, and the
Electronic Sustainment Support Center. This
team i our lead element to relay on-theground experiences and concerns to the
CECOM leadership and to facilitate the information flow between combat and materiel
developers. The tean] coordinates fielding of
prototype and force modernization systems
and mlUlage new equipment training, testing,
spectrum management, maintenance and
repair, platform safety releases, and retrograding. The team also supports AWEs lUld digital
rotations at the National Training Center
(NTC) and the Joint Readiness Training
Center. Deploying with the soldiers, team
members work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
alongside unit maintainers and program managers to diagno e and re olve equipment problems with prototype and fielded systems.
Their achievements include resolving more
than 7,500 equipment trouble calls from soldiers, training almost 23,000 soldiers on new
ABCS equipment and about 1,400 soldiers on
new FBCB2 equipment, and installing hundreds of sy tern in a variety of configurations
on hundreds of vehicles for limited user tests.
The on- ite leam i CECOM's most visible
face to the soldiers of the FDD, their "911."

The WLMP will provide anticipatory logistics,
asset visibility, distribution-based logistics,
and an overaU smaller logistics footprint. The
business processes used at the wholesale level
have not changed significantly in 30 years.
The WLMP will modernize and re-engineer
these processes to provide the warfighter with
the best-in-class commercial business practices embodied in a COTS package and
enabled by information technology.
Ultimately, the modernized wholesale
logistics bu iness processes will integrate with
the Global Combat Support System-Army to
provide a single wholesale/relaillogistics system that will provide timely, flexible, and costeffective worldwide distribution of assets to
sustain military and peacetime operations.

Conclusion
The upport CECOM provides to the
PDD embodies our mission to develop,
acquire, and u tain uperior information lechnologies and integrated systems, enabling batties pace dominance for America's warfigbters
as the Army makes the Iran ition from the
industrial age to the information age. The
C4IEWS payoff is becoming apparent to the
soldiers of the FDD and will be critical to the
soldiers of the Pirst Digitized Corp and the
Army 2010 and beyond. Indeed, soldiers ARE
our bottom line II
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Wholesale Logistics
Modernization Program
Just as CECOM paved Ihe way for the
FDD's cutting-edge systems, the command's
Wholesale .Logistics Modernization Program
(WLMP) will provide the Army with focused
logi tic to ensure combat readiness a the
FDD evolves into the First Digitized Corps.
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DIGITIZING INSTALLATIONS
LTC Curt McCabe and Carlos E. Davila

Introduction
Installation Information Infrastructure Architecture (I3A) sure sounds
like a mouthful, but a quick look at its
simple approach and positive re ults
make it easy to understand and swallow.
I3A u es an architecture-based methodology to modernize the command, control, communications, and computers
(C4) infrastructure on Army installations.
Moreover, l3A provides the means to
implement the Army XXI doctrinal concepts of power projection and split-based
operation and create the environment
mandated by the Defense Refoml
Initiative (DRI). I3A also plans for the
fully digitized installations required to
support the information needs of emerging digitized forces.

Challenges
The DRl challenged the Army to
revolutionize its approach to conducting
daily busines on its installations, primarily network-centric approaches dependent on modernized information communication capabilities. I3A is the Army'
. response to the DR! and is also the natural and vital follow-on to architecture
efforts for the First Digitized Division
(FOD) and subsequent warfighter representations. It achieves Army modernization efficiencies by identifying in talla• tion information infrastructure requirements, sanctioning and funding them,
and then managing their development.
13A' methodology is simple-determine
the existing condition of the communication "plumbing," overlay standard engi~neering solutions that will produce a
fully connected installation, and determine the cost required to upgrade. The
engineering solwions are stable, scalable, efficient, and tested. However, it
was the existing condition of the com, munications infrastructure on installations that became the genesis for 13A.
For the Army, the main challenge of
the DR! was to improve the chaotic and
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decayed tate of the information infrastructure. I3A began when Army Chief
Information Officer (CIO) LTG William
H. Campbell looked at Army installations and saw old and decaying informalion transport sy tem con i ting primarily of 1940 and 1950s technology.
Further complicating matter was the
unsynchronized approach to identifying
and meeting modernization requirements
and funding of the modernization
process. Moreover, the lack of a centrally standardized and funded vision
forced in tallations and major commands
to acquire products and modernize in the
best way they could to meet their most
pressing needs. This process did not
always work well. The question then
became, "How can we reali tically
expect to field and maintain the dominant edge that the digitized forces provide if we ignore where they live, train,
and reach back to for their command,
control, and support?"

Strategy Formulation
In October 1997, the CIO directed
bis Program and Architecture (P&A)
Directorate (then headed by BG Peter
Cuviello) to formulate a strategy to fix
the Army' communication shortfall by
more quickly providing assi tance to
Army installations. The only way to do
this was to get funding, and the only way
to get funding wa to determine the
requirement.
Armed with experience and insight
gained from designing the POD architecture, P&A established a team of information technology (IT) experts and personnel with specialized skills from major
commands and Army instal1ations. The
team agreed to a simple strategy. Fir t, it
would determ.ine the existing condition
of the communication plumbing. Second,
the team would de igo a standard,
mission-capable computer and communication target architecture and tailor it to
each individual in tallation. Third, it

would develop and u e a co ting model
to quantify the difference between the
existing IT infrastructure and the target
architecture and then use the information
to support the AmlY's IT investment
strategy. Fourth, it would institutionalize
DA proces es and procedures. Finally,
and most important for supporting the
warfighter, it would assist information
management directors and installation
managers in their modernization efforts
by applying the same tool and databases
used to determine the capabilities and
needs of our digitized fighting forces.
To meet the ftf t tep of assessing
the existing condition of the communication plumbing, the team turned to the
Information System Engineering
Command (ISEC) and its Fort Detrick
Engineering Office (FDEO). Engineers
were tasked to create a flexible, noninvasive data call using the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations' Installation
Sequence Li t. This data call wou Id yield
the requisite infoffi1ation to determine
the existing condition of the fixed communications network and the cost once
FDEO overlaid the tandard target
design.
Working with Forces Command, the
Army Materiel Command, and the
Training and Doctrine Command, the
FDEO produced "cost models" (called
Target Architecture Models or TAMs)
for large and medium installations and
u ed the information in Ole FYOO-05
Program Objective Memorandum
(POM). This wa achieved in less than 4
months. The FDEO created a database as
it gathered the information. Using stateof-the-art engineering software, it began
creating digitized versions of engineering drawings depicting the installation'
IT infrastructure. The drawing were
stored in a secure, Web-based, digital
repository called the Communications
Resource Engineering Drawing
Repository (CREED). As of this writing,
the CREED holds nearly 100 percent of
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the I3A-required information for
sequenced continental U.S. installations,
100 percent of Korea's installations, and
is completing information gathering for
installations in Europe, Okinawa. and
Japan. Fort Detrick, MD, engineers are
also documenting the Reserve
Components' "virtual installation" in
the CREED. Commands and installation can now request acces to the e
engineering drawings and associated
installation data source via the 13A
home page at http://archodisc4.
army.mil/I3AII3A.htm.
A the FDEO engineers gathered
information, they worked clo ely with
the Anny Signal Command, the Program
Manager for Defen e Communications
and Switched Sy terns, the Technology
Integration Center, and other ISEC agencie to meet the second and third tep of
the team's strategy.
The I3A approach will be applied to
five to even Army installations during
FYOO. The I3A approach as urnes all
buildings will require connectivity to the
main information pipeline. As such, the
pipeline's route and branches will be
designed to most efficiently ervice
them. Once buildings are connected to
the in lallation network, they can then
exchange information with other agencies on po t, ride the infrastructure 10
other posts via the Defen e Infom1ation
Systems Network, and communicate
with their deployed soldiers and activitie .
Further, the architecture itself does
not dwell on the exact bandwidth or
level of traffic coming from or to the
building. Instead, it emphasizes a reasonable but robu t communications pipe to
meet rno t current need and tho e in the
fore eeable future. Details are codified
in the J3A Design and Implementation
Guide and on the l3A horne page.
The 13A Team' fourth tep began
with the June 1999 Army CIO memorandum. The CIO would not pern1it the I3A
to be ju t a funding or departmental tool
that provided nothing but dollar and
over ight to the in tallation customers it
was designed to upport. The CIO
believed it was nece sary 10 keep the
installation data current, to ensure the
architecture was flexible and forward
looking, and to relieve as much administrative burden from in tallation a po-
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ible. To address these challenge , an
I3A Configuration Control Board (CCB)
wa established.

Working Groups
Charged with synchronizing the
entire 13A effort, the CCB developed a
charter, consolidated all existing J3A
documentation, established procedures
for updates and changes to the Army's
I3A ba eline, and set up working groups
10 addres pecific issues. The initial
working group focused on the I3A
Implementarion and Design Guide (identified as an ad hoc, task-specific working
group), information assurance, network
systems management, operations and
manning, technology, and business areas.
Business areas include finance, logistics,
and personnel, and require connectivity
to an installation' information infrastructure.
The Power Projection Division
(PPD) manage the final a pect of the
fourth step of the 13A Team's strategy.
U ing the Communications Requirement Information Management SystemWarfighter Reachback (CRIMS-WARR)
database. the PPD is 13A's implementation arm for the Anny XXI doctrinal
concepts of power projection and plitba ed operations.
Working from the U.S. Army Signal
Center at Fort Gordon, GA, LTC Willow
Solchenberger heads a section within the
PPD that surveys, captures, and analyze
information-bandwidth requirements.
These requirements are manife led at
key power-projection, warfLghter installations such as Fort Bragg, NC; Fort
Drum, NY; and Fort Hood, TX. The PPD
en utes that required information is formatted and compatible with the CREED
database so engineers and planners can
more effectively allocate funding to critical information need . In addition, funds
can be allocated to en ure vital communication with deployed units. Using the
same integrated data, deployed units can
better support large bandwidthconsuming application and the high
level of command and control traffic.
Application such as distance learning, modeling and in1Ulation, lelemedicine, and command and control from
home station are only a few examples
where I3A can be of great as i tance to
the Anny and DOD. The e types of

applications now consume more and
more of the bandwidth of an in tallation's information infrastructure.
Consequently, 13A component, uch as
the CREED and CRIMS-WARR database, the TAM, and the CCB, can help
the 13A Team identify requirements and
ultimately help the Army more efficiently allocate its shrinking dollars.
Moreover, a I3A mature , it will integrate with the Army's Metric Program
and the Anny Flow Model and reduce
intradepartmental data and function
redundancies.

Conclusion
Since its inception in 1997, 13A ha
helped Anny in tallations obtain nearly
$1.3 billion to modernize their information infrastructures. Further, it serve a
an important link between the warfighter
and doctrinal concept uch as the DRI
and Army XXI. Ultimately, I3A allows
warflghter to conduct their missions
unburdened by unreliable communications.
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Introduction
In an article in the September-October
1998 issue of Army RD&A magazine. LTG
William H. Campbell, Director of
Information System for Command.
Control, Communication and Computers
(OISC4), stated that the Army' path for digitization is a journey, not a destination.
Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and
Below (FBCB2) is a key program in that
journey. As a resuli of lessons learned from
the March 1997 Task Force XXI Advanced
Warfighting Experiment (TF XXI AWE) at
the ational Training Center TC). the
FBCB2 Program has progre sed, using a
spiral developmental proce . toward a
Milestone III decision in May 2002.
Much has been written about the
FBCB2 Program since its exposure to the
Army a a prototype (known as applique) in
the TF XXI AWE. As the TRW Deputy
Program Manager for FBCB2. I Lhink it i
appropriate to provide an update on
FBCB2's journey and where it is headed.

Background
The accelerated tempo of modem
combined anns warfare will demand full
exploitation of rapid proce sing and transfer
of crucial battlefield infonnation. Land-force
dominance at the tactical and operational
levels requires improved battle command,
improved synchronization of direct and indirecl fires, faster and more comprehen ive
access to intelligence data, enhanced ituational awarene (SA), and effective force
protection. The need to quickly shift battle
focus, reconfigure forces, and efficiently
progres from one mission to another while
• on the move require acqui ition and use of
timely battle infomlation.
Timely infonnation allows the soldier
to make infonned decision consistently
faster tI,an the enemy. FECB2 i a battle
command infonnation system lhat will complete ti,e Army Battle Command System
• infonnation flow from tactical operation
center (TOCs) at corps. divi ion, brigade.
and banalion levels to and acro platfonn
(vehicles and dismounted soldier systems).
FECB2 i both a subelement and a key com·
ponent of the Army Tactical Command and
Control System (ATCCS) de igned to interface with ATCCS at the brigade and banalion levels.
FBCB2 enhances total force effectivene by automating the battle command
process. Ii enhance the ability to operale in
an unpredictable and changing environment
, throughout the battlespace from stability and
• upport operations through war. It allow
force to imultaneou Iy mount. execute.
and recover from operations and synchro-
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FBCB2 PROGRESS
AND THE ROAD AHEAD
Paul J. Dixon
nize all of the operating y tem at a tempo
that cannot be matched by the enemy.
FBCB2 improves command and control
(CZ) while on the move by receiving and
updating the ATCCS common battlefield
picture and SA via horizontal and vertical
links between TOC and via horizontal and
vertical links between mounted and di mounted platfomls.
FBCB2 is located in the mounted and
dismounted maneuver (divisional, separate,
heavy, and light) cavalry and reconnaissance
and annored cavalry, mechanized infantry,
infantry, aviation units, and uleir associated
logistic units. FBCB2 i unique as a digital
system because it is provided to all combat,
combat suppor1, and combat service upport
units, thus equipping the entire brigade and
below force with a near-real-time digital
ystem. It answers the questions postulated
by retired GEN Gordon R. Sullivan, fanner
Chief of Staff of the ArnlY, of, "Where am
I?," "Where are my buddies?," and "Where
is the enemy?" This is done by providing
SA and C2 capabilitie that enable tactical
users to make and communicate decisions
and react with synchronized fires and movement before the enemy can react, thu providing a ignificant battlefield advantage.

Functionality
As with any Anny program. there are
requirement documents that define desired
functionality. The governing documems are
the FBCB2 Operational Requirement
Document (ORD), Version 5.2, Change I.
and the associated User Functional
De criplion, Version 3.1. Other governing
document include the Joint Technical
Architecture, Joint Variable Message Fomlat
(NMF). and M1L-STD-2525. The adherence to and/or implementation of these document are reflected within FBCB2 in three
di crete area: oftware. the Tactical Internet
(11). and hardware.
TI,e phased implementation of requirements in successive versions of FBCB2
reflects a number of factors. The e factors
include chedule, cost. lessons learned from
previou FBCB2 ver ions (and associated

test events), as well as close coordination
with the Program Executive Officer.
Command, Control and Communications
(pEO, C3S) on teclutical initiatives to ensure
interoperability between FBCB2 and rhe
ATCCS systems. Th.is coordination al 0
extends to other Anny PEO and program
managers (PMs).
For each FBCB2 version, a crosswalk
of the mo t current ORD and statemem of
work is conducted between the FBCB2
Program Management Officer (PMO) and
the U.S. Anny Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) Sy terns Manager
(TSM) FBCB2. Additionally. the TSM and
PMO conduct periodic "user jurie ., with
other TSMs, PMOs. 4th Infantry Divi ion
(4th ID) representalives ( required), and
the FBCB2 prime contractor team to addres
and resolve requirement issues.
The importance of the user jury process
and its contribution to FBCB2 is exemplified by the oldier-machine interface (SMl)
implementation of functionality (e.g., NMF
messages) that i intuitive and up pons
Anny doctrine. A pamllel and valuable
activity has been the "after-action" reviews
with soldiers of the 4th ill after major test
events for FBCB2 (TF XXI AWE and the
1998 limiled user test (LUn). The benefit
of these ses ions is that all ranks and many
different military occupational specialtie
are represented, thus providing a balanced
input to developers (boUl government and
industry) on behalf of all FBCB2 users.

Systems Engineering
The TI is comprised of governmentfumi hed equipment communication devices
such as the Enhanced Position Location
Reporting System, the Single Channel
Ground and Airborne Radio Sy tern, and the
Internet Controller, which provide the communication backbone for transmitting SA
and C2 digital traffic. Coupled with the
hardware are the a ociated communication
protocols needing to be implemented in the
communication devices and FECB2.
Through modeling and simulation (M&S) at
both the FBCB2 prime contractor' facility
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Progress Toward The Objective System

CATEGORIES
SA MCR
SA SOS
C2 MCR
C2 SOS
Source: OPTEC bnef dated
(TRW, with their resident subcontmctor
Raytheon) and with.in !be government, the
TI Working Group (TIWG) made recommendations on how to improve the petformance of the Tl.
The focus of M&S i on meeting the
ORD requirements for peed of service
(SOS), me sage-completion rate (MCR),
and implementation of unit task reorganization. The progress of the TIWG effort is
retlected in the overall improvement in
MCR and SOS from TF XXI AWE through
LUTI for FBCB2, as presented in a U.S.
Anny Operational Test and Evaluation
Command (now the U.S. Army Test and
Evaluation Command) briefmg. TIle accompanying table reflects this progress.
The TIWG is a textbook example of
government and industry teamwork to solve
some tough communication problem that
individually could not be accompli hed. For
the FBCB2 Program, there is a weekly teleconference to address progre in M&S,
software implememation of recommended
TIWG enhancements and I.e t results at various contractor locations. Data sharing
among industry players in TI development
has been critical for the improvements made
[0 the TI ince the AWE.

Software
During the TF XXI AWE, FBCB2 was
bo ted on computers that were installed
(appliquM) in combat vehicles (wheeled and
tracked) and helicopters and used for a prototype dismoul1leU soldier system. While
appliqued computers with FBCB2 software
will remain as the predominate configuration, the Army had a vision for two other
inlplementations of FBCB2 into the force
structure. The ftrst is to leverage the investment in weapon platfornl automation systems by embedding (integrating) FBCB2
with the y tern (Abrams, Bradley, etc.). The
other is to reduce the number of computers
in certain vehicles (Le., Linebacker), which
requires multiple digital applications by cobosting FBCB2 with other digital software.
FBCB2 Version 2 and beyond i composed of two major products. The first product or "backend" of FBCB2 i known as
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TF XXI AWE
25 percent
1 minute
29 percent
3 minutes
Oct. 16, 1998

Field Test 1
78 percent
9.6 seconds
81 percent
3.6 seconds

Embedded Battle Command (EBC) and is
the component that supplies two primary
service : SA and communication access
Oower Tl). This product is used not only in
FBCB2, but is being embedded into weapon
platforms such as the Abrams Sy tem
Enhancemem Program and the Bradley A3.
It is also the primary component of the
"TOC server" for PEa, C3S. In this use,
there are no FBCB2 computers in th.e battalion or brigade TOes. Through integration of
the TOC server into the ATCCS Battlefield
Functional Areas (BFAs) (Le., Maneuver
Control System, Advanced Field Artillery
Tactical Data Systems (AFATDS), etc.), the
BFAs will have connectivity to the lower TI
(FBCB2) in addition to the upper TI (echelon above brigade).
In the future, EBC will be integrated
into the Cru ader and aviation platfolIll5.
U ing EBC allows the Army to leverage its
investment in onboard computer sy tern in
weapon platforms and TOC while providing connectivity to the Tl. [I al 0 reduces the
number of FBCB2 computers procured and
appliqued 10 the force by being co-hosted in
such vehicles as the Lincbacker and Paladin.
Through the re-use of FBCB2 and EBC
(embedded or co-hosted), the Army i not
only leveraging it investment in the FBCB2
Program but i al 0 facilitating horizontal
technology integration (HTl) across multiple
platforms (Abrams, Linebacker, erc.). Reuse of FBCB2 and EBC supports the
Army' goal of re-use and commonality by
maintaining a commOn software baseline.
This not only saves money for the Army, but
also expedites HTl by providing upgrade
that can be integrated into the variou digital
sy tems based on a planned schedule so that
all the y terns have the same capabilities
concurrently.
FBCB2 currenUy runs on the
Solari /Intel. Solari /SPARC, and
VxWorksIPower PC Operating Systems
(OS ). FUlllre plans include porting FBCB2
to the Lynx as and Wmdows NT. The
Solarisl1ntel as is the tandard for FBCB2.
The porting of FBCB2 and/or EBC to other
ass are variants of the base case (i.e.,
Solari /Intel). lrrespective of the as, the

LUTi
63 percent
7.5 seconds
81 percent
3.65 seconds

goal is complete interoperability via the TI
when the various platform are deployed to
tbe force. However, experience suggests that
other choice of OS may constrain functionality and petformance while reducing
timeline of new technology insertion.
To date, the FBCB2 prime contractor
met every oftware delivery schedule
defmed by the government for both FBCB2
and EBC. Work is well underway for
FBCB2 Version 3.2, which will be used in
the force development te t and evaluation
(FDT&E)/LUTI in April 2000 at Fort Hood.
Currently, FBCB2 i supporting PM,
Abram and PM, Bradley in the integmtion
of EBC on VxWorks OS to support a
Bradley initial opemtional jest and evaluation (JOT&E) scheduled for ovember
1999 (at the time this article was written) at
Fort Hood. FBCB2 will be involved in thi
( t also. In addition, EBC is being integrated into the TOC erver for use by the
ATTCS. The Toe erver will be implemented by the PEO, C3S for the FBCB2
LUT2 and FDT&E in April 2000 at Fon
Hood.
The FBCB2 Program played an inlegral
part in the inlpJementation of the JVMF for
the Army and started the lraIlSition from the
variable message format (used during the
AWE) to NMF in the recent release of
FBCB2 Version 3.1. As pan of !hi transition ( piraJ development) proces . FBCB2
Version 3.2 will implement 32 JVMF mesage . These are known as the "core messages" as defined by the TSM FBCB2. Of
the e 32 messages, 16 have been identified
by the PEO, C3S as critical in supporting
ATCCS and FBCB2 interoperability for the
LUTI. By fielding of the First Digitized
Divi ion (FDD), FBCB2 will be in full compliance with the Army's acquisition directive
on implementation of the NMF "core me sage" set.

The second major product of FBCB2 is
the front end or SMI. In layman' terms, it's
what the computer creens look Iike and
how the data within FBCB2 is presented to
the soldier. Con iderable effort ha gone into •
the human factors aspect of the screen
design as well as correct doctrinal represen-
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tation of !he data, elc. Through !he TSM's
user juries and close coordination among !he
PMO, TSM. and prime contractor learn, !he
FBCB2 SMI i maturing inlO an intuitive
Windows-like represemation !hal faciLitates
training and use of !he FBCB2 system by
the oldier.

Integration And Testing
The FBCB2 Program schedule is
aligned to suppon !he Army's journey of
digilization. While this realignment moved
!he FBCB2 IOT&E to November 200I,!he
Anny implemented additional fonnal test
events not only to validate !he progress of
FBCB2, but also to validate !he Army's
overall digital program for FDD and
beyond.
A previously mentioned, !he FBCB2
LUT2/FDT&E is one major test event to be
conducted at Fon Hood, wi!h apprornnately
350 FBCB2-equipped platfonn interoperating wi!h the ATCCS. The next major te t
event is the FBCB2 LUTI/Divi ion
Capstone Exercise I (DCXI) in April 2001,
which will be conducted at the TC wi!h
bo!h FBCB2- and EBC-equipped platfonns
as well as the ATCCS. These two events
reduce risk to the overall Army digitization
program and, at !he same time, provide !he
opponunity to as e !he progress of FBCB2
and allow for improvements in !he system.
By conducting the FBCB2 LUT3/DCXl al
!he NTC, !he Army wi II provide a stres ful
environment (as experienced in !he TF XX]
AWE) for !he FBCB2 and EBC systems.
Thi should be a good benchmark for
as e iog how well FBCB2 perfonns and
meets its ORD requirements prior to FBCB2
IOT&E.
Not only does !he FBCB2 undergo formal test as identified above, but as risk mitigation. !here are a number of field tests
(Frs) planned where FBCB2 and the
ATCCS are tested from an engineering perspective. These technically focused te ts at
• !he Electronic Proving Ground (EPG) are
conducted with !he suppon of !he Test and
Evaluation Command, governmem PM ,
and prime contractors 10 evaluate and test
various lechnical implementation .
AdditionaUy, the FBCB2 prime contraclOr
conducted a number of tests at EPG prior to
!he Frs to evaluate various technical implementations. A11!hese are done to mitigate
ri k and improve the system.
As in any program, !here is also the formal Sy tern Segment Acceptance Tesl done
in-plant for each version of FBCB2 and
EBe.
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Hardware
Just as with software, FBCB2 uses the
spiral developmental process in maturing the
capabilitie of !he FBCB2 applique+ computer and installation kits. During the TF
XXI AWE, the Anny evalualed commercial,
ruggedized. and MilSpec computers. As a
result of that evaluation. !he Army determined !hat ruggedized computers mel the
environmental conditions of being installed
in wheeled and tracked vehicles.
For the FBCB2 system (software and
hardware), there is an ORO mean time
between es ential functional failure
(MTBEFF) requiremem of 910 hours by
lOT&E. This i !he equivalent of experiencing a failure only every 6 mon!hs (based on
an 8-hour day. 5-day workweek). While !he
AWE computer were experimental in
nature, the August 1998 LUT I applique+
computer (ruggedized) was !he next generation of compulers designed to meet a threeline-replaceable-unit configuration (i.e.,
proces or. display, and keyboard). The
objective of focusing on a ruggedized computer is to package commercial components
inlo a ruggedized chas is to reduce cost and
yet meet the perfonnance parameters
imposed on the FBCB2 hardware.
During LUT I . the appl iquc+ computer
had a low MTBEFF. Based on lessons
leamed, changes were made to improve !he
manufacturing and reliability of the sy tern.
To validate !hese ch,mges, the FDT &E
applique+ i not only going through a fuII
qualification test, bUI both the prime contractor and the government have conducted
a series of reliability growth tests under
ORD condition . Preliminary data indicate
that the FDT&E applique+ computer has a
marked improvement in MTBEFF compared
to LUTl results. Accordingly, the FBCB2
ORO perfonnance level appears to be well
within reach.
To suppon !he FDD hardware requiremems, the FBCB2 prime contractor, in conjunction with the FBCB2 PMO. updated the
specification for the next generation
applique+ (or appliquMV4, as il is known).
To take advantage of technology, the prime
contractor. at !he PMO's direction. is conducting a competitive request for proposal
(RFP) for the next generation applique+.
Given the FBCB2 schedule to date, this will
be !he firsl time in the FBCB2 Program !hat
the Army will have the opportunity to "fly
before buy" for hardware. Thi approach
wiII reduce risk, based on the requirements
inlposed in the RFP, and will afford the
Anny an early look at the design and perfornlance of the candidate solutions before

the final decision is made on the ultimate
manufacturer( ) of the FDD computers.
As with !he computers, emphasis has
been placed on the de ign and installation
locations of !he installation kits for !he computers. Through a Platfonn Integration
Working Group (pIWG) comprised of Army
and industry players, each vehicle-type
installation k.it design and location i deter·
mined. Included in tllis PlWG proce s are
the critical human factors and applicable
afety releases.
To provide sufficient hardware to properly equip !he force structure for a valid
evaluation of FBCB2, the Army is implementing a low-rate initial production buy for
!he appliquM computer. Unlike the ATCCSs
that are fielded at brigade and battalion
TOCs. FBCB2 is distributed throughout the
force structure. To properly asse !he
FBCB2, the Anny must sufficiently equip
!he force to evaluate the FBCB2 's contribution to lethality, urvivability, and tempo of
operations.

Conclusion
The FBCB2 is just one part of the
Anny's overall journey toward digitizing the
force structure. While !he journey is not
without its chalIenges and problems, its uccesses are tangible and sub tantiated. A team
effort between many Army and industry
players has produced a system that i proving itself to be effective in field use by !he
oldier. Thi tearn effort, coupled with cro sprogram dialogue, is critical not only for !he
success of FBCB2, but also for !he overall
Army digitization effort. With !he Army's
continued emphasis on a trong military and
industry team. FBCB2 will demon trate its
operational suitability and effectivene s
prior to, and at, its lOT&E.

PAULl. D[)WN has been the
TRW Deputy Program Manager for
FBCB2 since the program's start in
January 1995. He holds a B.S. degree
from the U.S. Mi/ilwy Academy and
an M.S. degree from the Florida
Instilute of Technology. Prior to joining TRW, Dixon served 23 years in
the U.S. Army, where his last assignment was as tile PM, AFATDS.
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Consolidation . . .

THE FUTURE OF ARMY
TEST AND EVALUATION
LTC Bruce D. Lewis and Susan E. Swanson
Introduction
During the Jast two decade, the United
States has seen the consolidation and merging of numerous large corporations to
improve their effectiveness. The Army te t
and evaluation (T&E) community al 0 conolidaled. On Oct. I, 1999, the Army Test
and Evaluation Command (ATEC) was activated following a year of planning and
preparalion by multiple organizations. The
reorganization consol idme the developmental testing mis ion of the Army Materiel

Command's (AMC's) Test and Evaluation
Command (TECOM) and the independent
operalionalle ling and ystem evaluation
mission of the Operational Test and
Evaluation Command (OPTEC). Commiued
to providing uninlerrupted service to their
customers, the impacted organizations
achieved a earnles tran ition.

Background
The Army's decision to consolidale lesting did nOI happen quickly. A1lhough the

Operational Test &
Evaluation Command
(OPTEC)

Test & Evaluation
Command
tTECOM)

(FY99 Authorizations/1 Oct 98)

Test &
Experimentation
Command
(TEXCOM)

Evaluation
Analysis
Center
(EAC)

Operational
Evaluation
Command
(OEC)

Army Science Board recommended consolidation of both developmental and operational
I ling and evaluation in 1996. only the evaluation mission was consolidated. ElTective
Ocl. t, 1996, OPTEC assumed the developmental evaluation mis ion and Ie ouree
from TECOM, the Anny Matcriel Systems
Analysi Activity, and the Survivability and
Lethality Analysis Division, and established
the Evaluation Analysis Center (EAC) in
Aberdeen, MD. At that Lime, consolidation of
testing was deferred pending the results of
the Quadrennial Defense Review.
In August 1997, an effort to again
examine ti,e feasibility of consolidating
Army testing was initiated by the Vice Chief
of Staff of the Army (VCSA). Con equentiy,
the A istant VCSA and the Deputy Under
Secretary of the Army for Operations
Research directed me Depanmem of me
Army Program, Analy is, and Evaluation
Directorate and me Test and Evaluation
Management Agency to co-chair a study
addrc ing the financial, regulatory, and
organizational aspects of consobdation. The
Study Group for Consobdation of Army
Testing was e tablished and, ub equently,

(FY99 Aulhorizations/1 Oct 98)
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Figure 1.
FY99 Organization Structure
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examined several alternatives and provided a
recommendation bolh 10 a General Officer
Steering Commiltee (GOSC) and to the
VCSA.
In November 1998. the VCSA approved
the consolidalion of developmental and operationallesting and directed U,at ATEC be
activated Oct. 1. 1999. An ATEC
Implementation Proce s ACI ion Team was
formed and a GOSc. with a supporting
Council of Colonels, was establi hed to
over ee the consolidation proces .

Organization
The FY99 organization structure of the
two primary agencies involved in the consolidation. OPTEC 'md TECOM. is hown in
Figure I. Figure 2 portrays Ihe new ATEC
organizational struclure that slarted in FYOO.
OPTEC is redesignated ATEC and is headquartered in Alexandria, VA; TECOM
becomes the U.S. Army Developmental Test
Command (DTC) and remains headquartered
in Aberdeen, MD; the Test and
Experimentation Command (TEXCOM)
become the U.S. Army Opemtional Te t
Command (OTC) and remains at Fort Hood.
TX; the Evaluation Analy is Center (EAC),
OPTEC's developmental evalualors located
in Aberdeen. MD. and OPTEC's Operalional

Evaluation Command (OEC) in Alexandria,
VA. combinc to foml the U.S. AmlY
Evaluation Cemer (AEC). AEC is located in
Alexandria. VA. and performs integrated system evaluations. Both EAC and OEC personnel remain in place at their respective
locations.
[n addition to the name changes. ATEC
headquarters also gains installation managcmem responsibility. ATEC will conlinue to
be a field operating agency, but has installalion management responsibi.lities for White
Sand Missile Range (WSMR). Yuma
Proving Ground (YPG), and Dugway
Proving Ground (DPG) because these installations remain part of DTC. In tallation man"gemenl responsibililY for Aberdeen Proving
Ground (APG). however. remains with
AMC. Accordingly. the Soldier and
Biological Chemical Comm<ll1d gains the
APG G=ison and installation mMagemenl
responsibility. n,e Aberdeen Test Cenler
remain with DTC <II1d becomes a ten<ll11
organization at APG The Redslone Technical
Test Ccnter (RTTC) "nd thc Aviation
Technical Test Center (ATTC) in Alabama,
and the Elcctronic Proving Ground in
Arizona also transfer 10 ATEC with DTC.
Figure 3 shows ATEC's locations throughout
the United States.

u.s. Army Test &
Evaluation Command
(ATEC)

U.S. Army
Test & Evaluation
Command
(ATEC)

U.S. Army
Developmental
Test Command
(DTC)

U.S. Army
Operational
Test Command
(OTC)
Figure 2.
FYOO organizational structure
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U.S. Army
Evaluation
Center
(AEC)

This newly consolidated org,Ulizalion is
geographically di persed. as in the past, and
will continue 10 rcly on information management technology to accomplish its critical
mi ·sion. n,is consolidation is similar to the
trend we are seeing in business and industry.

Mission
The ATEC mi ion is to pl<ll1 and conduci developmental test. independent operational tests, integraled evaluations. and
asses ments of Army materiel and ysrems.
This mis i n includes live-flre and lethality
lests. joilll and multi-Service tesls, force
development te LS. field experimel1ls and
advanced technology demonstrations. oversight of the Army's Continuous Evaluation
Program, and safcty verificalion. ATEC will
accomplish this mission based on " five-tenet
T&E philosophy.

T&E Philosophy
ATEC's T&E philosophy consists of
early involvement. te ling to learn, integrated
Ie t and evaluation. modeling <II1d simulation
(M&S). and use of training event .
• Ear/y Il1l"Oh·emel1t. Early involvcment
of ATEC in the requirements process and in
developmental and operalionaltesting helps
reduce acquisition costs by providing early
feedback to materiel developers. System
changes are more expensive later in the
acquisition proce . Early ATEC involvement aids in understanding requirements and
aUows ATEC personnel 10 design the mosl
efficielll te t Md provide beller quality
evaluations.
• Testing to Learn. The DTC will continue to perfoml customer tests (CT ) for
progrdlll managers (PMs) in addition to
developmenl<ll tests required by the acquisition process. Addilionally. OTC will continue 10 recommend CT and one or more
smaller scale operational test . These tests
will be conducted prior to a required inilial
operational test and evaluation (I0TE) to
learn more about the system, provide early
feedback to PM • 'md potenlially reduce the
scope of" required IOTE.
• Integrated Test and El'a/aation.
Because both developmental and opemtional
testing and evaluation are now the te ponsibility of one command, ATEC will produce
only one integrated te I plan and one system
evalumion report instead of two. The integrated te t phm will include required developmental tests (DTs), operational tests (01' ).
any combined and/or integrated DT/OT
events, "nd use of M&S. The ystcm evaluation report will be issue-driven and link all
tesling by considering tbe differenl sources
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of data to determine the overalL effectivenes ,suitability, and survivability of a system.
o Modeling and Simulation. ATEC will
continue to emphasize the use of validated,
verified, and accredited M&S in both developmental and operational Ie ling throughout
the acquisition process. M&S can help
reduce T&E costs, foeu te ts on critical
areas, and help clarify test re ults. M&S is a
powerful tool that should be developed and
considered for early use in T &E.
o Training Evellls. ATEC will attempt,
whenever possible, to conduct testing in conjunction with regularly scheduled training
events and exercises because of decreased
Army force structure and increased deployments and operational tempo. This can
reduce test costs and improve operational
realism. Testing during training events
requires an innovative test design to accompli h both te I and training objectives.
Using these five tenet, the diverse
ATEC organization is now able to better
facilitate joint integration, cooperation, and
communication.

Why Consolidate Testing?
There are two significant benefits to
consolidating testing and evaluation into
ATEC. First, it provides unity of command.
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It allow one commander to deteffiline how

to best use critical Army T&E resourceS as
well as those for joint T&E. Unity of command also better upports an integrated T&E
philosophy. Second, the ATEC consolidation
result in more effective and efficient T&E,
which help ensure mi sion accomplishment
in an environment of dimini hing resources.
Although DT will continue to be associated
with early acqui ition efforts and OT with
later efforts. the existence of both rnis ions
within ATEC hould produce T&E strategies
that are less sequential. The con olidation
provides greater opportunity to conduct combined and/or integrated DT/OT events, wherever it makes sen e to do so, thereby allowing" oldier" involvement earlier in the
acquisition process.

Conclusion
The activation of ATEC resulted from
the merger of two outstanding profe sional
organizations that perform a critical mi ion
for our n!diers and our Army. ATEC will
continue to successfully accomplish its mission by providing insights and feedback to
materiel developers: providing evaluations
and asses ments on the effectivene s, uilabi!ity, and survivability of weapon systems;
and by providing independent advice and
recommendations to senior Army leaders.

The ATEC will continue to conduct T&E to
ensure that our soldiers and our Army will
have the weapons and equipment required
for victory on future battlefield .
ATEC's ultimate customer is the
soldier-the on and daughters of America,
who will judge ATEC's efforts with their
mission accompli hments and, possibly, with
their Bve . This is an awesome respen ibility
and a sacred trust that ATEC will neVer compromise. Consequently. ATEC will continue
to playa critical role in helping the Anny
prepare for the 2\ st century across the entire
pectrum of conflict.

LTC BRUCE D. LEWIS is the
Chief, U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command Transition Team. He is a
graduate ofthe University of North
Carolina and has 8 years of experience in U.S. Army acquisition.
SUSAN E. SWANSON is a
Program Analyst on the U.S. Army
Test and Evaluation Command
Transition Team. She is a graduate of
Baker University and has 22 years of
government experience.
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ANNUAL ARMY
ACQUISITION WORKSHOP
HIGHLIGHTS
MODELING AND SIMULATION
Sandra R. Marks
Introduction

organizational structure, Armbruster
Dubin aid SMART can help reduce
introduced opening workshop speaker
total owner hip cost and the time
Paull. Hoeper, Assistant
---required for initial
Secretary of the Army for
operational capability;
Acquisition, Logistics and
improve supportability,
Technology (ASAALD and Army
maintainability, and
Acquisition Executive. In hi
military worth; and
opening remarks, Hoeper called
allow for more effecSimulation and Modeling for
tive and cost-efficient
Acquisition, Requirements and
training.
Training (SMARD one of the
BG(P) William L.
great enablers in the acquisition
Bond, Commanding
community. Simulation and modGeneral (CG), Simueling, Hoeper aid, provides an
lation, Training and
opporrunity to address complex
Army Vice Chief of Staff In trumentation
issues much more economically GEN John M. Keane
Command
and much more quickly. He
(STRlCOM), briefly
stressed that the Army leadership
reviewed STRlCOM's
is very committed to simulation and
mi sion and recapped some of
modeling notju t in an engineering
STRICOM's development efforts that
sen e but aloin how it impacts training,
have incorporated SMART concepts.
tactics, systems usage. and
Focusing on training, Bond noted the
information and emotional
need to integrate training and system
overload prior to fielding a sysdevelopment using SMART. This, he
tern.
said, would allow training to begin
SMART was al 0 the topic
earlier than it does now. He also praised
of two featured morning speakthe new Army initiative to collaborate
ers. Dr. Hank Dubin. Director,
with the enterlainment industry on M&S,
Assessment and Evaluat.ion,
stating that it wilJ benefit both communiOASAALT, aid SMART i prities that traditionally shared little informarity about exploiting aod
mation and technology. In conclusion,
capitalizing
on
modeling
and
Bond
aid the Army will miss a great
Opening Sessions
simulation. He discussed some
opportunity if it does not move forward
Vicky Armbruster,
of the areas where SMART can
on SMART now. "The Army needs it,
Deputy PEO (DPEO),
be u ed and some of the chalt.he taxpayer expect it, and our soldiers
Tactical Missile, spoke on
lenges for making better u e of
deserve it," he added.
behalf of the local host of
it. He encouraged collaboration
Keith Charle , Deputy Director for
the workshop in welcoming
anlOng stakeholder as a major
Acquisition Career Management
participants. After identifychallenge, adding that M&S
(DDACM) and Deputy Assistant
ing the PEOs, DSAs, and
LTG James M. Unk,
will be a great a el in modemSecretary for Plan, Programs and
major organizations at
DCG, AMC
izing
the
information-age
Army.
Policy. OASAALT, shifted from the subRedstone Arsenal and preCiting the need for the Army to
ject of SMART to an update on the stasenting a brief outline of the
alway focus on the warfighter,
tus of the military and civilian

Modeling and simulation (M&S)
was the principal topic di cussed by
more than 200 key member of the Army
acquisition community gathered at the
annual Army Acqui ition Workshop and
Executive Session held at Redstone
Arsenal in Hunt ville, AL, Aug. 24-26,
1999. Cosponsored by the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition, Logi tics and Technology
(OASAALT) and Headquarters, U.S.
Army Materiel Command (AM C), the
work hop was attended primarily by program executive officers (PEOs);
Deputies for Systems Acquisition
(DSAs); acquisition commanders; and
product, project, and program managers
(PMs). The workshop gave participants
the opportunity to focus on the latest
developments in modeling and simulation and to hear update on
many of the key issues
affecting the acqui ilion
community. Other attendees included commanding
generals, deputy commando ing generals (DCGs), directors, deputy directors, and
industry leaders.
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Acqui ition Workforce. Charles stressed
that one of the major concerns of the
acquisition leadership is the Army's plan
to impose further reductions in the workforce while ignificantly increasing the
pace of modernization. The impact of
these per onnel reductions will be even
greater when combined with the high
rate of officer retirement and the fact
that more than half of the civilian workforce will be eligible to retire in 2005.
To address this shortage, Charles called
for greater profes ional development of
both military personnel and OS-12/13
civilian for leadership po ilion. The
best leader, according to Charles, initially attains a trong technical background and then broaden oneself with
experience.
Other morning sessions included
briefUlg by Dr. Steven L. Me ervy.
Project Manager, Advanced Threat
Infrared Countermeasure /Common
Missile Warning System/Aircraft
Survivability Equipment
(ATIRCM/CMWS/ASE) Joint Project
Office, on M&S lessons learned and
BG(p) Jo eph L. Bergantz, Program
Manager, RAH-66 Comanche, on
Comanche imulation. Bergantz outlined
the Comanche imulation trdtegy associated with the test program and preceded hi. presentation Witll a simulation
video moderated by Dr. Sharon Johnson,
Head of the M&S Program at the
ATIRCM/CMWS/ASE Joint Project
Office.
COL Charles A. Cartwright, Project
Manager, Crusader, concluded the morning essions with a presentation outlining the Crusader verification, validation,
and accreditation process. Cartwright
began with a video howing how
Crusader i moving from requirement
to reality. The implementation of a
simulation-based development process
wi II allow the Cru ader to gel to the 01dier faster than by using other more traditional development procedure.
Outwright called the Crusader Progrrun a
leader in the use of M&S and in the implementation of the SMART philosophy.

Keynote Address
GEN John M. Keane, Army Vice
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commercial practices. In
Chief of Staff. was intropart, he credited these effiduced by LTG Paul J. Kern.
ciencie to the Army's
Military Deputy to the
ded.icated workforce.
ASAALT, as the workshop
In addition, Keane
keynote speaker. In providnoted that innovative
ing hi perception of the
approaches to materiel
Army, Keane began hi
development; contracting;
remark by praising lhe
and command. control,
Army Acquisition
communications, computWorkforce for their efforts.
ers, and imeUigence have
The Anny Acqui ition
enabled the Army to
Corps plays a vital role in
tretch its dollar and
meeting America's national
make the most of its limsecurity need and will conited funding. For example,
tinue to do so into Ule 21st
initiatives such as SMART
cenrury, Keane said. That
role, he added, will expand
and spiral development
have allowed materiel
a the Army shifts from an
developers to break new
industrial-based force to an
ground in placing the late t
infomlation-age force.
technology in the hand of
Today, Keane said, there are
almo t 30,000 soldiers in 75 BG(P) William L Bond,
soldiers. Following the lead
countries conducting di aster CG, STRICOM
of industry, aid Keane, the
relief, peace operation,
Army ha embraced
computer-aided de igo and
treaty verifications, and
patrolling ho tile border. Much of the
computer-aided modeling to reduce production costs and produce better
success in these endeavor during the
weapons. While industry has focu ed its
paSI decade was achieved during a period of diminishing resources, according
M&S efforts on reducing production
costs, the Army has taken the idea a step
to Keane. Despite the reduction in
further. U ing virtual prototypes, oldiers
resources, the Army was able to achieve
some extraordinary efficiencie by levercan work with developer and have a
aging th power of information technoldirect impact on pre-production design
ogy and incorporat ing the very best
changes. In fact. soldiers can now train
on new equipment before it roll off the
production line.
1..11 contracting, the advances are no
Ie impressive. Cited examples include
the IMPAC credit card, paperless contracting, and the single proce s initiative.•
These achievement . noted Keane, are a
te tament to the hard work and dedication of the talented men and women in
the Army' Acquisition Corps.
Addressing some of the Army's key
initiatives the Vice Chief of Staff said
the U.S. Army i the standard by which
other armies are measured. Tn thi role,
the Army mu t "Slay relevant" and adapt
to an ever-changing world. Keane added
that change is inevitable and always
challenging and difficult. As uch, Army
NASA Astronaut LTC Nancy J.
Chief of Staff GEN Eric K. Shinseki has
Currie
embraced this reality and recently i sued
his commander's intent, a hort state-
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ment of promi e to make the Anny more
strategically responsive, to flx manning
of the force issues, to develop Joint leader , and to take care of soldiers and their
families. To carry out this statement of
promi e, GE Sbinseki has directed
GE Keane to develop ta k force on
the Army's strategic vision. on manning
the force, on a new modernization strategy, and on redesign of the Army Staff.
Relative to the Anny' strategic
vi ion-which was announced in
October I999-Keane stated that it will
provide focus and direction for every
Anny soldier and every AmlY civilian.
In short, said Keane, thi vision will
rightfully allow everyone in this organization to know where the Army is
headed. In addition, the strategic vision
will improve the All1lY's strategic
responsivene s and embrace a fullpectrum capability in conducting the
ation' bu ine s.
Keane concluded by tating that no
job in the Anny i more imponant than
getting the best equipment into the hands
of soldiers. He al 0 stressed the need to
u'ain soldiers in dangerous conditions so
they are properly prepared for the realitie of war.
During a brief question and answer
period, Keane was asked to comment on
the DA's relationship with Congress.
Responding, he noted that working witb
Congress is a duty and an obligation.
and called for improved communication,
specifically face-to-face discussions.

Other Afternoon Speakers
Following GEN Keane, LTC
Stephen R. Kostek, Product Manager,
Joint Tactical Tenninal/Common
Integrated Broadcast Service Module
(JTT/CIBS-M), presented a briefing on
modeling and training simulation. He
defined JTT, provided a program background, and described JTT's application
in the areas of communications intelligence and electronics intelligence.
LTC Harry Greene. Product
Manager, Aerial Common Sensor (ACS).
poke on integrating M&S into the PM,
ACS life cycle. He presented an overview
of ACS and discussed the application of
SMART to theACS Progranl.
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The fLllal presentation of the day
was given by MG Timothy P.
Mali henko, USAF, Commander,
Defense Contract Management
Command (DCMC). He outlined ome
of DCMC's current initiative including
acquisition reform. civil and military
integration. and re-engineering business
proce es. DCMC's vision to provide
world-c1as contract management
services now and inlO the 2lst century
focuses on pre-award empha is, risk
management, centralized services, and
alliances and partnership.
In a brief review of the day's event.
LTG Kern concluded that a lot of good
ideas related to implementation of M&S
had been presented. These ideas, he said.
will improve life for the recipients of our
products. Kern noted that a lot of
progres has been made ill M&S in the
last few years, but many challenges
remain. Kern closed by calling on the
workshop anendee to address the problem facing the Army.

Awards Dinner
The day's activitie culminated with
a dinner honoring PMs and Acquisition
Commanders of the Year. Also honored
were the winners of the David Packard
Excellence in Acquisition Award and the
Defense Acqui ition Executive
Certificate of Achievement Award.
Events also included a chartering ceremony and presentation of a Special
Award for Excellence in Contingency
Contracting. (See accompanying article
on Page 23 of this magazine.)

NASA Astronaut
ASA a tronaut LTC ancy J.
Currie was the evening's gLle t peaker.
A member of the December 1998 shUllle
mission crew that carried parts to commence construct ion of the Illlemational
Space Station, Currie showed a video
history of her shuttle mission while sharing her experience. She pointed out different aspects of the mission where particularly lengthy periods were spel1l
training in virtual reality laboratories.
Currie emphasized that the only way to
train for shuttle missions is through simulation. She added that it is extremely

Dr. Hank Dubin, Director,
Assessment and Evaluation,
OASAALT

difficult to train on Earth for certain
operations that are carried out in the
extreme environment of space. She highlighted the wide variety of. imutation
techniques that NASA employs to train
astronauts and ground controllers for
mission operations.
On the second day of the workshop,
Vicky Annbruster. DPEO, Tactical
Missiles. pre ented a briefing on horizontal technology integration as a best
value strategy. She was followed by a
panel discussion on tile ArnlY Ar enal
Act. Edward J. Korte, Command
Counsel, HQ AMC; Dominic A. Femino,
Deputy Command Counsel. HQ AMC:
and David Harrington, As ociale
Counsel. HQ AMC, presented an accelerated briefing on the history of the act
and discus 'ed current law and its implications for PEOs and PMs.

Army Y2K Overview
Miriam F. Browning, Director of
Information Management, Office of the
Director of Infornlation Systems for
Command, Control, Communications
and Computer (00lSC4), presented an
overview on the Anny's preparation for
Y2K. The bulk of Y2K preparation in
the Anny has impacted the acquisition
arena, specifically AMC, and Browning
thanked the acquisition community for
the Anny" current state of Y2K readiness. Browning presented lessons
learned thu far in tois ion-critical testing. There have been no "showstoppers,"
she said, adding that no weapon sy tem
has encountered a major problem.
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One major ongoing initiative
Browning discu sed was the development of transition operations. ODISC4 is
working with the Army Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations and Plans to create a
Y2K transition operations cell (TOe)
within the Army Operations Center
(AOe). Scheduled to be operational
Dec. 28, 1999, the TOC will be a subcomponent of the AOC and will establish procedure for reporting and
responding to Y2K issues. Browning
called on PEO ,DSAs, and PMs to consider having their own response teams
on call for mission-critical system
response. Finally, Browning outlined
final detail for completing the Y2K
readiness mission: fix remaining system
glitches, write and test system contingency plans, complete required operational evaluations, participate in Y2K
community outreach and public relations
efforts, provide y tern emergency contact information for the Y2K TOC. and
participate in tran ition period operations.

Additional Presentations
A brief ummary of additional
morning pre entation folJows:
No More Task Force Smith's; No
More Procurement Holidays. LTG
Theodore G. Stroup Jr., USA Ret., Vice
President. Education, A ociation of the
United State Army, reminded the attendees that the consciou po t-Cold War
deci ion to take a temporary break in the
development and production of new and
replacement military equipment is now
stretching toward 10 years and threatens
to plunge the military into a readlnes
crisis.
Modeling and Simulation Support to
Biological and Chemical Programs.
Richard W. McMahon, Chief Edgewood
Chemical and Biological Center, U.S.
Army Research Laboratory, emphasized
that the u e of nuclear, biological, and
chemical simulation-based acquisition is
alive and well at the U.S. Army Soldier
and Biological Chemical Command.
Lockheed Martin 21 Best Practices.
Dr. Clovis Landry Vice Pre ident,
Technology, Lockheed Martin Corp.,
outlined some of Lockheed Martin·s
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BG Steven W. Flohr, DCG

SMDC
best-tried practices that can be applied
indu trywide.

Panel Discussion
The afternoon es ion began with a
panel discussion to ident ify and consider
acqui ition is ue . Panel members were
MG John F. Michit ch. PEO Ground
Combat and Support Systems; BG(p)
Robert E. Armbruster, DSA, U.S. Army
Aviation and Mi ile Command; BG P)
William L. Bond, Co. STRJCOM; Keith
Charles, DDACM and Deputy A istant
Secretary for Plans, Programs and
Policy, OASAALT; and Kevin Carroll,
PEO, Standard Army Management
Information System (STAMJS). Each
paneli t was called on to present a top
10 list of what he con ider the most
pressing acquisition is ues affecting hi
organization. The diversity among the
represented organization allowed for an
examination of a wide range of is ues.
Although each paneIi t chose a different
format to present their views, many of
the same issues urfaced, uch as per onnel shortage and re ource reductions. In
summarizing the panel discus ion, LTG
Kern reminded the audience that future
improvements in Army y tern require
investments now.
Additional presentations during the
final day included the following: Grol/nd
Combat Siml/lalion At TACOM-ARDEC:
Vir/ual Training For Live Simulation,
William Davis Systems Engineer,
TACOM-ARDEC; Digiti=ed Plaiform

Inlegrarion Sn'ategies, Ken Welker,
General Engineer, HQ AMC;
Application Of Component, Life-Cycle
Reliability Modeling Tool To HMMWV
Data, Dr. Michael J. Cu hing, Technical
Advi or, Acquisition Reform and
Standards Team. AMSAA; and An
lriformation TecJlIlology Approach For
Managing The Army's Equipment
Modification, Robert Lane, CALffiRE
Sy terns. In the final formal workshop
briefing, BG Steven W. Flohr DCG,
SMDC, outlined SMDC's mission to
provide space and mi si Ie defen e capabilities for the warfighter and the ation,
and reviewed SMDC's organizational
alignment concept of operations.

Closing Remarks
Concluding workshop remarks were
presented by LTG James M. Link, DCG,
AMC, and by Paul J. Hoeper. Speaking
fltst, Link thanked "team' Redstone for
hosting tlle conference. In re pon e to
concerns expres ed by PMs that they are
not getting the cooperation they need
from AMC's major subordinate commands, he encouraged PM to first eek
help within their own chain of command
prior to elevating i ues to headquarters.
Hoeper tenned the work hop "terrific'
and encouraged u e of the simulation and
modeling tools that were discu ed
throughout the workshop becau e they
will, he said, help make a hard job easier.

SANDRA R. MARKS, an employee of Science Applications
International Corp. (SAlC), provides
contract support to the staff of Army
RD&A magazine. She has a B.S. in
journalism from the University of
Maryland, College Park, MD.
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Awards Ceremony. _.

ARMY ACQUISITION
WORKSHOP HONORS PMs
AND
ACQUISITION COMMANDERS
OF THE YEAR
The Army's Project Manager of the
Year Award, Product Manager of the
Year Award, and two Acquisition
Commander of the Year Awards were
presented in recognition of outstanding
achievement at an awards dinner held
a part of the annual Army Acquisition
• Workshop on Aug. 24, 1999, in
Huntsville, AL. The awards were presented by Paul J. Hoeper, A sistant
Secretary of the Army for Acqui ition,
Logistics and Technology (ASAALT),
and LTG Paul J. Kern, Military Deputy
to the ASAALT, and Director of the
fo. Army Acquisition Corp. .

· Project Manager Of The Year
COL Jeffrey A. Sorenson, former
Project Manager, Night Vi ion,
• Reconnaissance, Surveillan e and Target
Acquisition (PM, V/RSTA) received
the Project Manager of the Year Award
for FY98. (Sorenson is now the Director
of Information Technology Acquisition,
Office of the Director of Information
-Systems for Command, Control,
..Conununication and Computers
(ODISC4). The Office of the PM,
VIRSTA erves as the centralized man• ager for the Army' mo t critical multisensor technologies and is responsible
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Krystal Morton and
Sandra R. Marks
for overseeing engineering and manufacturing development, production, lUld
fielding. It al 0 serves as the DOD Joint
Service Executive Agent in the development and acquisition of common use day
and night vision items.
Sorenson was cited for using hi
acquisition management lUld certified
public accountlUlt skill to the fulle t. He
expertly mlUlaged four separate Army
appropriations: Aircraft Procurement
Army; Other Procurement Army;
Re earch, Development, Test and
Evaluation 6.3 lUld 6.4; lUld Weapon
Tracked Combat Vehicle for total direct
funding of $237 million. He met or
exceeded aU HQDA obligation goals.
While PM, V/RSTA, Sorenson
developed and fielded the technologically advanced Recognition of Combat
Vehicle trainer. This CD-ROM-based
trainer teaches master gunners and the
Abrams and Bradley commanders to
detect, recognize, and identify the thermal signature of various combat
vehicles.

Soren on was also credited for his
key role in reducing the costs of thermal
device by sponsoring Foreign Comparative Te t Programs during FY98 to
qualify international ources for critical
forward looking infrared (FUR) technology, and by upporting combined performance te ling of the second generation FLIR.

Product Manager Of The Year
LTC Stephen R. Ko tek, Product
Manager, Joint Tactical Terminall
Common Integrated Broadcast Service
Module (pM, JTT/CIBS-M), received
the Product Manager of the Year Award
for FY98. The Office of PM,
JTT/CIBS-M is respon ible for the
development, production, testing, product improvement, and fielding of JTT
and CIBS-M to the Army, avy, Air
Force, Marine Corps, Special Operations
Command, and other DOD agencies.
The JTT Program was designed as a
model program in acquisition treamlining (e.g., use of performance-based pecifications, elintination of military standards, open systems architecture, use of
commercial off-the-shelf/nondevelopmental items (COTS/NDls), co t as an
independent variable (CAN), lO-year
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COL Jeffrey A.
Sorenson, former
PM, NV/RSTA. and
now the Director
of Information
Technology
Acquisition,
ODISC4. receives
the Project
Manager of the
Year Award.

COL Ronald C. Flom, Commander,
DCMC-Baltimore, receives an Acquisition
Commander of the Year Award.

LTC Stephen R.
Kostek. PM.
JTT/CIBS-M.
receives the
Product
Manager
of the Year
Award.

LTC Mary K. Brown, Commander, CRTC,
Fort Greely, AK, receives an Acquisition
Commander of the Year Award.

Paul J. Hoeper (far right),
ASAALT. recognizes Dan
Hosek (left) and COL
Jeffrey A. Sorenson (center), who represented the
OMNI V Night Vision
Devices Source Selection
Team. which was honored
as the Defense
Acquisition Executive
Certificate of
Achievement winner.

MG Timothy P Malishenko. USAF,
Commander, DCMC, accepts a
Contingency Contracting Award on
behalf of COL Donald R. Yates.

Paul J.
Hoeper
(right).
ASAALT,
presents the
DSA charter
to COL(P)
Michael R.
Mazzucchi.

Shown far left and far right in each of the first five photos above are Paul J. Hoeper, Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology (ASAALT), and LTG Paul J. Kern, Mifitary Deputy to the ASAALI
warrant value engineering. and prime
vendor support). The program focus is
on providing a best-value product to
warfighting soldiers. ailors. airmen. and
Marine,
Kostek wa cited for his compelling
vision. his ability to tran late that vision
into a progIanl plan. and hi ability to
implement that plan to produce dynamic
operations and support (O&S) cost
reduction. As are ult of the O&S costsavings initiatives. the lIT Program will
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realize a 63 percent ($227.6 million)
reduction in O&S costs during its 20year life cycle compared with the ba eline program.
Kostek initiated a modeling and
simulation program to addre s risk mitigation. resulting in teaming trade-off
decision to resolve processor loading
and throughput i sues. The program was
recognized as 8 winner in the Army's
1998 CATV competition.

Acquisition Commanders Of
The Year
COL Ronald C. F10m and LTC
Mary K. Brown were each recipients of
an Acquisition Commander of the Year
Award for FY98. Flom was recognized
for his achievements as the Commander. ..
Defen e Contract Management
Command (DCMC)-Baltimore, the
large t contract administration office in
DCMC. The command is re pon ible for
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providing program support to more than
40 major Defen e weapon programs,
including the Army's Global Command
and Control System and Re erve
Component Automation System, the
Marine Corp' V-22, 0 prey Joint
Advanced Vehicle Aircraft and
Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle,
and the avy's Standard Missile
Program.
COL F10m wa cited for superbly
managing the large t and most complex
field command within DCMC, with 27
percent of all contracts in DCMC,
including 30 percent. of the command's
large (more than $100.000), flexibly
placed contract.
DCMC-Baltimore wa at the forefront of the ingle process initiative
(SPI). It had the first approved SPI for a
geographic contract administration office
and 20 approved SPls through the end of
FY98. DCMC-Ballimore was also a
finalist in FY98 for an Oftice of the
Secretary of Defense award for
increased SPI participation.
Flom provided a program upport
team at a prime contractor location in
support of t.he 1.6 billion Re erve
Component Automation Sy tern. The
team collaborated with the Anny project
manager and prime contractor to
improve delivery and payment processing, which resulled in a reduced backlog
of incompleted incurred co t audit and
a single general and admini trative rate
to provide cost saving to the Army.
LTC Brown was recognized for her
achievement a the Commander, Cold
Region Test Center (CRTC), Fort
Greely, AK, DOD' only natural, coldweather test center. She direct up to 160
soldiers, DA civilians, and contractors in
planning and conducting developmental,
operational, and production verification
tests in cold-weather climates with temperatures dropping to minus 60 degrees
Fahrenheit, and reporting on the resulls.
Specifically, the CRTC mission is to
plan and conduct winter, mountain, and
northern environment phases of developmentalte ting, and to report on the
results. CRTC also provides advice and
guidance on testing to materiel develop-
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ers, materiel producers, other Services,
and private indu try. CRTC tests conducted for major acqui ition systems
were valued at approximately $1.9
million.
Brown ha been instrumental in
ensuring that CRTC is an integral pan of
the global te t community by initiating
programs to include CRTC in the Virtual
Proving Ground and developing lowcost. long-term partnerships with other
organizations.

Other Awards
COL Donald R. Yates was honored
with a Contingency Contracting Award
for his demonstrated exceUence as
Commander, U.S. Army Contracting
Command Europe, and Principle
Assistant Responsible for Contracting,
U.S. Army Europe, while supporting the
Balkans mission. MG Timothy P.
Malishenko. USAF, Commander,
DCMC, accepted the award on behalf of
Yates, who was unable to attend the
event.
The U.S. Army Joint Program
Office for Biological Defense Portal
Shield Team was recognized for its
selection as a David Packard Excellence
in Acquisition Award winner. This 27member integrated product team was
prai ed for using modular design and a
COTS approach to improve system upportability and reduce ownership cost .
The team was previously honored with
the award at a Pentagon ceremony in
July during Acquisition and Logistics
Reform Week.
The OMNl V Night Vision Devices
Source Selection Team was honored for
its selection as a Defen e Acqui ition
Executive Certificate of Achievement
winner. The integrated product team
from the Office of the PM, NY/RSTA
was recognized for using acquisition
reform initiatives and best-value procedures that stressed commercial practices
re ulting in reduced total ownership
costs. The team was previously honored
with the award at a Pentagon ceremony
in July during Acquisition and Logistics
Reform Week. Army Acquisition
Executive (AAE) Paul 1. Hoeper recog-

nized COL Jeffrey A. Soren on, then
PM, NY/RSTA, and Dan Hosek, Source
Selection Evaluation Board Chairman
and current Project Leader,
NV/Electronics Sensors Directorate, as
representatives of the team.
The awards dinner also featured a
chaner ceremony to appoint COL(P)
Michael R. Mazzucchi as the Deputy for
Systems Acquisition (DSA) for the U.S.
Army Communications-Electronics
Command. As DSA, Mazzucchi will be
the Army manager for a igned programs and report directly to the AAE
through the Commander. HQ Army
Materiel Command. AAE Paul J. Hoeper
read the charter, which remains in effect
until assignment of a new DSA.

KRYSTAL MORTON an employee of Science Applications
International Corp. (SAlC), provides
contract support to the Acquisition
Career Management Office. She
holds a BA. in criminal justice alld
is currently working toward an M.A.
in public administration.
SANDRA R. MARKS, an employee of SAlC, provides contract
support to the staff ofArmy RD&A
magazine. She has a B.S. in journalism from the University of MOly/and,
College Park, MD.
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THE REGIONAL
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAM
IN PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
James M. Welsh
Introduction
The Master of Science in Program
Management (MSPM) graduate degree
program provide a unique opportunity for
civilian members of the Army Acquisition
Workforce to eam a master's degree in
program management (rom the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS). The program
i currently underway at Edgewood
Arsenal/Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD;
Warren, Ml; Huntsville, AL; and Fon
Monmouth, NJ.
A part of NPS' program management
curriculum, MSPM 836 is de igned to
enable students to complete the program in
27 month. The curriculum consists of 50
credit hour completed in 9 quarters
through a series of predetermined courses.
During the first eight quarters, c1as es are
held at on-site locations during duty and
nonduty hours via a Video Teleconference
Center hook-up with an NPS classroom in
Monterey, CA. The fmal quaner of the
program takes place through an accelerated
8-week residence es ion at the NPS campus in Monterey.
To fulfill its mission, NPS strives to
sustain excellence in the quality of its
instructional programs, to be re ponsive to
technological change and innovation, and
prepare officers and civilians for furore
technologies.
NPS is accredited by the Accrediting
Commission for Senior Colleges and
Universities of the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges. Aeronautical, electrical, and mechanical engineering curricula are accredited by the Accrediting
Board of Engineering and Technology.
The ysterns management curricula are
accredited by the ational As ociation of
Schools of Public Affairs and
AdrninislTation. Certification for the Phase
I Program for Joint Education is approved
by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff for graduate of the Joint Education
Elective Program.
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MSPM 836 is comprised of a highly
demanding curriculum requiring a balance
between the student and his or her organization. Consideration must also be given
to the student's family respon ibilitie and
academic demands. The commitment of
organizations and supervisors is e ential
for the succes of thi program. Organizations make a substantial inve tment of
additional resources in terms of facilities,
scheduling project, adminislTative support, and tudent participation. Unlike
standard "after-hours" courses where the
educational institutions and the student'
organization have liDle interaction, MSPM
836 is largely dependenl on the do e interactive relationships among NPS, the stu·
dent, the student's organization, and the
studenl' upervisor.
Because of the challenging demands
of thi program, the election process is
highly competitive. The most recent
Acquisition, Education, Training and
Experience Selection Board, held in June
1999, chose only 15 applicants 10 participate in the program. Succes ful applicants
must clearly show consi tently high levels
of performance over a sustained period of
time in a variety of acquisition a ignments. Additionally, applicants mu t
demon tmte a high potential to succeed in
the program and, in doing so, show how
the Anny will benefit from tlleir success.
The Army Acquisition Corps (AAe) philosophy is that a olid balance of education, training, and experience is required
for career development. As a result, individual applications are evaluated to determine the need for this educational opportunity, as well as the applicability and approprialenes of the opportunity when
measured against the overall content of the
applicant' file.

Program Expansion
As indicated in the SeptemberOctober 1999 issue of Army RD&A maga-

zine's "Career Development Update" section, planning is underway to expand this
progmm to two other pilot locations:
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ, and the ational
Capital Region ( CR). The Acquisition
Career Management Office, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition, Logi tics and Technology,
anticipates that participants in the NCR
pilot program will be comprised of members of all the military Services.
Establishment of this program at these
locations is contingent upon local organization and individual interest. Guidance
on how to apply for MSPM 836 at these
two regions is available in the Acquisition
Education, Training and E.xperience
Catalog. If sufficient intere t in this program is expressed, the start date for
Picatinny and CR would probably be in
calendar year 2000.
The AAC wishes to congratulate the
following individuals, listed by organization and/or geographic location, who are
currently participating in the MSPM 836
Program (those shown in bold are the 010 t
recent selectee ):

Edgewood Arsenal And
Aberdeen Proving Ground
Denice P. Brawn is a Supervisory
Mathematician assigned to the U.S. Army
Research Laboratory. She hold a bachelor's degree in mathematics from
Permsylvania Stale University and j a
member of the AAC assigned to a critical
acquisition po ition (CAP). She has
served in numerous Army acquisition position for more than 20 years and is Level
ill certified in ystems planning, research,
development, and engineering.
Shawn M. Funk is a Mechanical
Engineer at the Chern ical Research,
Development and Engineering Center, U.S. ...
Army Soldier and Biological Chemical
Command (SBCCOM). He holds a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering

.
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from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and a
master's in mechanical engineering from
Johns Hopkins Univer ity. Funk has
served in Army acquisition assignments for
8 years and is Level I] certified in systems
planning, research, developmem, and engineering.
Srella Y. Lee is an Industrial Engineer
assigned to the Chemical Research,
Development and Engineering Center,
SBCCOM. She holds a bachelor's degree
in industrial manufacturing engineering
from Vtrginia Polytechnk Institute and a
masler's in environmental health engineering from Johns Hopkins University. Lee
has more than 8 years experience in various Army acqui ition positions and i
Level III certified in ystems planning,
research, development, and engineering.
Joall M. Smirh, a Com puler Engineer
at the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command, has a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from the University of
Alabama. A member of the Corps Eligible
(CE) Program, she recenUy completed the
Army Management Staff College. She is
Level til certified both in sy terns planning, research, development, and engineerLng and in test, evaluation, and engineer-
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ing. Smith bas served for more than 15
years in various Army acquisition assignments.
George R. Hunt is a Contracts
Speciali 1 at SBCCOM. He holds a bachelor' degree in bu iness admini tration
from the University of Wi cousin and a
master's in business administration from
Pennsylvania State University. Hunt has
more than 6 years experience in various
Army acqui ition positions and is Level III
certified in contracting.
Laurence G. Gottschalk is an
Industrial Engineer in the Office of the
Program Manager, Chemical
Demilitarization. He bas a bacbelor's
degree in industrial engineering from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and is a
member of tbe AAe. He bas worked for
more than 18 years in various Army acquisition as ignmems and is Level III certified
both in program management and in systerns plann.ing, researcb, development, and
engineering.
Janel E. Grobstein is an Engineer
a igned to SBCCOM. She bolds a bachelor's degree in engineering from the
University of lIlinois. She bas served for
more than 15 years in various Army acquiition assignments and is Level III certified
in systems planning, re earch, development, and engineering.
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Sandra L. Qui"" is a Mechanical
Engineer with SBCCOM. She holds a
bachelor's degree in engineering from the
University of Maryland and has served in
Army acquisition assignments for 8 years.
Quinn is Level l! certified in systems planning, research, development. and engineering.
Robert R. Carestia is assigned to
SBCCOM as a Mechanical Engineer. He
holds a bachelor's degree in mechanical
engineering from the University of
Maryland and has erved in Army acqui ition assignments for 6 years. He is Level
I] certified in sy terns planning, research,
development, and engineering; test and
evaluation: and program management.

Warren, MI
James S. Roberts is employed at the
U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armament Command (TACOM) as a
Mecbanical Engineer. He has a bachelor's
degree in mechankal engineering from
Tbe Catholic University of America, and a
master's degree in mechanical engineering
from VlIginia Polytechnic Institute.
Roberts has served for 8 years in various
Army acquisition assignments and is Level
ill certified in systems planning, research,
development, and engineering.
STeven A. Dawson is a Mechanical
Engineer at TACOM. He holds a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering
from the University of Maryland. Daw on
has worked in variou Army acquisition
assignments for 10 years and i Level ill
certified in systems planning, research.
development, and engineering.
Thomas O. Archinal is an Operations
Re earch Analyst at TACOM. He holds a
bachelor' degree in engineering from the
U.S. Military Academy and a master's in
operations research from Wayne State
University. Archinal has 8 years experience in Army acqui ition and is Level n
certified in systems planning research,
development, and engineering.
Co/eell M. Serifi is employed at
TACOM as a Program Analyst. She has
both a bachelor's degree in bu iness management and a master's in management
from the University of Michigan. In addition, he has 18 years experience in Army
acquisition and is Level III cenified in
business, cost e timating, and financial
management.
Harry P. Hallock is assigned to
TACOM as Associate Director,
Commodity Bu 'iness Unit. He has a bach-

elor' degree in business administration
from the University of Delaware and is a
member of the AAC in a CAP. He has 19
years experience in various acqui ition
a ignmenrs and is Level LTI certified in
contracting and Level I] certified in program management.
Vicki L. Johll is a Program Analy t
assigned to the Program Executive Office
(PEO), Ground Combat Suppon Systems.
She has a bachelor's degree in finance
from Walsb College, has 21 years experience in Army acquisition, and is Level ill
certified in business, cost estimating, and
financial management.
Kenneth E. Schramm i a Budget
Analyst at TACOM. He holds a bachelor's
degree in banking and finance from the
University of Michigan and a master's in
banking and fmance from the University of
Detroit. Schramm has worked in Army
acquisition for 12 years and is Levell] certified in busine ,cost estimating, and
financial management.

Fort Monmouth, NJ
Jeffrey Bongard is a Contract
Performance Measurements Officer at the
U.S. Anny Communications-Electronics
Command (CECOM). He has a bachelor's
degree in busines administration from
Trenton State College and is a member of
the AAC in a CAP. Bongard is Level III
certified in bu ine . cost e timating, and
financial management and has worked in
Army acquisition for 20 years.
Susan S. ChiTl i a Program Analyst
in the PEO, Command, Control and
Communications Systems. A member of
the 1997 Competitive Development Group,
Chiu holds a bachelor's degree in accounting from Northern Maine Technical
College and a master's degree in library
science from the University of Mississippi.
She also has more than 20 years experience in Army acquisition and is Level III
certified both in bu iness, co t estimating,
and financial management and in program
management.
Edward F. Herman, an Electronics
Engineer at CECOM, holds a bachelor's in
electrical electronic communications engineering from ew Ier ey Institute of
Technology. He is Levell! certified in
systems planning, research, development,
and engineering, and has 4 years experience in Army acquisition as ignments.
Michael 1. Linkleller is an Electronic
Engineer at CECOM. He bolds a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering from
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the Polytechnical Univer ity of ew York.
Linkletter is a member of the CE Program
and i Level ill certified both in program
management and in sy lems planning
research, development, and engineering.
He has 14 years experience in Army acqujsition.
Michael E. Ryall, a Mechanical
Engineer assigned to the PEO,
Intell igence, Electronic Warfare, and
Sensors. hold a bachelor's degree in
mechanical engineering from Fairleigh
Dickinson University. A member of the
AAC in a CAP, he has more than 18 year
experience in Army acqwsition. He is
Level [Il certified in systems plannjng,
research. development, and engineering
and Level (] certified in program managememo
Rellata Sawicki, an Electronics
Engineer al CECOM. has a bachelor'
degree from RUlger University and has
more Ihan 14 years experience in Army
acqujsilion. Sawicki is Level III certified
in sy terns planning, research, development, and engineering; acqwsition logistics; and program management. Additionally, Sawicki is Level II certified both
in manufacturing and production and in
test and evaluation engineering.

Redstone Arsenal, AL
Roben J. Ballo. is employed al the
U.S. Army Space and Mj sile Defen e
Command (SMDC) as an Electxonics
Engineer upporting the THAAD Projecl
Managemenl Office. He holds a bachelor's in electronic engineering from
VIrginia Polytechnjc In titute. A member
of the AAC in a CAP he has II years
experience in AmlY acquisition. Balla i
Level 1lI certified both in y lems planning, research. development, and engineering and in test and evaluation engineering.
Dean M. Barten is assigned 10 the
Cargo Helicopter Project Management
Office, PEO, Aviation, as an Aerospace
Engineer. He hold a bachelor' degree in
aerospace engineering from Auburn
University. Banen has erved for 15 years
in aequi ition assignments and is Level III
certified in test and evaluation engineering.
Richard H. Brown, an Engineer at the
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command
(AMCOM), has a bachelor' in mechanical
engineering from Auburn Universiry and i
a member of the AAC in a CAP. He has
worked for more than 20 years in Army
acquisition. Brown is Level III certified in
system planning, research, development,
and engineering.
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Daniel S. Beck i an Engineer
Supervisor supporting the PATRIOT
Project Management Office at AMCOM 's
Mjssile Research, Development and
Engineering Center. A member of the
AAC. he has more than 14 years experience in Army acquj ition. Beck ha bachelor' degree in chemical engineering
from the University of Pittsburgh and in
electrical engineering from !be University
of Alabama. He is Level ill certified both
in system planning, research, development, and engineering and in manufacturing and production.
Alvin L. Cooper is as igned to
AMCOM a a Logi tic Management
Specialist. He hold a bachelor's degree in
business administration fTom Tarkio
College and a bachelor's in inform.ation
sciences and systems from Saini Louis
Community College. Cooper is a member
of the CE Program and has more than 20
years experience in AmlY acqui ition.
Cooper is Level IU certified in both acquisition logistics and in program management
Sidney F. Hoyt i a igned to
AMCOM a a Sy tern Engineer supporting the MEADS Produci Management
Office. He holds a bachelor's degree in
computer engineering from tbe University
of CaJjfomia at Los Angeles. He i a
member of !be AAC assigned to a CAP.
Hoyt has served with the Army for more
than 10 years in various acquisition positions. He is Level III certified both in ystern planrung. re earch. development, and
engineering and in program management.
Mike C. Lawrence i an Engineer in
the Air-to-Ground Project Management
OffLce, PEO, Tactical Missiles. He holds a
bachelor' degree in industrial engineering
from Auburn University. He is a member
of the CE Progranl and has served the
Army for more than 13 years in a variety
of acquisition assignments. Lawrence is
Level TIl certified both in systems planning, re earcb, development, and engineering and in progmm management.
Katlzleen Leonard is an Engineer at
AMCOM supporting the Instrumentation
Targets and Threat Simulators Program
Manager. She holds a bachelor's degree in
engineering from Tulane Uruversity and a
master' in engineering from John
Hopkins University. She i a member of
the CE Program and has served wi!b the
Army for more Ihan 13 years in variou
acquisition as ignments. Leonard is level
III certified in y tern planning, research,
development, and engineering.

Jose F. Martin is an Engineer at
AMCOM supporting the Army TACMSBAT Project Management Office. He
holds a bachelor' degree in mechanical
engineering from the University of ew
Orlean. Martin has 13 years experience
in various aspect of Army acquisition. He
i Level ill certified in sy tern planning,
research, development, and engineering.
Henrietta H. Maples is as igned 10
AMCOM as a Logistic Management
Specialist. She holds a bachelor' degree
in business admirustration from Athen
State College. Maples has served with the
Army for 15 years in variou acqui ition
assignmenl and i Level ill certified in
acqui ition logi tics.
Michael E. McGee i employed at
AMCOM as a Logistics Management
Supervi or upporting Ule Air-to-Ground
Missile Syslems Project Management
Office. He hold a bachelor's degree in
bu ine s administration from the
University of Alabama and is a member of
the AAC assigned to a CAP. He has 17
years experience in various acqui ition
assignments and is Level III certi fled in
acqui ition logi tic.
Glen S. Roberts is assigned to
AMCOM as an Engineer supporting the
Army TACMS-BAT Project Management
Office and holds a bachelor' degree in
mechanical engineering from Southern
illinois Unjver ily. He is a member of the
CE Program and has served in Army
acqujsition for 14 year. Roberts is Level
IJl certified in ystem plannjng, research,
development, and engineering.
For more information on the MSPM
836 Program, please contact James (Jim)
Welsh, Acqui ilion Career Management
Office, at (703) 604-7116, DS 664-7116,
or e-mail welhj@sarda.army.mil.

JAMES M. WELSH is an
Education and Training Specialist in
the Army Acquisition Career
Management Office, Office Of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition, Lo istics and
Technology. He holds a bachelor's
degree in management from
National-Louis University.
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Introduction

Versatility For Light Infantry Forces. ..

Since the introduction of the tank, light
infantry forces have been al a severe di advantage on the baulefield. In today' rapidre ponse environment of humanitarian, peacekeeping, and deterrent mis ions, the U.S.
Army is relying more and more on il . light
infantry to deploy. hold ground. and protecl
civilians against hostile anned forces.
Described as one of the greate t advances in
infantry weapons since the machine gun, the
Javelin anti-anuor weapon system give Army
and Marine Corps infantry forces the capabi 1Javelin's two major tactical components
ity 10 deploy anywhere in the world within
are its 34-pound round mis iJe sealed in a disbours and defeal mechanized and arnl0r unils.
posable launch tube and its 14-pound reusable
"If my battalion could've continued givCLU. A salient advantage over current
ing me Javelin rounds, I could've tayed on
cOllillland-to-line-of-sight missiles is gunner
this hilltop and killed enemy vehicles all day
survivability. Once gunners fire. they can
long," declared an 82nd Airbome Javelin gunmove or refire at another target.
ner during the February 1999 Airbome/Heavy
Although a proven succe s today. Javelin
National Trdining Center (NTC) rotation. The
was 1101 developed overnight. II involved years
one annor and Iwo airborne battalions' (I t
of bard work and um avering support from
and 2{325 Parachute Infantry Regiment) task
both the U.S. government (from Congres to
force deployed 40 Javelin systems against
the Department of the Arm)') and industry.
NTC's "world renowned" opposing forces
(OPFOR).
Concept
During the defensive exercise of thi
In the early 1980s, the Army expressed a
NTC rolation, the airborne battalion that
need for a lightweight anti-arnlor weapon sy encountered the brunt of the OPFOR alta k
lem to replace its aging inventories of Dragon
was able to elimimlle their forward se urity
sy tems.In October 1985, the ArnlY leaderelement (FSE). If the battalion had more miship authorized ~le AAWS-M Program to
siles. they would have been able 10 aHack the
enler inlo a Proof Of Principle (POP) phase. In
OPFOR' main body. During the offensive
April 1986. the ArnlY and Marine Corps
attack. the task force positioned an airborne
approved a Joint Services Operational
battalion on a major enemy avenue of
Requirement. making the Marine Corps a part·
approach. Their mis ion was to strip the
ncr in the AAWS-M acqui ition.
enemy of the FSE, which would slow the
During the 27-month POP phase, three
enemy and allow the armor baHalion 10 attack
contracts were awarded for systems using dif~le enemy' flank. One airbome Javelinferent leading-edge technologies. These U"ee
equipped company eight command launch
systems were ba ed on laser beam rider. imagunits (CLU » caught the OPFOR moving.
ing infrared seeker with liber-optic guidance.
The OPFOR couldn't find the weU-emplaced
and imaging infrdred frre-and-forget (DR
and dispersed Javelin teams and proceeded to
F&F) technologies. At the conclusion of the
lose their FSE and advanced guard main body.
POP phase, the Anny and Marine Corps
Throughout the course of the rotation. new
doctrine, tactics. techniques. and
procedure howcased the seemingly lirnille s potential of the
Javelin Sy tem.
The Javelin Weapon System.
renamed from the Anti-Annor
Weapon System-Medium
(AAWS-M) in 1991, is a ftre-and·
forget, medium-range, manportable
anti-armor missUe system replacing
the Dragon Weapon System. 11 fealures top attack and direct aHack
modes; has a oft-launch capability,
enabling the gUlmer 10 ftre from
enclosures or covered firing positions; and is capable of defeating
current and future armor in day and
night engagements at ranges in
The Javelin Team prepares to fire on enemy tanks
excess of 2,500 meters.
crossing a bridge.
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David M. Easterling
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selected the IIR F&F ystem as the best candidate for the new weapon ystem. In June
1989, the Army awarded a development contract to a joint venrote (JV) consisli.ng of
Texas Instrument and Martin-Marieua (now
Raytheon System and Lockheed-Martin
respectively).

Engineering And Manufacturing
Development
11,e JaveLin development phase was conceived as a 36-month effon. However, a a
re uIL of technical problems, scope of work
changes, and funding constraint ,a program
trelchout of an addilional 18 months was
incurred, resulting in a total developmeOl progtarn of 54 months. Ln October 1993. after
proving Ihat technical challenges were mastered during initial operational lest and evaluation OOT&E). the Javelin Project Office
announced that the JaveLin Weapon System
was ready for produclion. However, program
adjusuneOl that extended the production
effort from 6 to 14 years and reduced the
Army and Marine Corps requirements as a
result of force restructuring from 70.550 to
31,269 mi siles caused ~le Javelin unit costs
to increase ignifican~y.

Cost Reduction Plan
~le

Confrnnted with an affordabilily i sue.
Army developed its first and most succe sful Cost Reduction Plan (CRP) and
presenled it to the Defense Acquisition
Board in June 1994. Based in part on
the success of Javelin during JOT&E
and the agenda sel forth in ~le CRP,
~le Defense Acquisition Executive
approved award of a Javelin Low Rate
Initial Production (LRIP) eontract. The
Javelin LRJP contract was awarded to
the IV on June 24. 1994.
The final version of the CRP,
igned by government representative
and IV officials in Augusl 1994,
returned $1.4 bUlion dollars (30 percent of the total production costs) to
the Army and Marine Corp . total
obligation authority between FY94
and FY05. It also committed the JV to
an aggre sive co t curve in which U,e
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cost of the next component is Ie
expensive than the previou one.
Initiatives taken to reach the CRP'
goals include acquisition refonn, an
Enhanced ProducibiJity Program, component breakout and competition, and
multiyear contracting. AdditionaUy,
savings realized from the CRP were to
be reinvested in the prognull. This
enabled the Javelin production program
to be shortened from 14to II years.
These initiatives were combined
and resulted in the overall CRP co t
curve. As long as the N continued to
meet Ihe CRP co t projections, the government would continue to procure the
Javelin Weapon System from them in a
sole-source environment. However, if
lhe N failed to meet lhi cost curve,
the CRP caUed for elected component
breakout, component competition,
and system competition. This
was revolutionary in gelling
competitive price and
avoiding laborious and
unproductive protracted negotiations in
a sole- ource envirorunenl Using the
CRP as a basis for cost, the government
signed three succeeding LRIP contracts with !he JV between June
1994 and March 1996.

March 1997. During lhe AWE, the
Javelin SYSlem gained both user and
public notoriely as a superb weapon in a
series of exercises aimed at demonstrating progress toward achieving the Army
Chief of Staff's vi ion for Force XXI.
As a result of Javelin's ucce s during the AWE and lhe lethality gaps
caused by the Sheridan lighl tank retirement, the Army Chief of Staff recommended acceleration of fielding.
Previously scheduled fieldings to lhe
Ranger ballalions were completed in
April 1997, and fielding to lh.e 82nd
Airborne battalions was completed in
June 1998,8 months ahead of schedule.

Operating And Support Cost
Reductions

lfutorically, a typical program's
operating and upport (O&S)
costs account for 80 percent of
ilS total life-cycle funding.
This, coupled with knowledge
of lhe excessive O&S cOSIS that the
Dnlgon Program experienced, prompted
the Javelin Project Office to initiate during engineering and manufacturing
development. an aggressive costreduction program to reduce both production and O&S coslS. As a result of
thi aggressive cost-reduction proProduction
gram, the Javelin Project Office
In May 1997, the Javelin
projected il O&S cost estimate to
Program received lhe
Cutaway of the
be only 47 percent of the total
Department of lhe Anny's
Javelin life-cycle cost. The Anny
Javelin Missile
approval for Milestone I.U to
and Office of the Secretary of
transition from LRlP into Full
Defense communities veri ned lhi
Rate Production. This effort
co t e timate during the Milestone ill deci ion
required incorporating lhe 1997 addendum to
proce .
lhe CRP and uccessful completion of a series
While O&S co I vings are important,
of development and user tests initiated during
lhe Javelin Projecl Office believes that responLRlP. TIle effort culminated in the awarding of
sive customer service and quick turnaround
the firsl multiyear procurement contract.
times are equally important. The project ofnce
The first year of Javelin' frrst multiyear
has implemented a hotline to field cu tomer
contract was awarded to the N in May 1997.
inquiries.
The second year' contract was awarded in
Ano!her loollhat the Javelin Project
December 1997, and lhe final year of the first
Office developed to help manage ilS O&S costs
multiyear contract was awarded in December
is JAVTRAK. This i an Internet-based sy tern
1998.
(www.ja••web.com) to track parts consumption
The Javelin Project Office plans to award
and maintenance action . The ystem provid
a second multiyear contract for FYOO-FY04 for
a real-time database of failures, repairs, repair
missile and for FYOO-FY05 for training
part COn umption, equipment location, and
device and CLUs. Contract award will be
equipment utilizatioll. JAVTRAK already has
contingent on approval for multiyear procureprovided data thaI enabled lhe Javelin Project
ment by lhe 1999 appropriations conference.
Office to save millions of dollars by reducing
spare buys. The projecl office continues 10 use
Fielding
this system to oplimize ilS future procurement
The Javelin Program successfully met its
of spares. JAVTRAK is al 0 used to identify
planned First Unit Equipped fielding in Jun
systemic problem during lhe deployment and
1996. One of lIS first leslS came during an
fielding phases. In turn, lhis can lead tn proce
Advanced Warfighting Experiment (AWE) in
and design changes on the production line to
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preclude fielding of defective equipment and to
improve overall field reliability.
For its efrons in developing and fielding
an unequaled leading-edge weapon y tern, the
Javelin team received tbe 1997 DOD Life
Cycle Cost Reduction Award.

Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
Javelin's demon lrated ucce and capability have nOl gone unnoticed by the rest of lhe
world. To date, 13 counlrie interested in
Javelin have reque ted price and availability
information. 1\vo FMS-funded Ie t programs
were conducted ~ r potential FMS CU tamers
and two acquisition cases are being proce sed.
With Javelin' unique ftre-and-forget capabilities, we expect to ee many more of our allies
acquiring our "worJd-class" weapon system. In
anticipation of !hi interest in Javelin and to
facilitate it acqui ition, lhe Javelin Program
has been designated a a pilot prognun for FMS
reform.

Conclusion
In lhe past, light infantry forces were
always the most vuLnerable on the battlefield.
In today' environment, where these forces are
relied on for peacekeeping to rapid-response
mi ion. lhe U.S. Army' light infantry world
has become even more dangerous. With the
unrivaled Javelin weapon system at their disposal, however, Our light forces will no longer
be viewed as a nuisance by enemy armor.
Instead, !hey will be viewed as one of lhe mo t
lethal and v rsatile forces on the banlefield,
finally giving lhem lhe ability 10 Sland their
ground and protect those whn cannot proteci
themselve .

DAVID M. EASTERLING is all
Industrial Engineer in the Cost/Review
and Analysis Branch of the Javelin
Project Office. He has a B.S. degree in •
electrical engineering from the
University of Colorado alld is a graduate of the Army's School of
Engineering and Logistics Production
Engineering Program.
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AMMUNITION PACKAGING AND
BATTLEFIELD PROTECTION
James F. Zoll and Alan J. Galonski
Introduction
Wben a U. S. soldier fITes a weapon in
battle, he expects the ammunition he is fIring to function as intended and only hann
the enemy, not himself. He expects this
level of performance despile the fact tbat
the ammunition migbt have sat in an igloo
for many years; was exposed to a large variety of environmental element during transport and field storage; and was probably
jolted, dropped, and stepped on several
times during its journey. He also wants to
be able to get at his ammunition quickly
despite the weather, and he need to easily
transport it on the battlefield. Furthermore,
the American public and our allies demand
that ammunition being hipped over public
roads, by trains, and througb port be safe
in case of an accident despite its deadly
explosive nature. The key component for
making this happen is the packaging, wbich
is developed and vigorou Iy tested to meet
these demanding requirements.
Too often in the past, ammunition
packaging developed for tbe military was
driven by another set of materiel and combat developer requirements. The packaging
had to weigh nothing, cost nothing, and take
up no space. Because this ideal package
does Dot exist, careful consideration is
needed during packaging development to
provide a good balance between prolection
and cost. This article provide a hort background on ammunition packaging development for the U.S. Army. discusse currenl
designs, and presents some view for the
future.

Packaging Development
Prior to World War n, packaging
focused mainly on cost and ease of handling
with little regard for the environments in
which the ammunition wouLd be expo ed.
Consequently, a higb percentage of the
ammunition was destroyed during shipment
and handling. Thi led to the eSlablishment
of a packaging design group at Picatinny
Ar enal, NJ. Packaging began to be
de igned for ultimate protection using rigorous verification testing. Metal, fiber, and
wood containers, now common, were devel-
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oped 10 meet the stringent requiremenls of
military distribution systems.
After World War n and throughout the
Cold War, packaging was further refined to
help make it more protective in a greater
variety of climates. For example, experience
with high humidity in Vietnam led to the
use of "jungle wrap," a wax-dipped wrap
surrounding a fiber container, which must
be hand peeled to access the ammunition.
Packaging at this time was basically
designed for the logi tic system at the lowest cost and did not really focus on supporting the tactical mission.
This focus changed in L984 with the
formation of the Office of the Project
Manager for Ammunition Logistics (PMAMMOLOG). PM-AMMOLOG was established to give packaging and logistics a centralized management focus and to bring new
lechnologie to the field of military packaging to help solve acute user concerns. PMAMMOLOG, in conjunction with the U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command's
Munitions System Manager in Hunl ville,
AL, and the Packaging Division of the U.S.
Army Tank-aulomotive and Armamems
Command's Armament Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(TACOM-ARDEC) at Picatinny At ellal,
NJ, prepared a master action plan for
ammunition packaging and resupply. This
plan outlined 23 programs, from smallcaliber to field artillery, 10 enhance the
warfighting capabiLity of the U.S. Army
through improved packaging. The main
goals were to reduce the weigbt and cube of
packaging by 40 percent and 30 percem
respectively; reduce battlefield debris and
signalllre; provide afer storage of high
explosives and propeUants; facilitate
nuclear, biological, and chemical decontamination; give the soldier quick and easy
access to packaged ammunition to facil itate
weapon system rearm; and enhance moisture and corrosion protection.
During the next 6 years, Army packaging was transformed from a system based
on a large variety of wood boxes and pallets
to a u er friendly array of cylindrical and
rectangu lar teel comainers on steel pallets.

These new containers gave urmost proteclion to the packaged ammunition by providing a sealed environment from factory to
gun. The eaJed environment al 0 provided
easier acces to packaged ammunition and
bener interface with field materiel handling
equipment, tactical resupply vehicles, and
weapon YSlem , all which resulted in actual improvements to the warfighting capability of the Army.

New Packaging Methods
Two of the best examples of thi new
user focus are the new packages for the
120mm MIA! tank ammunition family and
the family of 25mm ammunition for the
Bradley Fighting Vehicle System (BFYS).
The new cylindrical teel !20mm tank
ammunition container on a steel pallel
allowed one-step access to the ammunition
without breaking the pallet while simultaneously adding 10 extra cartridges on every
paller. The paJlet was also configured to
permit two rows of outward-facing pallets
to be positioned on a Heavy Expanded
Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTI), therefore allowing 240 round per truck instead
of 160 rounds in Ihe old configuration. and
enabling two tanks to be rearmed simultaneously. This change in packaging from a
wood box reduced the time to upload one
M I tank with its full complement of ammunition from 33 minutes to uploading two
tanks in only 14 minutes. More than $17
million in total life-cycle cost have been
realized because of this change.
Relative 10 the 25mm ammunition, a
new steel rectangular container wa developed to replace a plastic container originally
fielded with the BFYS. The old plastic container could not maintain a eal and consequently could not protect the packaged
ammunition from water, particularly wben
stored under the floorboards. The new container olved thi problem while also reducing co t and the amount of flammable materiaJ comained inside the vehicle. The new
container aI 0 allowed quicker access to the
ammunition for rearming the turret weapon.
In both examples, a packaging initiative
funded by PM-AMMOLOG improved
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ammunition protection and the warfighting
capabilities of a major Army weapon yslem.

Commercial Packaging Versus
Military Packaging

established guidelines in tead of ultimate
protection from worsl-case conditions. For
these reason , military packaging for
ammunition items has remained focu ed on
providing maximum protection through u e
of military-unique materials and designs.
The TACOM-ARDEC Packaging
Divi ion, in conjunction with Ihe Industrial
Operations Command at Rock Island, IL, is
investigating Ihe sensible u e of commercial
packaging to reduce cost. One potential area
i small-caliber ammunition. Currently, alj
small-caliber ammunition i placed in full
miLitary packaging regardle of end de tination. A usage study revealed thai 30 to 40
percenl of lhe ammunition i consumed in
training wilhin a few month never having
traveled beyond a CO US firing range.
A program was initiated to dedicate a
percentage of ammunition to range-firing
applications, where packaging is tran parent
to the warfighter, and to directly ship Ihis
ammunition in commercial fLberboard
boxes. This was implemented first for Ihe
Marine Corp and will al 0 be implemented
for Ihe Army. Total savings are estimated al
approximately $5 million during the next 3
years. Thi packaging change does nOI
affect Ihe soldiers' "train as he would fight"
requirement.

10 the I99Os, acquisition reform initiative brought the acqui ition of military
packaging into question. One of the key
reforms was the u e of commercial standards versus detailed military pecification .
Commercial packaging was examined and
found to be lacking in many regard when
compared to the rigorou requirements for
U. S. Army ammunition. Some of the key
military requirements regarding ammunition
packaging are as follows:
• Packaging must protect the ammunition from rough handling at temperature
extremes of 165 degrees Fahrenheit and
minus 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
• Packaged ammunition must be safe to
fire after being dropped twice from 7 feet
and subjected to loose-cargo vibration al
extreme temperatures.
• The package must hold a 3-poundsper-square-inch pressure differential after
being subjected to six 3-foot drop.
• The package mu t perform at this
high level after being stored for more than
20 years in an igloo and exposed to the eleThe Future
ment for 2 years.
Ammunition packaging will become
• The package must provide this proincreasingly
more important to ammunition
tection while lill giving easy acce to the
logi tic' in Force XX] and the Army 2010
ammunition.
and beyond. TRADOC has already stated
Commercial packaging is not geared
that by 2025, all Army equipment and suptoward these temperature eXlTemes, nor i it
designed to be ultra reliable. When shipping plies must have Iheir weight and cube
reduced by 75 percent. Specifically, future
a commercial item, the package is designed
forces will have an increased need for lightprimarily to withtand only moderate level of rough
handling at ambient temperatures
and only for a relatively hon time 0
that the cost of
packaging is kepi
low. Some damage
is expected and i
covered by insurance or shippers'
warranties. This is
cheaper than paying for expensive
packaging for
every item. Even
for commerci al
Soldiers load 120mm ammunition directly from Improved
hazardous matericontainers on a HEMTT onto an M1A1 tank without breakal , the focus is on
ing pallet banding.
meeting minimum
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weight. more protective packaging U,at
interfaces with automated material handling
equipment and" mart" logi tic y terns
while mitigating mas propagation caused
by unplanned timuli. A ammunition
becomes "smarter" through use of complex
electronics to reduce the Army' need for
large quantities of it, packaging actually
increases in importance to protecl Ihe e
expensive limited commodi tie . High functional reliability and assel visibility, coupled
wilh reduction in urveillance personnel
and material handlers, requires the package
to do more than just protect.
To respond to Ihi need. the Defense
Ammunition Logistics Activity (DALA), formerly PM-AMMOLOG, and the TACOMARDEC Packaging Divi ion have e tablished several new program to develop
packaging lechnologies for the future. Some
of Ihe ideas Ihat are being inve tigated or
planned are new composite materials that
can give the performance of leel at a fraction of the weight, fratricide barriers and
pressure vents to help meet insensitive lTIunilions criteria, containers with embedded sensors and tags for as et visibility, and modul.ar
designs that allow rapid "plug-in" weapon
rearm. When!hi article was written, Ihe
Anny was scheduled to take delivery of
small arms ammunition in commercial packing during fourth quarter FY99.

Conclusion
As the Army modernize it weapon
sy terns, advanced packaging will ensure
these superb new weapons work for Ihe soldier as expected. Through advanced technology, TACOM-ARDEC is leading ammunition packaging into the new millennium.

JAMES F ZOLL is a Supen1isory
Packaging Engineer in the Packaging
Division at TACOM-ARDEC ill
Picatillny Arsenal, NJ. He has a B.S.
in chemical engineering from Rutgers
University and is Level III certified in
systems planning, research, development, and engineering.
ALAN J. GALONSKI is a
Program Management Engineer in
the DALA at TACOM-ARDEC in
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ. He has a B.S.
degree in aerospace engineering from
the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
and is Level III certified in program
management.
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Year Group 2000 ...

YGOO Competitive Development Group members.
Keith Charles, DDACM, is shown back row, far left.

ACMO HOSTS
COMPETITIVE
DEVELOPMENT
GROUP
ORIENTATION

The Competitive Development
Thomas reviewed the AAC Vision
Group (COG) Orientation for Year
and outlined MC objective. In illustratSandra R. Marks
Group 2000 (YGOO). hosted hy the
ing an integrated model of acquisition
Acqui irion Career Managemcnt Office
career development. she outlined the nat(ACMO), was held Aug. 17- 18. 1999. in
ural progression from flISt gaining a
der of the morning presenting an
Springfield, VA. Sandy Long. Chief of
strong technical foundation [0 competing
the ACMO' Career Developmcnt
overview of Acqui ition Corps efforts
for critical acqui ition positions. In
Division and COG Coordinator, opened
and discu ing COO Program initiative.
reviewing opportunities for COG memThomas tressed that the COG Program
the fLrst day of ession by introducing
bers, she stre sed the need to concentrate
is one of the ACMO' most important
YGOO COG members Marietta Allen,
fir t on near-term goal • those for the
initiatives, adding that it is one of the
David Bundy, Chris Gras ano, John
next 3 years. Thomas highlighted orne
first programs the ACMO put into place
Hart, Vicki Long, Will Meyer. Michael
of the new and ongoing educational
Padden. Dan Pierson. and Kathy Salas.
upon its inception. She added that the
opportunities available to the YGOO class
program is not ouly very special for
In her opening remark, Long also welincluding the i.ntroduction of the Harvard
those invol ved in career development in
comed attending CDG97 and 98 memLeadership courses. Among the longthe ACMO, but for everybody involved
ber and tated that the orientation wa
term training opponunitie Thomas disin career development Armywide.
an excellent opportunity for YGOO COO
cussed was the new regional l11a ter of
members to meet previscience in program management cour e (MSPM
ous year COG members, familiarize them36) offered by the aval
• selves with the ACMO
Po tgraduate School (see
staff. their Acquisition
Page 26). Tbis graduate
Career Management
program offers qualifying
Advocate (ACMA)
tudent a chance to earn a
master's degree in proponsors, as well a to
gram manageLllent.
gain information on
Thomas also touched on
• Army Acqui ition
the niversity of Texa
Corp (AAC) initiaSenior
Service Fellowship
tives and the CDG
Sandy Long, COG Coordinator, far left, moderates panel discussion
Program
as an additional
Program.
about the COG Program. Other panel members left to right are Kay
key
opportunity
to comFollowing a brief
Ward, an ACMA, and Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategic
plete
a
graduate
degree.
outline of the day's
Plans and Analysis. SMDC; Sam Jones, then Chief of Logistics
Opportunitie offered
• agenda, Long introManagement, Office of the PM, NV/RSTA, and now Product
through the Training With
duced ACMO Oeputy
Manager, Combat Training Instrumentation Systems, STRICOM; and
Indu try Program were
Director Mary Thoma • Shirley Hornaday, Acting Chief (now Chief), Review and Analysis,
also addres ed in Thomas'
Program Management Division, THAAD Project Office.
who pent the remain-
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ACMO Deputy Director Mary Thomas

briefing. This program allows participants on a I-year assignment with indu try 10 learn how the private ector functions and experience commercial best
practices.
The Operational Experience
Program, aI 0 highlighted by Thoma,
was established with the intent to continue providing Acquisition Workforce
members with out tanding experience
opportunities and increa ed le.1dership
skills. Participants are given the OppOrlU-

Junius Wright, Budget Officer in
AAESA's Resource Management
(RM) Division
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DDACM Keith Charles

nity to gain ftrst-hand experience by
interfacing with warfighters and their
equipment in an acrual operational field
environment.
On the topic of "Looking Your Best
At The Board," Thomas tressed the
need for Acquisition Workforce members to maintain an accurate and complete Central Management lnfoffilalion
File (CMlF). the single mo t important
ource of information during board
reviews. She ugge ted that YGOO CDG
member get tip on how to maintain
the e documents from other CDG participants who have been uccessful in the
PM board proce .
Thomas al 0 provided policy
updates on continuous learning, certification. fulfillment, Senior Rater
Potential Evaluation/proftle, and AAC
membership is ues. She concluded the
morning session by identifying key players in career development including the
ACMO. the U.S. Total Army Per onnel
Command' Acqui ilion Management
Branch (AME), tbeArmy Acquisition
Executive Support Agency (AAESA),
and the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army for Manpower and Reserve
Affairs (ASAM&RA), and by fielding
que tion from attendees.
In the afternoon, Sandy Long moderated a panel discu sion to an wer

question submitted by attendees earlier
in the day and to field additional queslion about the CDG Program. Other
panel member were Shirley Hornaday, a
CDG97 member, and Acting Chief (now
Chief) Review and Analysi , Program
Management Division, Theater High
Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) Project
Office, Huntsville, AL; Samuel Jone , a
CDG98 member, and then Cbief of
Logistics Management, Office of the
Project Manager, ight Vision
Reeonnais ance Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (PM, NV/RSTA), Fort
Belvoir, VA (now Product Manager,
Combat Training Insrrumentation
System , STRlCOM, Orlando, FL); and
Kay Ward, an ACMA, and Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategic Plans
and Analy i , U.S. Army Space and
Missile Defense Command (SMDC),
Huntsville, AL. Topics included training
requirements, operational and developmental as ignments, the future of the
CDG Program, and the importance of
the Individual Development Plan (lOP).
Long an wered que tions from a policy
aspect, Ward from an implementation
a pect, and Jone and Homaday from an
experience aspect.
The final pre entation of the day,
covering the processing of per onnet
actions, was provided by Carolyn
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the next generation of leadCreamer, Civilian
Personnel Management
ers. In conclusion, he
Specialist in the
reminded all COG members that they are the future
Personnel Management
Division of AAESA, and
leaders of the Army
Acqui ition Corps in the
Junius Wright, Budget
Officer in AAESA'
21st century, and he challenged them to u e every
Re ource Management
(RM) Divi ion. Creamer
available opportunity to
prepare for that respon iidentified which Civilian
Personnel Advisory
bility.
Centers (CPACs) and
Following his speech,
Civilian Personnel
Thomas joined him in preOperations Centers
enting YGOO member
(CPOC ) provide civilwith framed citations, a
CDG pin, and an AAC
ian per onnel administrative services to CDG
coin in recognition of their
member in their area
selection to the program.
At the conclusion of the
of responsibility. In
evening's events, Oeborah
addition, he identified
Pinkston, CDG98, prethe documents that CDG
sented
Charles and Thomas
member need to bring
Carolyn Creamer; Civilian
each
with
a signed YG98
onboard and explained
Personnel Management
timekeeping and other
"yearbook" photo.
Specialist in the
Personnel Management
On the orientation's
administrative proceDivision of AAESA
final day, Jerold Lee, a
dures.
Senior Analyst with
Wright discussed the
relationship between AAESA's RM
Science Application International Corp.
Division and the ACMO. The RM
(SAlC), who supports the ACMO relative to implementation of the DOO
Division act as ACMO's busine office
and provides necessary funding informaCivilian Personnel Demo Project, presented a very infomlative overview of
tion to ACMO management. As the
"budget shop" for ACMO, the RM
the demo to YGOO members, including a
discussion of its potential impact on the
Division i re ponsible for proce sing all
fund cenifications for travel order and
COG selectees. The personnel demo
training. Wright discus ed processing
permanent change of tation (PCS)
order, AAESA tmvel order requests.
and travel claim processing requests. He
concluded by tre sing the need to· keep
IDP updated since COG training
requests require that illP be approved
by the ACMO prior to acceptance.
The day s activitie culminated with
a dinner honoring YGOO member. Keith
Charles, Deputy Director for Acquisition
Career Management (DDACM), was the
guest peaker. His addre focused on
the topic of leader hip. Charle shared
• pa sages from everal experts on differ_ ent aspects of what makes a leader.
Based on his own leadership experience,
Members of earlier CDG year
he says it is imponant to establish priorigroups were among the attendees
ties, take responsibility, and give people
at the orientation.
the authority to develop them elves into
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briefmg wa augmented with comments
by Melissa Rie co, then Acting Chief,
Policy and Program Oevelopment
Division, Office of the ASAM&RA, who
has been the Army Per onnel
Repre entative since the inception of the
project in 1996. (Riesco is now
employed by the Federal Aviation
Admini tration.) In addition to briefing
about the implementation of the demo
project, Lee responded to que tions from
the YGOO CDG , many of whom were
receiving their fir t intensive briefing on
the project.
The personnel demo briefLllg was
held concurrently with an FY97!FY98
COG discussion on CDG Program
expectations. This no-host, round-table
discus ion was held for COG to openly
discuss positive and negative a peets of
the COG Program, share their experiences in the program, voice expectations,
assess the program, formulate constructive criticisms, .Uld document lessons
learned.
In a clo eout e SiOh with YGOO
members, Sandy Long reminded COG
member to be very specific about nearterm goals and training when completing
their IDPs. She fielded additional clo ing
questions and gave each COG member
their Functional Acquisition Specialist
assignment.

SANDRA R. MARKS, an employee of Science Applications
International Corp. (SAlC), provides
contract support to the staff of Army
RD&A magazine. She has a B.S. in
journalism from the University of
Maryland, College Park, MD.
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ATMOSPHERIC MODELING AND
SIMULATION STANDARDS
Dr. Richard Shirkey
Introduction
In tOOay's climate of reduced fund-

ing, models and imulation mu t be
reu ed whenever po sible. However, the
succe of this effon is largely dependent
on the development and u e of effective
standards to re olve shared modeling and
simulation (M&S) problem . The DOD
M&S Master Plan (http://www.
dm o.miU) (click on M&S Documenrs) is
DOD' first tep in resolving commonly
hared M&S problem .
o The DOD M&S Master Plan has six
objectives:
o Develop a common technical
framework for M&S,
o Provide timely and autboritative
representations of the natural environment,
o Provide authoritative representations of sy tems,
o Provide authoritative repre entations of human behavior,
o E tablish an M&S infrastructure to
meet developer and end-user need ,and
o Share the benefits of M&S.
These objectives form a framework for
standards development.
Realistic sinlulations of military
operation must include effects caused by
munitions smoke, vehicle dust, and naturaj obscurants (fog, rain, and snow).
These effects must be accounted for in all
sinlulations, from b.igh-resolution imulation that require phy ics-based models to
low-re olutioo aggregate simulations thaI
require a "broad-bru b' outlook. Thi
article de cribe the Army's rationale for
establishing M&S tandard and discu ses
tandards in the Army's M&S Dynamic
Atmospheric Environments (DAE) tandards category.

Army M&S Master Plan
The Department of the Army (DA)
publi be and maintains the Anny M&S
Master Plan (http://www.amso.
army.mil/) (click on Library), which
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embraces the six objectives of the DOD
M&S Master Plan cited above, establishes the Army' M&S objective and management proce ses, and promotes standardization within each objective. In
addition, the Anny M&S Master Plan
defIDe the Army' M&S tandards development proces and establi hes the role of
standards category coordinators within
the Anny.
ineteen M&S tandards categorie
were esrabli hed by the Army to cover the
realm of technologies and processes that
are important to the Anny M&S effort
Each tandards category coordinator provide the Army Modeling and Simulation
Office (AMSO) an annual standardization
tatus report in their area describing significant progre during the past year and
priorities for tbe next year.
The Army M&S Ma ter Plan applies
to all Anny agencie engaged in development and employment of models and imulations and e tablishes the Army' strategic vision 10 guide M&S investments. DA
al 0 publishes aIlllualJy the Army M&S
Standards Report. This documem, available through AMSO' Web site, is a snapshot of Army M&S standard efforts a
work progresses toward the objective
env ironment.

Army M&S community can share techniques, procedure, proce se . and application leading to commonality, reu e,
baring, imeroperabil.ity, and added value
for the consumer.
The Army Standards omination
and Approval Proces (S AP)
(http://www.msrr.army.mil/snap) is a
Web-based tool used to track, di cuss,
and vote on standards nomination from
the M&S commuruty. Any individual may
identify a new M&S tandard requirement
by ubmitting a Standards Requirement
Documen [<)r consideration. Once conensus with..l a tandards category is
reached on a draft standard, the tandard
is reviewed by senior ubjecI mailer
experts who recommend approval or di approval through the online voting sy tem
in S AP. Final authority rests with the
Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for
Operation Re earch (DUSA(OR». If
approved by the DUSA(OR), the suggested standard i adopted and integrated
into the Army Standards Repository
System (ASTARS) (http://www.m rr.
army.mil/astars) as a new Army M&S
tandard. ASTARS is a u er friendly Webbased tool that bouse aU approved M&S
standard.

DAE Standards
Standards Development
The term tandard i applied in the
broadest context to include procedures,
practices, proces e , techniques, data, and
algorithms. M&S standard cover a variety of topic, and the type and ource of
relevant tandard vary with each standards category. tandards are developed
within the Army M&S community a well
a adopted from other discipline and
organization . There are three levels of
Army M&S tandards: draft approved,
and mandatory. The different levels indicate the degree of maturity of the tandard and the level of enforcement. Thus,
through the development of standards, the

Atmospheric standard for Army
M&S are defined here as those covered
by the Army's M&S DAE standards category. The e are objects, algorithm ,data,
and technique required to replicate
weather, weather effect and inlpact ,
backgrounds, acou tics, and tTan port and
diffu ion of aerosols and battle byproduct . The DAE tandard category does
not explicitly cover terrain, but it influence terrain in 0 far as weather effects
are concerned. For example, now cover
will change the surface albedo, and Ihe
amount of rainfall will change the condition of the ground state, thereby changing
mobility.
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Because target acqui ition depend
heavily on target and background signature propagation through the atmosphere
and on diurnal heating effects, backgroWld ignatures fall under the purview
of the DAE tandards category. Target
ignatures. however, are in the domain of
the Acquire standards category.

High-Resolution Simulations
Because of the dynamic range of
atmospheric processes, the DAE standards category must represent a spectrum
ranging from high-resolution, small-scale
effects neces ary to correctly visualize
cenes to large- cale, low-re olution
aggregated effects that represent general
weather impacts. In high-resolution simulation , physics-based calculation, uch
as the Army Re earch LaboralOry's
(ARL's) Weather And Visualization
Effects for Simulations model, are needed
10 represent high-fidelity natural and battlefield-induced atmospheric effects.
However, the e types of models and imulations are inherently computationally
intensive and, thus, are available only at a
high computational cost.
Engineering-level, line-of-sight propagation models from ARL' ElectroOptical Sy tern Atmospheric Effect
Library (EOSAEL) and the Air Force
Research Laboratory's MODTRAN,
although fast, are similarly computationally burdensome con idering the playing
area, the potential number of lines-ofsight between entities, and the number of
pixels needed to generate virtual scenes.

Low-Resolution Simulations
At the other end of the spectrum are
the low-resolution simulations that deal
with aggregated unit . The e simulations
cannot support the computational burden
needed to in lude detailed perfomlance
calculations for individual platforms and
systems. Thus, a new approach is needed
to include weather at a realistic level of
fidelity and still maintain "faster-thanreal-time" sin1Ulation capability. Such an
approach may exist in using rule-based
program, such as ARL's Integrated
Weather Effects Decision Aid model. This
model, based in Army doctrine, provides
color-coded matrix charts showing the
impact weather has on variou platforms,
sensor , and weapon system , thereby
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allowing for imple and fast as es ments
over large area.

Standards Criteria
Criteria for becoming a tandard are
defmed within each of the standard categories. Common sense al 0 dictates thai a
proposed standard hould be a mature
model that is in widespread use. Models
that are cho en to lead toward standards
must be relevant 10 Army problems and
must have a degree of maturity as evidenced by verification and validation
efforts and also by acceptance and usage
within the Army community. Many models contained in EOSAEL, which was
developed initially in 1979, meet the e
criteria.
EOSAEL is a comprehen ive library
offast-running, theoretical. semiempirical. and empirical computer models that
de cribe variou aspects of atmospheric
propagalion and battlefield environments.
Studies have been performed using
EOSAEL for sensitivity analysis, system
performance, countermeasure, and costoperation effectivenes analysis.
EOSAEL ha also been used for sen or
applications, wargaming, and visualization effect .
Finally, EOSAEL models and documentation are available by registering
with the Tri-Service Test and Evaluation
Community Network (TECNET) at
http://lecnetO.jcle.jcs.mil/ and through
the ONTAR Corp. at
http://www.eosael.coml.
EOSAEL meets many of the requirements for becoming a tandard. It contain models that are used extensively
throughout the environmental community
and ones that deal with specific battlefield
situations that are relevant ooly to specialized field. Models in the fITst category include the climatology model
CLIMAT, the smoke model COMBlC,
and the aerosol tran mission model
XSCALE. The e model have shown
their usefulness and validity through
application in stand-alone modes and via
incorporation into various other models
and imulations. They have undergone
validation and verification through comparison with real-world test and other
similar models.
Briefly, the CLIMAT model provides
climatology for selected regions through-

out the world and is available online
through the Master Environmental
Library (MEL). COMBIC, the Army's de
facto smoke model, has had extensive
validation performed on il. In addition, it
i present in many war games
(CASTFOREM, Janus, ModSAF, etc.)
and ha' been used as the basis for many
smoke visualization efforts.
The XSCALE model, which computes atmo pheric transmission caused by
natural aerosol . is semiempirical and
therefore. by its very nature, ha been validated. The XSCALE model has been
incorporated into models uch as
MODTRA . is available online through
MEL, and has been u ed in the STOWSE Program for visualization purpose.
The CLIMAT, COMBlC, and the
XSCALE model have all been approved
by the DUSA(OR) as standard for the
DAE category.

Conclusion
The environmental community i
encouraged to participate in all of the
Army's M&S standard categories.
Participation is encouraged via category
reflectors, which are on AMSO's home
page, and at the Army M&S Standards
Workshop, which meets annually in the
spring. Further information can be
obtained from the AMSO home page at
(http://www.amso.army.mil/) or directly
from the DAE Standards Category
Coordinator via e-mail at
rshirkey@arl.mil.

DR. RICHARD SHfRKEY is a
Physicist in the Army Research
Laboratory's InformaTion Science and
Technology Directorate, Battlefield
EnvironmelU Division. He is currelltly
studying atmospheric effects for target acquisition and their impact on
war games and holds an adjunct position in AMSO as the Army's M&S
Standards Category Coordinator for
DAE. He received his doctorate in
astronomy from the State University
of New York at Albany.
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MACHINE-ASSISTED
LANGUAGE TRANSLATION
FOR U.S.jROK
COMBINED FORCES COMMAND
Dr. Young-Suk Lee, Dr. Clifford J. Weinstein,
and Dr. Seok H. Hong

Allthor's Note: The work described
in this article was sponsored by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA). Opinions, interpretation ,conclusions, and recommendations
are those of the ali/hoI's and are not necessarily endorsed by the U.S. Air Force.

Introduction
The U.S. military must operate
worldwide in a variety of international
environments where many different languages are used. There i a critical need
for translation, and there is a shortage of
translators who can interpret military terminology specifically. One coalition
environment where the need is panicu-

larly trong i in the Republic of Korea
(RoK) where, altbough U.S. and RoK
military per onnel have been working
together for many years, the language
barrier still significantly reduce the
speed and effectiveness of coalition
command and control.
This article de cribes the
Massachusetts In titute of Technology
(MIT) Lincoln Laboratory's work on
automated, two-way, Engli h/Korean
translation for enhanced coalition communications. Our ultimate goal i to
enhance multilingual communications by
producing accurate translations across a
number of languages. Therefore, we
have cb sen an interlingua-based

approach to machine tran lalion that is
readily adaptable to multiple language .
ln this approach, a natural language
understanding y tern transfonns the
input into an illlennediate meaning repre entation called Semantic Frame,
which serve as a ba i for generating
output in multiple languages.
To produce u eful and effective
translation sy terns in the short term, we
have foeu ed on limited military task
domains and have configured our y tern
as a machine-a isted translation system.
This aUows the human translator to confum or edit the machine tran lation.
The regular Commander-in-Chief
(CINC) briefing at U.S./RoK Combined

UNCLASSIFIED

AGENDA
• EXERCISE OVERVIEW
• MANEUVER DAMAGE

'M1 TANK DAMAGED ROAD SIGN
'TRACK VEHICLE DAMAGED BEAN CROP

·DCINC COMMENTS AND GUIDANCE
'CUWTF OPFOR BRIEF
Example of Slide from Foal Eagle 97
DCINC

Translation Produced via CClINC

Deputy Commander-in-Chief

CUWTF Combined Unconventional Warfare Task Force

OPFOR Opposition Force

Figure 1.
Foal Eagle slide translation example
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Figure 2.
CCLINC system structure
Force Command (CFC) in the RoK are
presented concurrently in English and
Korean. These brieflllgs are typically
presented twice daily during exercises or
crisis activities, and each consi t of 60
to 80 slide , including speaker's notes.
Translation of the briefings puts a heavy
burden on CFC personnel; therefore, we
cho e automated tran lation of CINC
briefLllg slides as our initial application
focus. Figure I is an example of a CINC
briefing lide, showing the original slide
in English and the translation produced
by our sy tern.

CCLINC Translation
System Structure
The sy tern architecture (Figure 2)
consists of a modular, multilingual tructure induding language Understanding
and Generation modules in English and
Korean. The core language understanding system called TINA takes the input
• emence and produces a language neutral
meaning repre entation of the input. The
core language generation system called
GENESIS take tbe meaning representation as input and produces a translation
output. Both TINA and GENESIS were
• originally developed at the MIT
Laboratory for Computer Science for
appl ications in human-computer interaction. Our project ha been the first (0
adapt this technology to language translation and to the Korean language spec if-
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ically. We refer to our system as the
Common Coalition Language System at
Lincoln Laboratory (CCLINC). The
Under tanding module of CCLINC converts each input into an interlingual
meaning representation called Semantic
Frame. Input to the ystem can be either
text or peech. Although we have done
some work on speech translation. our
primary effort has focused on text translation in re ponse to the priorities of U.S.
Forces Korea (USFK).
The ystem provides feedback to the
originator on its under tanding of each
input by forming a paraphra e in the
originator's language. For example,
when an English sentence is entered into
the ystem, the sentence is transformed
into a Semantic Frame by the English
Understanding module. The English
Generation module then produces a paraphra e of what the sy tern understood,
which can be verified by the originator.
Figure 2 illustrates how the interlingua approach expedite the extension of
the system to multiple languages. For
example, adding Japanese to the
EnglishIKorean system would require
Japanese Understanding and Generation
modules, but the Engli h and Korean
modules would not change. Figure 2 also
show a two-way connection between
the translation system and a command,
control. communication , computers, and
intelligence (C4I) system. Because the
translation system involves understand-

CCLINC System Training
And Development
The two core modules of CCLINC,
Understanding and Generation, each
require lexicons and grammars for the
domain of interest. A ubstantial part of
our effort has been the development of
lexicons and grammars for the CINC
briefing domain. The development of
high-performance lexicons and grammar
depends in turn on the availability and
application of a substantial amount of
training data, consisting in this case of
examples of CINC briefings. USFK personnel provided u with a considerable
number of CINC briefings, many in both
English and Korean. These data were critical in developing our system.
The translation score used in thi
work is based on an operational value
(OV) evaluation of the translation, which
addresses the question of how well the
essential elements of information (EEls)
are retained in the translation. Each translated sentence is assigned a score by an
experienced human translator as foUows:
• OV = 4: Preci e; all EEls intact,
good word order, reads well and easily
understandable.
• OV = 3: lntelligible; suitable for
detailed understanding with l.ittle u er
inference, aU EEls pre ent and in good
word order.
• OV = 2: Incomplete; reader can get
gi t of meaning, but not detailed understanding; EEls not lost or dra tically
altered.
• OV = I: Unusable; loss of too
many EEls.
(Note: This operational value scoring
procedure is a refined version of a procedure originally proposed by John
Weisgerber of SYSTRAN Software inc.)

CCLINC System Performance
On CINC Briefings
After preparing CCLINC for
English-to-Korean tran lation of CINC
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translation sy tern. Second, the language
nder tanding module had (0 be developed to deal with Korean word order,
which is much more variable than
English word order. A successful prototype Korean-Io-English y tern, addres ing both these challenges, has been
developed and demon trated.

Automated Tools For Updating
Lexicons And Grammars
During our variou interaction with
the users, it became clear thaI a mechani m was needed to facilitate user updating and modification of the sy temlexicon; e.g., to include new term specific
to a particular mission area. Such ,I capability wa developed prior to the June
1998 exercise held at USFK and wa
demon trated during that visil and the
subsequent visit during Foal Eagle 1998.
The update capability included a convenient user interface to update the
vocabulary in system lex.icon and an
automated capability to integrate the e
words into the system grammar.

Performance evaluation on RSO&I and Foal Eagle briefing slides

briefing ,a number of tests on new, previously unseen CINC briefmg data were
run. The most significant of these tests
were run at CFC Korea in June 1998 and
in October 1998.
In June 1998, CCLINC was tested
on 50 sentences taken from CINC briefings of the April 1998 Reception,
Staging, Onward Movement, and
Integration (RSO&D Exerci e. The evaluation was done by three RoK military
users, all of whom were experienced
with tran lations of similar material. A
shown in Figure 3, 72 percent of the
translations were given an OV core of
either 4 or 3.
In October 1998, a much larger
scale lest was performed on cr C briefings from the Foal Eagle 1998 Exercise.
either RoK personnel nor bilingual
USFK personnel were available to core
the translations, so a CCLINC sy tern
developer at MIT Lincoln Laboratory,
Dr. Young-Suk Lee, scored them. Scores
were comparable to and lightly better
than those in the June 1998 test; 77 percent of the tran lation were given an
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OV core of either 4 or 3. Dr. Lee'
scores tended 10 correlate well with a
number of informal judgments on the
translations made by RoK and bilingual
SFK personnel at Foal Eagle.

CCLINC Korean-To-English
Translation
In addition to the primary effort on
English-to-Korean translation, a Koreanto-English tran lation capability has also
been developed as part of CCLINC.
Although the CCLl C Korean-toEnglish sy tern is relatively small in
scale, it is believed to be the first
interlingua-based Korean-to-Engli h
translation system. It include a Korean
understanding module based on TINA
and an English Generation module based
on GENESIS. It addre se two unique
challenges specific to tran lating Korean.
First, becau e Korean text often combines word unils (e.g., prepo itions and
noun) and includes distinctive ca e
markers attached to certain words, a
morphological analyzer was developed
to separate these units for input to the

System Demonstrations And
Technology Transfer
From the outset, tlli ' project ha
focused on developing an automated
tTan lation system that would be useful
for military coalition forces. We have
actively pur ued and obtained user feedback by demonstrating and testing the
ITan lation technology in the user environment. Early tests included a system
demonstration onboard the USS
Coronado at the June 1996 Rim of the
Pacific coalition exerci es, and a y tern
demonstration in April 1997 during
RSO&r exerci e .
Sub equently, in June 1998, the sy tern was brought to Korea where RoK
llli.1itary users conducted the first fOl1na)
quality evaluation of EngJi h-IO-Korean
translation on new operational material.
Result of lhi lesl were de cribed
above. During thi vi it, CCUNC was
also demon trated 10 a number of U.S.
and RoK military personnel, including
the Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the
U.S./RoK Combined Force Command,
with very positive results.
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We have actively pursued
and obtained
user feedback by
demonstrating and testing
the translation technology
in the user environment.

~

During Foal Eagle in October 1998.
the fir t operational demonstration of
CCLINC was successfully carried out.
CCUNC wa configured to operate as a
translation server and was connected to
the Theater Automated Command and
Control Information Management
System (TACCTMS) network.
TACCTMS users were able to submit
texlto be translated to CCLINC via their
Web browsers and obtain the Iran lations
at their terminal. The CCLTNC server
operated for 72 consecutive hours during
Foal Eagle 1998, during which 3.132
tran lation ubmissions were made to the
server. The server ran on a Toshiba
Pentium laptop with 166 MHz and 140

MB RAM.
Mo t recently, the CCLINC trans lation system was demonstrated during the
RSO&l '99 exercise in April 1999. For
thi exercise, a new system capability
was developed laking a PowerPoint
briefing as input and automatically generating a Korean briefing while pre erving graphics and chart format. The system was adapled during the exercise to
• support grammar and vocabulary spe• cific to RSO&I. which re ulted in a subtamial improvement in tr'lIlslation quality. A major milestone was reached on
April IS, 1999 when Korean slide with
translation produced by CCUNC were
~ used in preparing the CINC's morning
t-briefing. A demonstration of the y tem's
capabil.ities to RoK Joint Chiefs of
Staff!J-3 LTG Young-Jin Jeong and
- CFC/USFK C/J-3 MG William Lennox
\Va received with enthusiasm. They

,
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emphasized the importancc of automated
translation capabilit in the Korean theatre. The system \Va left in Korea following RSO&I for further operational
experimentation by USFK.

Conclusion
This project resulted in several
major achievemellls:
• Initiation of the first automated
English-to-Korean tran lation of operational CI C briefings.
• Demonstration of the first
interlingua-based Korean-to-English
translation system.
• Operation of a translation system
in a Web-ba ed c1ientlserver mode.
• Use of automated tools for user
updating of lexicons and grammars to
adapt the system to evolving tasks. and
• Condu t of several successful
demonstrations and technology transfer
activities.

Further technical challenges remain.
Current efforls are focused on developing techniques to enhance translation
accuracy. developing techniques to adapt
the translation system to new domains.
and extending the development of the
interlingua-based Korean-to-English
translation subsystem.
ext year, the software will be transitioned into the Global Command and
Control System in Korea. with the goal
of routinely supporting the translation of
USFK briefing materials into Korean for
the CFC and therefore reduce the translation burden on military personnel in
CFC Korea.

For additional infonnation. contact
Dr. Young-Suk Lee. MIT Lincoln
Laboratory. 244 Wood Street. Lexington,
MA 02420-9185, e-mail:
YSL@LL.MIT.EDU; or Dr. Clifford
Weinstein. same address. e-mail:
CJW@LL.MIT.EDU.
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A New Concept . ..

CRADLE-TO-GRAVE
PARTN ERSH IPS
WITH INDUSTRY
Suellen D. Jeffress
Introduction
Conferees at the 1998 Winter Senior
Commanders' Conference wanted to
strengthen the life-cycle management of
weapon and automated data processing
systems. As such, the Assistant Secretary
of the Army for Research, Development
and Acquisition (ASARDA) (now
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition, Logistics and Technology
(ASAALT)) was asked to develop an
acquisition concept for cradle-to-grave
partnerships with industry. Subsequently,
a cross-functional Tiger Team was convened by the ASARDA and drafted a
white paper, highlights of which are provided below.
The Tiger Team developed an outline of the Army's "life cycle acquisition
concept for partnering with a contractor.
or series of contractor, for new start
systems." The bottom line of the cradleto-grave concept is to provide better
service to the warfighter without further
burdening the soldier, improve readiness,
and generate savings. It is designed to
explore the implications, advantages, and
disadvantages of integrating a contractor
into the life-cycle process for specified
Army system worldwide throughout the
spectrum of operations. This concept
moves the Army another stcp closer
toward meeting the Secretary of
Defense's acquisition reform initiative to
manage suppliers, not supplies.

The cradle-to-grave concept is fully
directed at supporting the warfighter for
Force XXI and the Army After Next,
de igned to meet the need of the Army
(and other Service and DOD agencies),
and provides a framework for applying
lessons learned relative to innovative
approache to life-cycle management. It
also supports effort required to conduct
a revolution in military logistic, a revolution in busine s affairs, and provides
viable life-cycle management alternatives as the Army continues to downsize.
Relief from legislation and regulatory
requirements may be necessary to implement a partnering strategy.

Cradle-To-Grave Concept
The cradle-to-grave concept integrates development, engineering, production, fielding, training, sustainment,
supply, maintenance, ill posal, and lifecycle upport functions to the maximum
extent pos ible by establishing a partnership for life-cycle program management
and sy tem upport. The concept
requires a partnering of government and
industry to provide the functions and
resources neces ary to support Army
customers worldwide. Further, the
Competition in Contracting Act of 1984
requ ires the government to conduct a full
and open competition to meet government requirements unle it meets one of
several trict waiver requ irements.

Objectives
The following objectives of the
cradle-to-grave concept proactively
apply acquisition reform and re-engineering tenets to weapon and automated
data processing systems life-cycle management.
• Identify a program to determine
the value of partnering with a contractor,
or series of contractors, at different
tages of the effort or program.
• Re-engineer the sustainment
process by teaming with a contractor
prior to detemlination of the logistics
concept. Incorporate new sustainment
processes and technologies during the
early development phase and throughout
the life cycle. Incorporate planning for
changes in sustainment processes to
adapt to modified mission requirements.
• Implement innovative business
practices with contract structures that
provide flexibility for technologically
intense and spiral development-type programs. Apply innovative incentives for
contractor participation and performance. Encourage dual-use production
lines for overhead savings and efficiencies. Employ paperless contracting.
Conform to doctrine for contractors on
the battlefield.
• Outsource life-cycle support functions, incluillng shifting re ponsibility
for fielding, sustainment, and disposal to
a contractor.
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• Identify the potential for savings in
total ownership cost.
• Identify the proper organizational
mix of government and industry to provide superior support during war, stability and support operations, peacetime,
and training, both in garrison and during
field operation .
• Identify potential improvements to
support the selected system by treamlining the upply pipeline and reducing
the logistics footprint with distribution
improvements. Modernize the fleet via
continuou reliability and maintainability
improvements of parts and components.
Implement technological improvements
and identify performance capability
increase . Enhance information support
via modem network technology for supply and finance sy terns.

Strengths And Opportunities

~

~

f'

Small Business Opportunities. The
government-industry team will work
jointly to have a large amount of smallbu ines participation as required by the
Small Business Administration
Reauthorization Act of FY97. Small
businesse will continue to provide
goods and services to the government, as
either a prime contractor or a subcontractor, under this concept. Selected candidate programs will be evaluated early
in the life-cycle process to determine
whether or not small businesses can be
identified to perfoml the requirement as
the prime contractor. The government
will benefit from the access to new techIlologies provided by innovative mall
busines es. The government also intends
to partner with industry to ensure that
significant subcontracting opportunities
are made available to small businesses.
COST Savings. An inherent advantage
of Iife-cycle partnering, and the sharing
of military forecasting information
between the public and private sectors, is
that long-range planning is facilitated.
This permits a more realistic estimate of
capital inve tment costs, permitting
industry to better project both its shortand long-term cost. With long-term
commitments to purchase goods and
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services through a contractor, or series of
contractor , the goverrunent can make
substantially improved fiscal projections
and execute on a more economical basis.
These economies will require long-term
funding commitment and may require
special legislation authorizing long-term
multiyear funding.
Technology. Industry, in many cases,
currently upgrades its technology much
faster than the Army. The Army can
share in the technology upgrades, incrementally modernize it weapon sy tems
through Modernization Through Spares
(MTS) and technology insertion, and
shorten the materiel fielding cycle.
Profit/Fee. The government recognizes that it must offer contractors
opportunities for fmancial rewards ufficient to stimulate efficient contract performance, attract the best capabilitie of
qualified large and small-business concerns, and maintain a viable indu trial
base. The concept of contractors being
entitled to more profit/fee as they
assume more risk is consistent with government policy. Profit/fee may be u ed
as an incentive for contractors to achieve
high performance, reduce life-cycle
costs, and continue to invest as necessary to improve systems.
The prime contractor is encouraged
to enter into public and private partnering and teaming arrangements to provide
services consistent with public law and
DOD policy.

Risks And Concerns
Fall Back Plall. The concept will
clearly identify "exit" at appropriate
milestones with an alternative course of
action if the contractor does not perform.
The failure of a busines or a failure to
perform is a heightened risk that would
significantly affect a system's upportability under the cradle-to-grave concept.
With the shift to performance-based
requirements and away from item and
process specificat ions, the government
may have in ufficient data in its repository for a reprocurement. The government acquisition process must ensure
access to data. Furthermore, a reprocurement may come at a cost to the program

The bottom line

of the
cradle-to-grave
concept is
to provide
better service
to the warfighter
without
further burdening
the soldier,
improve
readiness, and
generate savings.

and, if implemented with a new source,
would most likely entail learning curve
impacts to cost and readiness. The government may not have a trained force
structure to fill the void in the ca e of
contractor default or nonperformance.
ImpaCT On Maneuver Force
AvailabiliTy. Expanded use of contractors
will result in decreasing the ustainment
greensu it footprint a contractors assume
a more active role in sustaining our
maneuver forces. TillS concept may
decrease the maneuver force availability
because some of these units may have to
be divened to provide security for contractors. The Army mu t make a conscious decision a to whether an
increased contractor role is worth the
potential reduction in combatant force
availability.
ImpaCT On The Distribution
FunCTion. The Army has made a cornmitmentto work toward distributionbased logistics by synergistically integrating logistics and operations information to provide what is required, where it
is required, and when it is required. The
level of contractor involvement at the
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variou level, i.e., theater, corps, and
divi ion, must be developed to integrate
the e element with an expanded contractor's presence.

Integration Of An Expanded
Contractor's Rote. The Army is working
to address the operational integration of
an expanded contractor' presence. Thi
strategy will have to integrate various
contractor logistics y tems ( tovepipes)
witb the Standard Army Supply System
into a synergistic effort to u tain the
maneuver forces. For contractors to
operate on the battlefield. the Anny must
provide links for communication , information and decision upport y tems,
and logistics command and control systems.

operation and support cost savings:
commonality of parts; commonality of
maintenance procedures; customer sati-faction; back-order time; normal order
and shipping time; and deployment
logistics footprint.

Candidate Selection

will have to address the impact on the
AWCF. A deci ion not to buy or ro u e
the AWCF impacts the fund's operating
efficiency and financial stability. The
financial impact of the decision must be
considered in the Army' budget process.
Other Considerations. Organizational connict of interest an e when
a contractor is unable to act objectively
or ha an unfair competitive advantage.
Some present law preclude the government from involving the ame indu try
participants on a recurring basis in early
upfront planning. An i ue common to
any life-cycle upport program thaI
attempts to address the total sy tem is
the question of how to integrate support
of ub ystem hared with other platforms. The issue of having to maintain
adequate war re erves must be properly
addres ed in parmering contracts.

The candidate program should be
procured and executed outside of the
depot system. Howe er, pannering with
an exi ting depot should not be automatically excluded. Select a new program,
or, as a minimum, elect a program prior
to determination of the logistics concept.
A compelling reason to elect candidates
in advance of the production award is to
llvoid pitfall such as tho e experienced
in the Apache Prime Vendor Support and
M I09 Family of Vehicles Fleet
Management Programs.
Con ider typical systems from
which transferable les 'OIlS learned may
be derived. Significant unique characteri tics may hamper this process. Select a
program thai ha wide, highly competitive interest because that is likely to generate more innovative approaches and
multiple competitors in the conduct of
the acquisition.
Cost as an independent variable is
one of everal complex, interactive, and
important criteria thaL must be carefully
con idered. The criteria will include total
ownership cost, perfonnance capabilities, quality, responsiveness, the imp'lcl
on Army readines , deployment potential. and workforce flexibility. A trong
and rea onable risk management strategy
should be a scoring criteria in the proposal evaluation criteria.

Metrics

Implementation

Various metric would be used to
determine the success of thi concept.
The govemmenl-industry team should
define specific metrics after the y tem
is ele ted to en ure product integrity.
Example of metric include readines ;
manpower impacts; projected and actual
savings and/or cost avoidance; fielding
time; system improvements (e.g.. MTS);

The draft white paper outJines general factor and con iderations that must
have defined implementing procedure
in place prior to development of acquisition strategy for elected candidate programs. The e procedures include, but are
not limited to, assurance of core logi tic
compliance, funding propriety, and
development of cost comparison

Army Working Capitat Fund
(AWCF). The cradle-to-grave concept
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methodologie to ensure that progranl
objective are met and the Army
receives best value for its limited
resource.

Summary
The full text of the draft white paper
is po ted at http://acqnet.sarda.
army.mil/news/crd2grv.htm. It includes
four Appendices: Definition of Terms,
Li t of References. Discussion of the
Apache Prime Vendor Support and
M I09 Family of Vehicles Fleet
Management Les onsLeamed, and a Ii t
of organizations that participated on the
Tiger Team.
The primary goal of life-cycle partnering i to provide American soldiers
with quality upplie and ervices in all
operational environment, from peacetime through major theater war. Ttli
hould be done on time and at a reasonable price while incentivizing the contractor to continue system improvements
and reduce total owner hip costs.

SUELLEN D. JEFFRESS was
the Leader of the Tiger Team Ihat
drafted the white paper discussed in
Ihis arlie/e. She is also the DireCTor
ofSystems Support in the Office of
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Procurement), Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition. Logistics and
Technology. She hos a BA. degree
from Grove City College in
Pennsylvania and an M.B.A. in procurement and contracting from The
George Wa hington University. In
addition, she artetlded the Industrial
College of Ihe Armed Forces and the
Harvard University Program for
Senior Executive Fellows.
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A Candidate And Sponsor Perspective ...

THE CDG PROGRAM:
THE FIRST YEAR
Raymond J. Pietruszka and LTC John Burke

Editor's Note: III Ihis arlicle. 1998
Competitive De\'elopmefll Croup (CDC)
member Raymoud J. Pie/J'lIs:ka alld his
SPOIlSor; LTC .101111 Burke, share their perso11o1 perspectives 011 Ihe CDC Program
selectioll criteria, applicatioll proce s. alld
assignmell/ opportll/lilies.

Background
The CDO Program is 3 3·year program to provide OS-12 and OS-13 Corps
Eligible and Anny Acquisition Corps
,. (AAC) member an opportunity to increase
their potential for leadership positions in
the acquisition community. Once selected
for the program. individuals are placed in a
position on the AmlY Acquisition
Executive Support Agency (AAESA) Table
of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) for
a 3-year period. Placement on the AAESA
TOA allow candidates to execute an
Individual Development Plan (lOP) tailored to their career development.

Candidate Application
Applying for Ihe CDG Program is a
straightforward procedure. but it requires
orne time and attention. It's also an an.
Read the requirements carefully. The Army
is looking for individuals who have a
broad background and a desire to advance.
Therefore, the Army is looking for people
• who have served in differelll positions.
have a wide range of experience, have
10 demonstrated a self-determination to keep
themselves up to date, and have a desire
for cOlllinuous learning. Your application
needs to show all your different experiences and how they are relevant to future
• promotion and career advancement.
to-The second part of the application
process penains to mandatory training. You
need to be Level []I cenified in at least one
I- career field. In addition. it is recommended
that you be either Level I or Level II certi-
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fied in a second. The training is out there:
it's a matter of persistence and desire.
I [pielruszka] had to apply to the COO
Progmm twice before I got accepted.
Between the first and second attempts, I
had to rewrite my Acquisition Civilian
Record Brief so that it truly rel1ected all of
my experience and, in the meantime,
earned my second Levelll1 certification.

Preparation And Initial
Orientation
Selectioll of the assigllmell/
CnG Member: The first phase in getting into the program is determining the
areas of acquisition you want 10 explore.
Thi was a tough one for me. It helps to
know what you want to be when you grow
up. I wanted program management and
aviation experience. Lucky for me I found
out with just a few phone call where I
could gain that experience. If you don't
know what you want. talk to people you
respect. TaLk to folks at the Acqui ition
Career Management Office (ACMO). Call
your Acquisition Cnreer M,magemenl
Advocate and make ure your interest is
known. This is similar to making a call
about a possible job prospect-it takes
courage. Don't worry if you are nol able to
locale something; the ACMO reque ts and
receives many developmental as ignments
specifically for this purpose. Your COO
fOP. provided by the ACMO. will outline
the opportunities best suited to your needs.
Sponsor: Each pring, the AAC provides an opportunity for offices throughout
the acquisition community to sponsor CDO
candidates for the upcoming fiscal year. In
deciding whether to be a sponsor. an office
will develop a rough sketch of the candidate's 3-year plan describing specific
duties and tasks. consider the training
requirements submitted by the AAC. eval·
uate available office space and facilities.

as ess administrative overhead, and determine how best to integrate the candidate
into the program office. Each of these crileria mu I be carefully considered to provide a win-win opportunity for the sponsoring organization and the candidate.
CDO candidates tend to be fairly enior
both in grade (OS-I 3) and experience. The
job, therefore, must be truly responsible
and, between the mandatory training and
annual leave, the candidate will be "out-ofpocket" 12 to 16 weeks a year during their
assignment.
The CDC orientatiarl
CnG Member: At your first orientalion. hosted by the ACMO. you will
receive information on the program, learn
about ACMO initiatives, and work to
refine your draft CDO /DP with assistance
from your new supervisor, the ACMO. and
your Functional Acquisition Specialist.
Once again, knowing what your goals are
help. There are many training experience
and educational opportunities established
to broaden and enhance leadership capabilities. While many of the opponunitie were
not fanilliar to me, I had a chance during
the orientation to become more knowledgeable of them. You need to a e s your
experience and then choo e complementary training. Thi is not easy! The ACMO
will provide substantial training and experience opportunities, but without balance it
could be meaningless.
Sponsor: Training constitutes one of
the two pillars of the candidate's assignment. the other being a productive expoure within a different organization or discipline. The sponsor must carefully as e
the requested training courses and balance
those with the cwtdidate's experience and
education to prevent "check t11e block"
training and ensure that the candidate i
taking challenging courses with growth
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potential. Additionally. the training program must closely correlate with the expe-

rience curve over the course of the development period. Formal training plus the
on-the-job a ignments should form a
cohesi ve package.

The New Assignment
The move
CDG Member: For some folks, this
is no big deal. For others, this is worse
than leaving home for college! As with any
job change, you can expect orne stre ,
uncertainty, and apprehension. It's important to remember why you wanted to be in
the program-to challenge your elf and
eek greater opportunity. A positive mental
attitude goes a long way in easing your
anxiety. One thing I did that helped was try
not to come on too strong. You're a little
fish in a big sea again. BUI you can't wait
for someone to give you sometlting to do.
You are the new person and no one knows
you yet. So you need to be proactive, ask
for tasks to do, ones thai are useful to the
organization but more important, ones that
will teach you aboUl the organization and
how il operates. Make the effort to meel
people and learn the formal and informal
organization structure. Also, read! Read
everything you can gel about the program
and about your new area. In a hort period,
mine was a month, you will end up with
more work than you want.
Sponsor: The transfer of the CnG
candidate into the organization is no different than the arrival of any new professional employee. It's important to keep in
mind the overt and subtle attitudes each
takeholder exhibit. The candidate is coming into an established office where jobs
and functions are well defined. The organization must figure out how to accept the
new person, his or her personality, skill ,
and attitude. A well-conceived transition
plan needs to be executed to include introductions to management, co-workers, and
inclusion in the first weekly Staff meeting.
The sponsor should meet with the COG
candidate weekly for the first month or so
and then monthly to ensure for uccessful
integration.
SelTfillgill
CDG Member: As you etlle into
your routine, there are a few things to
learn. First, get to know your upervisor
and your sponsor. You need to know his or
her preferences, expectations, and management tyle. For me it was straightforward;
my boss was upfront in his dealings with
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me and consistently demonstrated this during the next few months. The next thing to
do is take charge. We are in the COG
Program because we are leaders, so lead.
Reach out for those leadership opportunities and gain the experiences that come
with them. They are not easy to fmd and
you will need to work with your supervisor
to get them. Seek out the hard short-tenn
jobs that lack people. I was able to do the
program integrator job while the incumbent was at school for 4 month. Involvement in integrated producl teams, source
selection and as ociate product manager
positions are aU good options. Iu t remember that you have to fit school in while
you're doing this. The COO Program has
two parts: the developmental as ignment ,
and schooling. You and your sponsor have
to balance the two. You need 10 seek out
new assignments that are different from
previous ones and reinforce them with
chooling.
Sponsor: The sponsor's responsibility
to the COG candidate and the Army COG
Program is to ensure the individual
receives challenging as ignments and
good, frequent assessments of their performance and contributions. Situational
opportunilies ari e where the candidate
perfonns in real assignments a a product
manager, with afler-action reviews and critiques. There i an invaluable transfer of
knowledge between the spon or and the
candidate.

The Other Benefit
The opportunity to expand your
knowledge base is the other benefit of thi
program. Individuals in the program are
scheduled for training in accordance with
their IDP, which is based more on achieving the individual' goals than on the needs
dictated by their job or organization. So
you get to complete key training not only
in your field and the acquisition field, but
you also get advanced leadership training
and the opportunity to attend senior management eminars and Congressional and
Pentagon orientations. You'll get 10 to 15
year of training in 3! You'Ulearn how the
Army and non work and how everyone
works in concert with the current administration and Congres . This type of knowledge will serve you and your organization
well.
While you are doing all of this, you
have to remember the second objective of
a COG member-to advance to a key leadership position such a product manager.
You don't obtain thaI position just because

you are in the COG Program; you have 10
apply for il! So on top of everything else
you're doing, you have to keep your paperwork up to date and actively campaign for
advanced leadership promotions. The good
news is that Ihe COG Program prepares
you very well for these positions. As of
this writing, nearly one-third of year group
(YG)97 and 98 cnG members have gotten
promotions and moved on to very challenging leader hip positions, even in the
current downsizing environment. So aU of
this effort pays off.

Conclusion
The COG Program is an excit.ing
opportunity for individuals to expand their
horizons and grow as profe ionals and
member of the Army Acqui ition Corps.
Any member of the COG Program must
realize the investment the AAC and ponsoring organization make by accepting the
CnG candidate. The individual need io be
flexible, technicaUy proficient, and ready
to deliver 110 percent every day. The payoff is a real opportunity for the individual
and sponsoring organization. with the real
possibility of advan ernent for the candidate. It's well worth the effort.
To apply for the COG program, see
http://dacm.sarda.army.mil/news.

RAYMOND J. PIETRUSZKA is a
CDG YG98 member assigned to the
Apache Longbow Program Office as
an Acquisition Managemellt
Specialise. He has a B.S. degree in
civil engineering from the Virginia
MilitalY Institute and an M.S. in
business administraeion from Boston
University.
LTC JOHN BURKE is the
Product Managerfor the Fire
Control Radar on AAH64D Apache
Longbow and RAH66 Comanche, the
Radar Frequency 111lelferometer, and •
the Apache training devices. He is a
1995 graduate of the Defense
Systems Management College and is
Level III certified in program management and communicationscompueer systems.
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Introduction
The Army' aggressive implementation of military specification (MilSpec)
refoml has led to significant achievements
such as reduced weapon system acquisition and upport costs, new technology
insenions, military and commercial
industrial-base integration, and meeting the
AmlY'S 4-year objective of reshaping its
existing document infrastructure.
This ankle describes the initiative,
status, and accomplishments of the Army's
MlISpec reform efforts depicted in Figure
1. The uccess of these efforts is the result
of forceful action by the Army's dedicated
Acquisition Workforce. The vision behind
the efforts was detailed in the DOD memorandum Specifications and Standards-A
New Way of Doing Business, which was
ba ed on the results of an Army report on
the military acquisition process, Blueprint
for Change. The overriding consideration
in these efforts was to eliminate detailed
military specifications and use
performance-based requirements for future
procurements.

Background
Each year, millions of requisitions and
billion of dollars flow to suppliers who
provide enormous quantities of goods and
ervices to support America's soldiers at
home and abroad. For decades, a system
was developed through law, regulation,
and precedent that prescribed how an
acquisition was to be done. At the beginning of the 1990s, however, a series of
refonn initiative created a new architecture for acquiring good and services, fundamentally changing Defen e business.
MilSpec reform i one of these initiatives. The idea is to infonn
uppliers of what is required
by describing how a product
or service mu t perform, but
not restrict the manner in
which it is produced. To
implement the intent of
the Blueprint for
Change and conduct
busines in this new
way, the Services
reviewed and took
action on DOD's
inventory of 31,000
speclfications and standards, of which the
• Army' hare was
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ARMY MILSPEC
REFORM
Lynn S. Mohler and Arthur B. Follansbee
j 2,350. The review resulted in cancellation
of obsolete or inappropriate documents,
transfer of those required by the Defense
Logistics Agency, inactivation of those
not suitable for new design requirements,
and conversion of the remainder to
performance-based document (either
military or commercial). Always foremost
ill the eli position deci ion process was the
oveniding need of the ultimate consumer
of the goods and services-the oldier.
Soldier must be equipped and supported
with the quality and quantity of materiel
and ervices they need accomplish the
mission.

What Are Specifications
And Standards?
Specifications and standards are the
unseen glue of modem civilization. TIley
ensure the quality, safety, and unifonnity
of products such as uncontaminated food
item ,automobile crash safety devices,
and light bulbs for standard fixtures. DOD
pecifications are generally used to
de ctibe products, materiel item, and
components, while standards describe
method ,proce es, or procedures. The
commercial marketplace may describe

specifications and standards somewhat
differently, but uppliers of quality product throughout the world and consumers
seeking quality products u e them in some
fOml.

In the past, most military specification and standards included some mixture
of perfonnance requirements and "how-tomake-it" instructions. Now, perfornlancebased specifications describe what the item
being purcha ed mu t do in term of fonn,
fit, function, and interfaces, while tandards-some military, many commercialdescribe how to achieve the intended
re ull.
An important outcome of using specification and tandard is standardization.
Just as commercial standards ensure that
light bulbs fit into "standard" receptacle ,
in a military context, standardization
means imeroperability and interchangeability between like equipment and consistency of perfonnance. When a worn or
damaged part or piece of equipment is discarded, a performance-based specification
can be used to define the required function
and interface of the replacements, ensuring
that sy tern performance is maintained.

Why Change The Way We Do
Business?

,.--------,------'------,r-------,
Th

e

New Way
of Doing
Business

In decades past, military pecifications were
developed because
commercial standards
did not exist. Defen e
development and
procurement contract drove the
marketplace and
the technology
cycle.

Figure 1,
Areas of significant reform
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However, military specification and standards did nor alway top at specifying
what was required. Initially, or in repeated
use, they took on prescriptive detail and
described how to make the product or provide the service until, in the extreme, there
was only a single acceptable way to produce a military product. In time, these precriptive requirements diverged from commercial practice to the extent that the
Services lost access to the items developed
and produced by the commercial industrial
base. With hrinking Defense budget and
a reduced workforce to maintain the specification and tandard inventory, change
was inevitable.

ew Way Of Doing Business
Virtually overnight, the Anny changed
its procurement strategy, including reprocurements, to encourage contractors to
propo e manufacmring and management
(M&M) proce e and technical solutions
based 011 Defense and commercial industry
choices. Today, with few exceptions. Anny
procurements are performance-based.

A keynote speaker at the recent Army
Acquisition and Logistics Initiatives
Conference discu ed the benefit of
replacing prescriptive military specification that lock in old technology with
performance-based requirements that
encourdge innovation. He credited thi
change and other acquisition refonn initiative with allowing hi company to save
DOD more than 60 percent over initial
costs on the latest procurements of everal
major system .

Training
Training of key personnel was recognized early as critical to successfuJly
implanting a MiJSpec reform culture.
Consequently, training in the principle
and practices of MjlSpec reform was
incorporated illlo the AmlY Roadshows
(now known as AmlY Acquisition
Wod.-force 2000). Requests for proposal
and revi ed specification and tandards
prepared by Anny acqwsilion organization were an1pled to mea~ure training
effectiveness and progres toward the inte-

gration of theory into practice. Ba ed on
lesson learned in the ampl ing, course in
specification writing and technical data
package conversion were developed to further train the workforce. Du ring a 4- year
period, the Anny' training progmITI was
u ed as the vehicle to instruct approximately 10,000 acquisition employee i.n
how to apply MiISpec reform.

Eliminating Cost Drivers
In the beginning of the acquisition
reform movement industry pointed to
restrictive M&M tandards as ignificant
contributors to the hjgh co t of Defen e
contracts. In later urveys, uppJier identified tile Top L05 DOD pecifications and
tandards as primary cost drivers in producing military materiel. A two-pronged
approach wa taken. First, DOD estab)jshed policy that M&M standards could
not be mandated in contract . Second, the
Services were tasked 10 review and implement appropriate dispositions for the primary cost drivers. The Anny had management re pon ibility for about a third of

Army Top 30
Inactivated for

new design
2

DOD Top 105

_ _. .- Revised'

9

050

• ReYlsed to make perlormane:e-based
- Replaced by olher types of slandardlzallon
documents or Industly standards

OSD: Office of the ecretary of Defen e
DLA: Defen e Logi tics Agency
U AF: U.. Air Force

Figure 2.
Disposition of Army's cost-driving documents
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these a group of prescriptive documents
dubbed the "Top 30," and moved rapidly
to remove them from the inventory. As
shown in Figure 2. the Army clillceled or
inactivated for new design 47 percent of
these document , revised 30 percem to
make them performance-based, and
replaced 23 percent with other types of
standardization documents or nongovernment standards.

Clearing The Specifications And
Standards Inventory
The Army canceled, inactivated, or
converted its inventory of 12,350 pecifications and tandards. many of them over1y prescriptive or obsolete. The objective
was to align military production needs
with the commercial industrial base. Thi
lead to the following re ults:
• The number of standardization documents under Army management was
reduced 50 percent.
• Of the original document inventory,
36 percent were inactivated for future
de ign purposes.
• Only 14 percent of the original document inventory remains for procurement
use. Although some detailed specifications
were retained, the Army instituted a waiver
process that recognized the potential need
for the e documents, but emphasized that
performance-based procurement would be
the rule, not the eKception.
An indicator of achievement wa a
1998 National Defense Industry
A sociation urvey that concluded that
MilSpec reform was working and was
leading other reform initiative in producing intended results.

Leadership Commitment
The key to MilSpec refonn was the
strong and continuous support and interest
of senior leadership. Their commitment
was backed with the funding required to
accompli h the effon and close auenLion to
mea uring progre s. The succes of the
leadership effort was acknowledged in surveys of their industry counterparts.

Extending The MilSpec Reform
Concept
An important extension of Ule
• MiISpec reform initiative is the concept of
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To capitalize on
newer technologies
that are continually
available
commercially,
the Army has
extended MilSpec
reform -with its
mandate to express
requirements in
performance-based
terms-to spares
procurement.

Modernization Through Spare (MTS),
part of the Army' trategy for inlproving
readine s and reducing ownership costs
resulting from aging weapon system
inventories. To capitalize on newer technologie that are continually available
commercially, the Army ha extended
MilSpec refoml-with its m,Uldate to
express requirements in performanceba ed terms-to spare procurement. This
allow parts. components, and subassemblies to be replaced with pare employing
newer technology. while the form, fit,
function, and interfaces of the old system'
are maintained without creating a logistics
liability.

Benefits
Fulfilling its commitment to effectively arm, protect. sustain, and equip its
oldiers. the Army has aggressively sought
the be I available technology, while reducing weapon system cost and lead times.
MilSpec reform is at the core of these
efforts, facilitating the integration of the
military and industrial bases, giving industry the flexibility to innovate, and encouraging the application of current technology
and bu ines prdctices to Anny require-

ments. The implementaLion of MilSpec
reform enables the Army to acce the
commercial industrial base. which means
quicker delivery at a better price of more
technologically advanced. reliable,
durable, and sustainable materiel than that
of any adver ary. Soldiers benefit by having enough of what i needed, when it i
needed.

Conclusion
MilSpec refom] is not over. The Army
will continue to support and encourage
innovative olutions to military requirements, facilitate the integration of the military and commercial indu trial bases,
develop and enhance partnerships with
industry, train IUld upport the Acquisition
Workforce, and continually asse
progress. The challenges are to maintain
Ule momentum MiJSpec refonn has
already achieved, widen its influence, and
use it to advance the earn less integration
of acquisition and logistic.
The full text of the AmlY MilSpec
Refolln report can be found on the Army
Materiel Command' (AMC) Web site at
hllp:llwww.amc.army.miJlamdrdaJ
milspec/index.hlml (click on SPECS &
STDS REFORM).

LYNN S. MOHLER. now retired,
wrote this arricle while he was the
Army Standardizarion Officer in the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Stafffor
Research, Dellelopmem and
Acquisition. Headquarters, AMC. He
holds a maThematics degree from
Juniata College and has done postgraduate sTudies at the University of
Maryland.
ARTHUR B. FOUANSBE£ is a
Senior Industrial Specialist with
National Systems Management Corp.
He holds a master's degree in engineering from The George Washington
University. He is a former member of
the Army Acquisition COIPS (Level III
certified), a graduate of the Defense
Systems Management College
Program Management COliI' e, and a
registered profe sional engineef:
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SPEAKING OUT

What Do You Believe The First Digitized Division
Will Do For The Army?
MG David R. Gust
Program E ecutive Officer
Intelligence, Electronic Warfare
Aod ensors
Several Program Executive
Officers (PEO ) were involved in the
first meeting on Army digitization
held in 1993. The Army Digitization
Office wa formed to provide a bridge
between the OCSOPS [Deputy Chief
of Staff for Operations and Plans] Requiremeots Orfice and the
Office of the Assi tant Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development and Acquisition [now the Assistant Secretary of
the Army for Acquisition, Logi tics and Technology].
Ta k Porce 94-07 wa a training rotation that proved the
concept of digitization wa possible, but would not be easy.
Numerou coordination meetings were held prior to the Task
Force XXI training rotation to smooth out the process of
installing a smaU number of digitizmion enhancement to combat weapon platforms.
The after-action reports of each of the e two training rotations are wonh reading again as the Army prepares for the
upcoming effort to "digitize a divi ion" by FYOO. For digitization to be uccessful, leaders at all levels of an organization
mu t embrace this changeover.
Now thai we have had everal years of experience with the
digitization process and field experience with the concept, what
can we expect? Obviou Iy, the two most important questions
asked on the battlefield, "Where am I?" and "Where are my
buddies?" may be an wered with digital knowledge of the area
of operations. Thi knowledge is known as "situational awareness.' The commander of a combat weapons platform should
be able to see graphically on a di play in the "cockpit area" the
disposition of hi friendly order of battle. Thi factor alone will
have the greatest impact on operations, doctrine, and tactic.
The warfighter can then concentrate on the third most
asked question on the battlefield, "Where is the enemy?'
Digitization of the battlefield, with all the concomitant
increases in the bandwidth of communication pipelines, should
permit the warfighter to have a more timely and accurate presentation of the enemy order of battle. If nor "perfect knowledge
of the enemy situation." it hould certainly be a quantum
improvement in timely knowledge of the enemy di po ition as
compared to today's tandard.
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Given these two enhancements ro friendly and enemy situation starus, the warfighter of the Fir t Digitized Divi ion
(FDD) hould become more efficient in the execution of the
bartle. The information dominance posture of that FDD was the
vision given to PEO by the Army Chief of Staff in 1993. It
will be rewarding to ee that vision become a reality in 2000.
BG Steven W. Boutelle
Program Executive Officer
Command, Control And
Communications
The Fir t Digitized Division
(FDD) will be the first significant step
in transforming today's Army of
Excellence (AOE) into Force XXI, an
Army capable of meeting the challenge of Joint Vision 2010. While the
doctrine that uppons the AOE was
built on industrial-age equipment and concepts, emerging Force
XXI doctrine is ba ed on innovations from the information age
capitalizing on the concepts of option dominance, speed of
command, and information superiority. Realization of the e
concepts is vital for the success of future operation that will be
nonlinear in space, time, and inten ity. Nonlinearity, a major
departure from AOE doctrine, means that operations will take
place in parallel, imultaneouslyand continuously, wiUlOUt
operational pause . Fielding of the FDD hardware and oftware
to the 4th Infantry Division represents our first opportunity to
operationaHze these concepts. The commander will no longer
fight the plan, but through the iruational awarene of his and
the enemy force , he will be able to fighr the changing conditions. Till fundamental change elevate the commander to a
position of option dominance, a concept that goes beyond the
notion of imply getting inside the decision cycle of the enemy
to the point of allowing actions so quick and decisive that the
enemy's options are clo ed out entirely. FOO i on the mark.
Greater peed of command gained through the automation
provided by the FDD permi.ts a flatter organizational structure
con istem with the newly reorganized division and its support
elements. Added importance will be placed on maIler units,
increasing the value and neces ity of high quality and timely
commander s intent. lf units are to function in a selfsynchronized fashion, theo the capabilities of video teleconferencing and whiteboards and the increased bandwidth offered by
modem witching and transmission sysrems are essential. On
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SPEAKING OUT
the future noncontiguous battlefield, tile doctrine must be
understood and supported. It must be able to be communicated,
and the commander's intent must be both clear and timely. FDD
responds to these requirements.
Information superiority i another basic tenet of Joint
Vision 2010. FOD is a leap ahead in the horizontal integration
of battlefield information y tem that will be best displayed via
the common tactical picture. A consi tent view of the battlefield
wiJl be available at all echelons. This means the right target can
be identified, located, tracked, and attacked. Capabilities uch
as functional map overlay collaborative planning. 3-D graphics, light workstations, sy tern control, and security will all contribute to getting the right piece of informat.ion to the right
place.
FDD is the right step, but it i only the flfst step toward
Force XXI. We must stay the course.
Stanley H. Levine
Deputy Director
Army Digitization Office
The First Digitized Division (FDD)
is a key component of the Army digitization process.
Digitizing me Army i one of the
enabling goal of the Army
Modernization Strategy, which provides
the implementing in tructions to achieve
the goal set out in Joint Vision 2010 and Army Vision 20 I O. It
is virtually impossible to eparate digitization and modernization because digitization pans the entire Army modernization
trategy.
Digitization is a broad effort, not just a single program in
the traditional acqui ition sense. Rather, it is a strategy to integrate command and control software and hardware and the
underlying communication ystem with weapon systems to
provide information sharing throughout the battiespace with
Army. joint, and combined forces. The strategy includes leveraging the latest advances in information technologie from the
commercial sector (e.g., Internet technology, portable laptop
computers, direct broadcast TV). The digitization proce s
involve upgrading or modifying some exi ting systems, adding
10 or "appliqueing" a capability to other, and ensuring future
systems have information technologies "embedded" or built in
as an integral part of the system when appropriate. All these
capabilities are developed in compliance with a common set of
standards to ensure interoperability and to enhance efficiency
through software reuse.
Treated as a total system of systems package, digitization-acros the Army modernization spectrum---offer synergistic increases in lethality and survivability as the Army tran itions to a smaller, force projection force. The timely haring of
information enabled by digitization significantly improves the
ability of commanders and leaders to quickly make decisions,
ynchronize forces and fifes, and increase the operational
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tempo. Digitization is a means of realizing a fully integrated
command and control capability from the trategic level to the
platoon level, including interoperability link with joint and
multinational forces.
Digitization is a force multiplier. It enhances combat power
by integrating existing command and control capabilities with
communication , sensors, and combat platforms, thereby
enabling integration and tinlely sharing of critical information.
It increa es force lethality and survivability, and provide
usable, tinlely information to warfighters that enable them to
act faster than the enemy can react.
The Army' digitization plan include experimentation,
evaluation, and acquisition of 98 systems and many related
efforts. In addition to the tandard fielding of the e ystems in
accordance with their approved acquisition plans, the Army will
equip the FOD with the top priority systems by the end of 2000
and the First Digitized Corps by the end of 2004.
FDD capabilities will be demonstrated during the Division
Cap tone Exercise (DCX) in 2001. Achieving the expected ynergy of operations require the fielding of the Army's core command, control, and communication systems, including the Army
Battle Command System. The FDD will demonstrate fielded
capabilities in a two-pha ed DCX. Phase I will be a National
Training Center rotation again t a live oppo ing force. Phase II
will be a constructive Bal11e Command Training Program exercise using simulations with brigade and higher command po ts
operating in field conditions. at doctrinal distances and moving
as the exercise demands.
The spiral development-based digitization proce swill
allow the Army to thoroughly examine the impacts of digitization on Army, joint, and coalition doctrine; soldier and leader
training; organizations: and logi tics. The Army has followed a
"holistic" approach to change by dedicating a division (the
FOD) as an experimental force and linking civilian contractors,
Army program managers, and soldiers to SUppOI1 this effort.
COL Jeremiah F. Garretson
Director Of Architecture
Office Of The Director
Information Systems For Command,
Control, Communications And
Computers
This pioneering effort has already
had a profound effect across the Army.
Two experiments, Task Force XX! and
the Division Anny Warfighting
Experiment (DAWE), demonstrated
the digitized force's ub tantial increases in mobility, urvivability, and lethality. The 4th Infantry Divi on "bumper sticker"
statement on DAWE results puts it very simply: "The EXFOR
Division killed over twice the Enemy. in half tbe Tinle, over
three time the Battle pace, with 25% fewer Combat Platforms
u ing Infomlation Age Technology."
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Thi bode well for the Army be au e the First Digitized
Division (FDD) is the precu or 10 the objective digitized force.
The follow-on divi ion will be even more effective as they
take advantage of new technology, uch a the Joint Tactical
Radio System, and the horizontal baring of information acro s
the baulefield becomes even more pervasive. Lessons learned
from the PDD also will allow the e follow-on divisions to in titute more dramatic improvements in how the Army organize
and fight.
The positive impacts do not top here. The pressure of
change ha been brought to bear on a deliberate acquisition
proce s that is serial in nature and fosters stovepipe olution .
To create a force that can deliver rna ed effects without mas ing forces, the Army adapted the proce s 10 accommodate the
concept of fielding capability ( .g., situational awarene )
rather than individual ystem. Additionally, spiral development
was emphasized, e pecially for the complex oftware inten ive
sy tern in .FDD. [n this way, program managers have been able

to better re pond with warfighter olution that stay abreast of
technology. The Central Te t Support Facility at Fort Hood,
TX, an activity that resulted from the need for piral development, has been an invaluable asset where contractors, oldier,
and program manager mix to produce better and properly integrated solution that work the way the oldier wants.
The FDD also served as the testbed for the Anny
Enterpri e Arcbitecture (AEA), the Anny" tool to manage the
in enion of information technology into the force. The AEA
has been important in providing the Army with a comprehensive mean to evaluate trade-offs among requirements, technology. and resource . It has been expanded to include the entire
Army. Fundamentally. the FDD is about change. As uch, perhap the mo t important contribution will be that, in building
the PDD, the Army is learning how to manage change to ensure
that America' Army remain the be t in the world well into the
next millennium.

LETTERS
Correction
As indicated on Page 5 of the September-October
1999 i ue of Army RD&A magazine. Keith Charles, the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Anny for Plans,
Programs and Policy and Deputy Director for
Acquisition Career Management. tated during an interview that "The PEO, Command, Control and
Communications System has informed me that the
AFOE President at FOri Monlllouth, NJ, ha also
changed his po ition and is now for the Personnel
Demo." TIus comment, which was in re pon e to a
question about the DOD Civilian Acquisition Personnel
Demon tration Project, wa factually incorrect. In fact,
the AFOE Pre ident of Local 1904 at F rt Monmouth,
NJ, John R. Poitra, has not endorsed thi or any other
Per onnel Demo. He has informed Army RD&A magazine that he leave that deci ion up to his member, noting that hi members voted against the project by a margin of 62 percent.
We apologize for thi error and for any in onvenience cau ed Mr. Poitras or his members.

Dear Sir:
As President of the American Federation of Government
Employee (AFOE) Local in Huntsville, AL, I take rrong
exception to a comment made by Keith Charles in an interview
published in the September-October 1999 i sue of Army RD&A
magazine. Charle , who i the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Plan, Programs and Policy, and Deputy Director for
Acquisition Career ManagemeOl, stated, "I met with the
President of the American Federation of Oovemment
Employees (AFOE) in Huntsville, AL. He is trongly SUPPOltive of the Personnel Demo now, even though he was again t it a
year and a half ago." I want to emphasize that at no time did I
ever say or even imply that I supported his Army Acqui ition
Demo Project. fn fact, our AFOE member voted 106 to 0 to
di approve the propo ed Army Acqui ilion Demo Project. My
posilion has not changed and will not change until Mr. Charle
propo e a Demo Project that our members will accept. Mr.
Charle ' Latement that I now support the Per onnel Demo is
just not true.

Jim Brothers
President
A}'GE Local 1858
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LETTERS
Dear Editor:
Your May-June 1999 issue presented an article entitled
"AMSAA's SMART Contributions" [Page 20). The anicle in part
states, "The Army Materiel System Analysis Activity (AMSAA)
provide timely, reliable, and high-qualiry materiel and logistic
systems analysis throughout the acquisition life cycle." Further,
under Logistic Systems Analysi , "Whole ale, retail, force projection, and su tainment analyses, together with logi tic methodology and model development, comprise the core functions of logistic systems analysis." Additionally, under Level Of Repair
Analysis, "AMSAA performs a Level of Repair Analy i (LORA)
to assist PM [program managers) and major ubordinate commands (MSCs) in evaluating and supporting maintenance policy
deci ions on major weapon sy tems while minimizing total support co ts."
These statements have piqued our curiosities. Once these
major weapon system have been deployed, how does AMSAA
<Ulalyze field performance data (including field maintenance performance data) on the weapon system and their major ubcomponents/assemblies? What logistic parameters does AMSAA generate as a result of its/their analy e ? And finally, what/which analysis technique and methodologies, and database analysis tools
doe AMSAA employ to obtain the e parameters?
Jim Keebler
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, AL

(256) 842-7910
DS 788-7910
Response From The Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activit)'
(AMSAA)
AMSAA conducts a wide range of analyses addressing the
support costs. supportability, and sustainability of fielded weapon
system . These analy e upport major Army Materiel Command
(AMC) and Department of the Army weapon ystem initiatives for
operations and upport cost reduction, recapitalization, Cia s IX
war re erve computations, and deployment stock policy.
Major data ources for these studies are the Field Exercise
Data Collection (FEDC) and the Sample Data Collection (SOC)
Program managed by AMSAA. The FEDC Program provides
maintenance data from training exerci es in Korea. the National
Training Center, Kuwait. and the Joint Readiness Training Center.
In 1995, AMC designated AMSAA a the Army's Executive
Agent fOT SDC. Beginning in 1998. AMSAA began collecting
data under SOC at Fort Polk, LA: Fort Lewis, WA: Fort Carson.
CO: Fort Hood. TX; Fort Campbell. KY; and Fort Bragg, NC.
Coordination is underway to open a site in Bosnia at Tuzla Air
Base.
The FEDC and SOC Programs provide estimate of logi tic
parameters such a maintenance man-hours, parts con umption,
and fuel and parts cost. Other important Army data sources for
AMSAA logi tics analy es include the Central Demand Database,
the Logistics Intelligence File, and the Operating and Support
Management Information System (OSMlS).
The major 1001 u ed in AMSAA weapon system upport
analyses include the Selected Essential Item Stock for Availability
Method (SESAME) model for initial provisioning, the
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Computerized Optimization Model for Predicting and Analyzing
Support StnJctures (COMPASS) for level of repair analy e , and
the Optimum Stock Requirements Analy is Program (OS RAP)
model for deployment tock and sustainment computations. TIle
Extended Combat Su tainment model pro ides e timates of 'u tainabilily parameters for weapon system campaign planning. For
additional information, contact our Web ite at
http://:uosaa-www.arl.army.mil.
W. Donald Johnson
AMSAA
johnson@arl.mil

Dear Sir:
1 have read the interesting article by Keith Charles [Deputy
Director, Acquisition Career Management) about hi experience in
the Aspen Institute Seminar on the Fundamentals of Values-Based
Leadership [July-August 1999 issue of Army RD&A magazine,
Page 52], and 1 have grave concerns about the philosophical foundation revealed in the diagram in the article. It sugge t that
American managers may be beholden to philosopher of which
they may be unaware.
The two end points of the horizontal line are defined as "efficiency" and "community," and the end points of the orthogonal
axis are defined as "freedom" and "liberty." The pair' of points
are connecled by unbroken lines sugge ling a continuum between
the pair of points, but the continuum is not defined and can never
be. What is displayed is a trap built into Indo-European languages
thaI forces us into two-valued thin~ing and subsequent action that
causes so much grief in society. One of the axioms of General
Semantics is thai the system of Aristotle, Euclid, and Newton are
special case and are outmoded as general syslems.
A further examination of the chart shows there is no room for
the teachings of W. Edwards Deming. In the statement "focus on
what is best for a specific group despite the cost," the word COSf is
subcon ciously defined as some number from a balance sheet not
in temlS of ome human dimension. At the other end of the line,
the embodiment of efficiency can be found in the teachings of
Fredrick Winslow Taylor. who was seeking "the one best way" in
the use of human beings as interchangeable bionic machine in the
performance of work ta ks. (Note the two-valued thinking in the
expression "the one best way," which implies that all mher ways
cannot be the one be I.) On the other axis, Ule onflict between the
individual's abiljty to make choices and the group's ability to
make choices need not exist according to the teachings of
Deming, but is u uaJly the result of the creation of zero-sum situations created by management.
J would like to sugge t additions to the Aspen in titute's reading Ii I: Sciellce alld Sallify by Alfred Korzybski, Language ill
Thought and Actioll by S.L Hayakawa, The Power of Words by
Stuart Chase, People In Quandaries by Wendel Johnson, and
Creativity by Mihaly Csiksentmihalyi.
Sincerely,
William C. Pittman
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ACQUISITION REFORM

From The
Acquisition
Reform Office . . .
Innovations In Contractual Incenti es
DOD and the Army are changing the current control mechanisms u ed to en ure reasonable prices, on-time delivery, product quality, and uperior performance. Government and indu try are ucce fully streamlining acqui ition processes through
legislation and policy change aimed at compre sing cycle
times, reducing program co I . leveraging commercially available technologies and practice ,and hifting from government
oversight to ri k management by the contractor.
To continue to achieve these "better, quicker, cheaper"
goal efficiently, and to benefit from both the pa e of technology advancement and the innovation that high-technology companies offer, the Army must adopt many of the mechanisms and
processes that have been successful in the commercial marketplace. This means re-examining our business relationships with
existing and potential contractors. A critical component of this
re-examination is the oppoltunity to develop a new range of
innovative contractual incentives that can be u ed to en ure
timely delivery of the highe t quality good and ervice at the
best value to the Army. To thi end, the Army i conducting a
study on innovative contractual incentive .
Phase I of the tudy i a report providing a re earch baseline that explores the history of the current acquisition environment, the motivation behind performance. and practices
throughout the government and private sector that provide
incentives to Army contractor. This report is located on the
Web at hltp:!!www.acqnet.sarda.army.mil!library!sludy!
default.hlm.
10 Pbase II the Army will further investigate potentially
more advanced and innovative approaches to increase perfornlance through the implementation of contraCTUal incentive. This
will be accomplished in two ways. First, the Army will engage
the talent, opinions, and uggeslion of key senior government
and indu try leaders through two focus group e sion . Then,
the comments, suggestions, insights, and recommendations
from per onnel in the field will be u ed to provide much
needed perspective. Government and industry field contracting
and acquis.ition manager are in the unique po ition of working
on and developing contraCTUal incentives daily. They can examine their experiences of what worked, what didn't work, what
was tried, and what they wanted to try but didn't or couldn't.
This information may be sent to macfarlk@Sarda.army.mil
The goal of Phase II are to identify a range of potential
contraCTUal incentives that the Army can employ and to develop
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a decision matrix that can be used by contracting and program
profe sionals tn as ist in forming more effective busines relation hips.
Point of contact for this article is Ken MacFarlane, (703)
681-90 6, DS 761-9086.

Army Contracting Efficiency Analysis
The Acquisition Reform Office is developing new analysis
tool to help discern trends in Army contracting efficiency. By
looking at historical data since the inception of acquisition
reform efforts, conducting ratio analy is, and as essing overall
trends, the Army can reach important conclusion about the
health of the contracting mission area, in general, and the
impact of Army acqui ition reform, in particuLar.
One key mea urement tool that has been u ed ince 1994 is
the cosl-to-purcha e ratio. This ratio provide the co t expended
(in cents) to purchase one dollar's worth of supplies or services.
Throughout the analysis period of FY95 through FY98, the
cost-to-purchase ratio decreased from $1.42 in FY95 to $1.15
in FY98, a decrea e of 19 percent.
A new ratio being tudied i the average annual obligation
per per on. Between FY95 and FY98, the average dollar
amount awarded per contract professional has ri en from 3.3
million to $4.5 million, an increase of 35 percent. This metric
indicate that the average Army contracting professional has
become significantly more productive in terms of total output.
The increase in productivity can be attributed to a variety of
reasons, including personnel reductions, proce s improvements,
and acquisition reform initiatives.
A third ratio being examined is the average obligation per
contracting action. Between FY95 and FY98, this ratio ro e
from $ L4,4oo to $48,000, an increase of more than 233 percent.
This reflect the increased use of the government purcha e card
for micropurchases, as well as the continuing emphasis on consolidating contract requirements where po ible and useful. The
Army centers and atelliles organizational concept has contributed to thi success.
The Army Acquisition Reform Office will continue to test
these and other management metric to detennine if improvement efforts are yielding the desired outcome. Much more
work still needs to be done in thi area. The Acquisition
Reform Office welcomes your opinions on metrics and other
acquisition reform initiative . Your contribution will help us to
develop the mo t effective and efficient Army contracting
organization po ible.
Point of contact for thi article is Monti Jagger, (703)
681-7571, DS 761-7571.

ODASAP Personnel Changes
The Office of the Deputy As istant Secretary of the Anny
for Procurement (ODASAP) has undergone several key personnel changes recently. Dr. Jim Edgar is now the As istant
DASAP as well as the Director of Acqui ition and Procurement
Policy Reform. Edgar was formerly the Director of the DASAP
Contracting Career Program Office.
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The Executive Officer to the DASAP, LTC Dan Gallagher,
replaced LTC Chuck Jorgen on, who i now at the Army War
College. LTC Kim Leach replaced COL BiU Pbillips a Director
of Information Management and Asse sment.
Esther Morse, former Army Defense Acqui ition
Regulation (DAR) Council Representative, bas been appointed
Director for Procurement and Industrial Base Policy. Morse
replaces John Conklin, who i now a Special A islant to the
DASAP, Dr. Kennetb Oscar. Greg Doyle has been appointed to
replace Morse as the DAR Council Representative for the
Army.
Ron Endicott returned from a pecial assignment in the
Competitive Sourcing Office, replacing Doyle in the
Acqui ilion Reform Office. Melis a Pittard also returned after
having completed 18 months of Acquisition Corp -sponsored
long-term training at the University of Texas at San Antonio.

Pittard earned a Master of Science degree in management of
technology.
Other recent arrivals in the Acquisition Reform Office
include MAJ(p) Ed Turner from the Balli Iic Missile Defense
Organization; Lenora Evans from the Competitive Development
Group Program; Monti Jaggers from the San Francisco District,
Army Corps of Engineers; and Tere a Wright-John on from the
Acqui irion Career Management Office.
Recent retirees include Curtis Stevenson from Procurement
and Industrial Base Policy, Don Tucker from the Contracting
Career Program Office, and Jim Cooper from Procurement
Field Support.
Point of contact for this article is Monti Jagger (703) 6817571, OS 761-7571.

BOOKS

The Bridge on the Orina
By Ivo Andric
Translated from the Serbo-Croat by
Lovett F Edwards
The University of Chicago Press, 1977
Reviewed by Joe Sites, Vice President and
Director of Defense Systems, BRTRC Inc., Fairfax, VA.
There are some Americans who are aware of the assassination
of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife in Sarajevo in 1914
and the resulting actions that led to World War I. For many
Americans, however, the struggle taking place in the Balkans today
repre ent something new. Unfortunately, the wars in the Balkans
have been in progres for at least 600 years. Tn many ways, the cultural environment of the Balkans can be compared to the geophysical
environment of an area prone to earthquakes. The Balkans i an area
where two oppo ing and shifting cultural plates come together and,
on collision, a social earthquake (war) erupts. It is in the Balkans that
the advancement of the Ottoman Empire into Central Europe was
halted. In stopping this force, remnants of it were left behind. The e
remnant, coupled with tribal differences. remain a source of irritation to a peaceful existence.
The Bridge on rhe Drina provides the story of the wars and suffering in Bosnia Herzegovina from the time the bridge on the Orina
wa constructed by the Turks in the late 16th century until the
destruction of the bridge in World War l. A bridge is normally
thought of as a means of bringing people together, however, in this
magnificent story of the clashing of different culmre . the stories that
the bridge could tell only highlight the difference of the peoples and
how political leaders used these differences to advance their own
cau es.
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The bridge provided a meeting place for both the Mo lem and
the Christians. There, people from both sides were executed, people
who could no longer bear the stre in their live committed suicide,
plots were hatched, crimes were committed and, finally, the bridge
was destroyed. The storie detail the actions and reprisals, any of
which can be compared to tbe alleged war crimes of today. If the
reader substitutes the words "tractors" for "horses" and "trucks" for
"carts," the descriptions of the refugees are almost identical to recent
events. The following description of an event in the early 19tb century is an example: "Once more, Thrkish and Serbian houses flamed
on the heights at Zlijeba, Gostilje, Crnice, and Veletovo. For the first
time after so many years, the heads of decapitated Serbs again
appeared on the Kapia. These were thin-faced, hnrt-haired peasant
heads with bony faces and long moustaches, as though they were the
same as those exposed 70 years before."
In a discu ion that took place in the early 1900s, the author
states: "... the social problem in the Balkans has always solved itself
by the way of nationaL liberation movements and wars." The Bridge
on Ihe Drina ends with the final thoughts of one of the main characters_ His fatalistic view of hi homeland is a result of a lifetime spent
coping with the ocial conditions in Ihe Balkans. "Anything might
happen. But one thing could not happen: it could not be that great
and wise men of exalted soul who would raise lasting buildings for
the love of God, so that the world should be more beautiful and man
live in it better and more ea i1y, hould everywhere and for all time
vanish from this earth. Should they too vanish, it would mean that
the love of God was extinguished and disappeared from the world.
That could not be."
[vo Andric received the obel Prize in Literature in 1961 for this
book, which was first published in 1945. The story i as relevant
today as it was then. It provide, as few sources can, insight into the
problems that exist in the Balkans. It doe not offer solutions, but
with an understancling of the problems, at least there i a basis from
which 10 build. [t is easy to predict that our forces will be in the
Balkans for a long time. We will have plenty of time to contemplate
the hi tory of conflict in that sad but beautiful region. The Bridge on
Ihe Orilla should be a primer for all concerned about the Balkans.
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BOOKS
Human Resource Skills for the
Project Manager
By Vijay K. Verma,
Project Management Institute, 1996
Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.),
Tidewater-Richmond Area Manager for WPI in
Hampton, VA, and former member of the Army
Acquisition Corps.
People kills in project management are often more
as umed than studied becau e existing literature tends to focu
more on technical kills and becau e general management or
psychology literature is not always directly relevant in project
contexts. Vijay K. Verma ha bridged this gap with a threevolume eries on the human aspects of project management.
Volume 11, Human Resource Skills jar the Project
Manager, is a good place to start. It addresses six key interpersonal kill: effective communications, motivation, negotiation,
conf)jct management, sITess management, and leadership. Each
area includes broadly scoped, complete, conci e information
that reader may consider in their own situation, not just a dogmatic "one true way." The book is peppered with illuminating
aphori ms that inform and amuse. Each chapter opens with an
outline and closes with a ummary, both helpful to busy project
managers.
Verma's di cussion of negotiation skills is a major conlTibution of thi book. He describe negotiation a a fact of life
and guides readers through methods, strategie , and guideline.
Much of what he presents arises from the Principled
egotiation method developed at the Harvard egotiation
Projecl. He provide a model with general applicability and
prescribes step for inventing creative olutions that are essential to break the logjam of oPPO ing view that generate the
need for negotiation.
Velma's chapter on leadership, power, influence, and politic in project management is another unique contribution.
These areas interact with each other and, if considered independently, can be a path to limited succes . Verma presents a
strong foundation of multiple leadership theorie . He then links
these theorie to power, influence, and politics in a project
environment. He offer u eful tip in dealing with these oftenchallenging issues.
Communication and motivation may eem like standard
topics. Thi book stands alone a a collective re ource of information that is otherwi e di tributed acro s many separate texts.
The chapter on communication includes suggestions on how to
conduct meeting , how to counsel staff member', and-the
sometimes bane of high-energy managerS-how to Ii ten. The
chapter on motivation is a compendium of major theorie , all of
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which approach the maner with a different view. It conclude
with a wrap-up that combines the e sential elements of aLI into
a generalized approach.
Conflict and stres management enjoy similar, complete
creaunen!. Each benefits from a two-part approach that first
develops an understanding of the i sue, then pre ent method
for dealing with it. The di cu ion of conflict management
includes a description of three views: traditional (conflict i bad
and should be avoided) behavioral (conflict is inevitable and
can be either good or bad); and interactioni t (conflict is nece sary to improve performance and should be tilllulaled). The
discussion of stres management includes both Ule energizing
and debilitating potentials of tre . lt links individual and organizational conlTibutions and responses to tre • concluding
with a et of guideline for making tre a project ally, not an
enemy.
Human Resource Skillsjor the Project Manager i a bookshelf keeper: a book to be read for immediate knowledge and
maintained for future reference. The other volume in !hi
series addre s organization (Vol. and teams (Vol. ill). Each
volume offers great value individually. Combined, they constitute a comprehensive project management resource that does
not exist elsewhere.
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PERSONNEL
Maude Takes Over
As Assistant DeSPER
MG Timothy J. Maude, former Director of Military
Personnel Management, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Per onnel, has succeeded MG John M. Le Moyne as As i rant
Depury Chief of Staff for Per onnel, Department of the Army.
With more than 33 years of active miJitary service, Maude
ha served earlier tours as Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
U.S. Army Europe and Seventh Army, Germany; Director,
Enlisted Personnel Management Directorate, U.S. Total Army
Per onnel Command, Alexandria, VA; Director of Manpower.
Personnel and Security. J-l, U.S. European Command.
Germany: and Commander, .S. Anny Enli ted Records
Evaluation Center, Fort Benjamin Harrison, LN.
He holds an M.A. degree in public administration from
Ball State University and a B.A. degree in management from
Golden Gate niver ity. In addition, he has completed the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff College and the U.S. Army
War College.
Li ted among his military honors are Ule Defense Superior
Service Medal, Legion of Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters
(OLC ), the Bronze Star Medal, the Meritorious Service Medal
with four OLC , the Army Commendation Medal with two
OLCs. and the Army Achievement Medal.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR
ACQUISITION CAREER
MANAGEMENT OFFICE
By the time you read thi article, we will have formally celebrated the 10th anniver ary of the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC).
The AAC's lOth Anniversary Ball on Oct. 10. 1999, was a great way
to end our first decade and begin our future endeavor. I hope all
who auendcd enjoyed lhi festive evening. I extend my sincere
appreciation to LTC Greta Lehman and Mary McHale. who volunteered a significant amount of their Lime to ensure that all the
anniversary plans came together.
The Acqui ition Career Management Office (ACMO) staff has
been extremely bu y during the past few months. We have been
working with our counterparts [rom the U.S. Total AmlY Personnel
Command; the Army Acquisition Executive Support Agency; and
the AmlY Research, Development and Acquisition Information
Systems Activity to review the roles and mi sions of eacb organizaLion in supporting the AAC. Our conclusions align with many of
your comments.
A the AAC has grown, each organization ha' allempted to fill
voids in the management structure. The result has been a palchwork
quilt that is often burdensome and confusing to our customers. We
recognize lhe problem and arc working on solutions that we can
communicate clearly to everyone in the acqui ition community.
As I complete my first few month in tbi po ition, I am constantly amazed at the number of ongoing initiative to improve the
career development of AAC and Anny Acquisition Workforce
(AAW) members. ACMO Deputy Director Mary Thomas has been
working on an AcquisiLion Career Development Plan, which will
focus on many of these diverse initiatives. The development plan
will be the foundation for identifying AAW position. managing
members' career, and en uring that everyone is provided an opportunity to succeed. One of the many results from this effort wUl be
idemification of Acqui ilion Branch Qualification positions.
On the military side. we are working with the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (ODCSPER) to capture the
impact of implementing the Officer Per onnel Management System
for the 21 st Century (OPMS XXI). In the teady latc, FYO I and
beyond. we should see career field promotion boards with promotion
rates built around the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act
(80 percent to major, 70 percell! to lieutenant colonel. and 50 percent to colonel). For the operatio"'ll UppOI1 career field. board
member will come from the acquisition and foreign area officer
specialties. The combination of these change should lead to a more
predictable future for our younger officers. In the near term. we are
trying to ensure a smooth tran ition.
Wishing all of you an enjoyable holiday sea on. See you in
Y2KI
COL Rogcr Cartcr
Director,
AC(IUisitiun Carcer Management Officc
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New Staff Members Join
Acquisition Career
Management Office
The Army Acquisition Career Management Office (ACMO)
would like to welcome three new talf members: LTC Greta P.
Lehman. MAI(P) Charles "Scutt" Lamben. and MAI(P) Joseph L.
Bass.
Lehman is the new ACMO Functional Area 53 (FA53)
Proponent. Her primary respon ibilities include the development.
implementation, and monitoring of career devclopment policies and
progranls for the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) and Army
Acquisition Workforce (AAW). Additionally, he erved a the coordinator and point of contact for the AAC lOth Anniversary Ball held
Oct. 10. 1999.
Throughout her 16 years of military service, Lehman has served
in a number of key positions, including Chief of Systcm Engineering
and Admini tration at the Joimlntelligence Center Pacific in Pearl
Harbor, HI, and Executive Officer at the U.S. Army Information
Systems Software Center, Fon Belvoir, VA.
A member of the AAC, she holds a B.S. degree in business
administration from Campbell University in orlh Carolina and an
M.S. degree in infonnation ystems from Marymoulll University in
Arlington. VA. She has also completed the Army Command and
Geneml Staff College. Lehman can be contacted at
lehmang@sarda.army.mil, or by calling (703) 604-7124 or DSN
664-7124.
Lambel1 is the ACMO' new Chief of [nfomlation Technology
and Analysis. His primary re pon ibility is to provide infomlation
management and information technology products and services to the
ACMO, the Director and the Deputy Director for Acquisition Career
Management, and to the AAW.
Backed by 16 year of military service, Lanlben has served Ul a
number of key po ition including As istant Progmm Manager/
Director of Systems Engineering for the Composite Health Care
System 11 Program Oflice in Falls Church, VA. He aJ 0 served as
Operations Officer for the Director of Corporate Information
Management. U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barrack . PA.
A member of the AAC, he bolds a B.S. degree in environmental
design from the University of Massachuseus and an M.S. in information systems from the University of Maryland. He has also completed
the Army Command and General StalJ College. Lamben can be c nlacted at lambcrtc@sarda.army.mil. or by calling (703) 604-7022 or
DSN 664-7022.
Bass is a Special Projects Officer on the ACMO' Future
Planning Team. He is currently working on acquisition management
cross-functional projects dealing with future issues impacting the
AAW, such as the Acqui ition Branch Qualification process.
Having more than 16 year of a live military ervice. he served
previou Iy in the Contracting Office uf the Right Concepts Division
at Fon Eustis. VA. first a a Contracting Officer and mo t recently as
Chief. A member of the AAC. Bass bold till M.A. degree in management from Web ter University and a B.S. in busine administration
from Longwood College. He has also completed the Army Command
and Gencml Staff College. the Advanced Progmm Management
Course. and the Materiel Acqui ilion Management Course. Bass can
be contacted at basslj@sarda.army.mil. or by calling (703) 604-7174
or DS 664-7174.
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Acquisition Career Development Plan
The new Acquisition Career Development Plan (ACDP)
enable Anny Acquisition Workforce (AAW) member to take
charge of their career development Highly valuable for entrylevel through enior-level position, the ACDP actually provides
dle fuunework for developing a "career progres ion map" that
guides an AAW member from a basic technical foundation
through the leadership skills required for critical acquisition positions. In addition, the ACDP allows AAW members to understand the requiremems for becoming competitive at all level .
The objective of the ACDP i to provide a common language (leadership and functional competencies) to communicate
career development infolIDation acro s aU AAW fields and
organizations. The 27 leaderslIip cornpetencie are extracted from
the Office of Personnel Management's Five Executive Core

Qualifications for the Senior E ecutive Service. The e can be
seen at http://www.opm.gov/seslhtmIlecq4.htm and are universal for aU of the federal government. Almough me functional
competencies are unique to each acquisition career field (ACF),
they are used for all acquisition education, training, and experience aspects of career development.
The following bulJeted list, which incorpomtes common
ACDP language, are some of me suggested tep that AAW
members can take to enhance their competitive status:
• Obtain a strong technical foundation; gain functionalspecific knowledge and kills in an acquisition career field;
complete l2{24 semester hours in busines di cipline ; complete
training to gain certification at levels I, n, and ill in a single
ACF; apply for and obtain Corps Eligible status.

Acquisition Career Development

An Integrated Model

Single FunctionallAOC Experience & Training

I Strong Technical

Foundation

I

t t t t t t t t t t t t t
Military (ACIRC) and
Civilian
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• Broaden your experience; branch out into ,Ul additional
ACF to gain cross-functional experience; gain functional-specific
knowledge and skills working in multiple ACFs; complete training to gain certification at levels I or n in multiple ACFs; add
task that build leadership and management competencies;
demonstrate strong leadership and management competencies.
• Apply multifunctional skills and leader 'hip and management competencies to enable you to be competitive for senior
acquisition positions in a best-qualified environment.
The ACDP contains three analytical tools to ensure the
above teps can be accomplished. These tools, which are
described below, use the common language to leverage centrally
managed acquisition personnel fLIes (Acqui ition Career Record
Briefs, Individual Development Plans (IDPs), Senior Rater
Potential Evaluation ,etc.).
• Position identification documents acquisition positions.
The command or organization uses this template to submit acquisition positions to th.e Acquisition Po ition List Board for validation and asse ment of leader hip and functional competencies.
• Individual assessment is u ed by AAW members to assess
current education, training, and experience in terms of achieved
competencies. AAW members can ee their strengths or weaknesses and detennine where improvement is needed for career
progression.
• Career path development is u ed by AAW member to
tailor their career path by linking needed competencies to positions, experience, education, and training. AAW members will
build an IDP structured to their planned path.
In summary, to ensure the ACDP i developed in a reasonable and deliberate manner and is respon ive to the needs of the
AAW, portions of the plan will be piloted throughout the next
year. Be sure to look for more information on the ACDP in future
issues of Army RD&A magazine. This plan i important to every
AAW member because it puts your career development needs in
a context that improves your competitivene s and contribute to a
successful career. Information on the ACDP can also be obtained
from Maria Holmes in the Acquisition Career Management
Office at (703) 604-7113 or DSN 664-7113.

OMNI VTeam Honored
The OMNI V Night Vision Devices Source Selection Team
was selected to receive the Defense Acquisition Executive
Certificate of Achievement by Dr. Jacques Gansler, Under
Secretary of Defen e for Acquisition and Technology. The integrated product tearn of the Office of the Project Manager, Night
VisionjReconnaissance, Surveillance and Target Acquisition
(PM, NV/RSTA) was recognized for using acquisition reform initiatives and best-value procedures that stressed commercial practices resulting in reduced total ownership cost. The team was
nominated by MG David R. Gust, PEO, Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare and Sensors, and honored at a Pentagon ceremony
July 14, 1999. 111e Defense Acquisition Executive Certificate of
Achievement recognizes organizations, groups, teams, and individuals for exceptional contributions in reducing life-cycle costs
and/or improving DOD's acquisition system and program.
November-December 1999

PERSCOM Notes . ..

Critical Acquisition Position
Service Agreement
A recent routine review of officer personnel records within
the Acquisition Management Branch (AMB), U.S. Total Army
Personnel Command (PERSCOM) revealed that many officers
have not executed a critical acquisition position (CAP) service
agreement. Although many officers may have had a valid agreement on file, rather than scrub the nearly 800 records individually, AMB decided to re-establi h new agreements for all Army
Acquisition Corps lieutenant colonels.
Under Subtitle A of Title 10, United Stales Code, military
acquisition positions that are required to be filled by a commissioned officer serving in the grade of lieutenant colonel or higher
are deemed "critical." The intent of the law is to stabilize these
positions. The code goes on to state that" ... any per on who is
as igned to a critical acquisition position shall be assigned to the
po ition for not fewer than three years." Promotable majors,
majors, and/or captains assigned to lieutenant colonel positions
should be aware that the 3 years of stabilization also applies to
them.
o person may be assigned to a critical po ition unless the
person executes a wrinen agreement to remain on Active duty in
that position for at least 3 years. The service obligation contained in such a written agreement remains in effect unless and
until it is waived by the Service Secretary. This waiver authority
is currently delegated to the Military Deputy to the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology.
Many officers have called AMB with questions regarding the
recently mailed notice, fearful that signing another agreement
would "restart the clock" in their current position. Others were
not even aware that their positions are con idered CAPs. In fact,
the reassignment orders for any officer assigned to a critical position already acknowledge that a previously signed agreement "is
maintained in the officer's career management information file"
and that "the previously signed agreement is in effect for thi
assignment." For the purpo es of the service agreement, the date
an officer signs in, on official orders, detemlmes the start date for
calculating the length of time an officer is assigned to the command or agency. Lateral assignments WiUlin the command done
without official orders, do not affect service obligation calculations.
A CAP waiver i required any time an officer' departure
from a CAP is initiated by PERSCOM. If an officer is retiring or
resigning prior to serving 36 months in a CAP, their retirement or
resignation packet must contain a lener of endorsement from the
first general officer in their command. Because most waivers are
approved, commands must be prepared to ab orb the underlap in
obtaining a replacement.
There are few options for Acquisition Corps officers who
decide not to sign an agreement to remain on Active duty.
Because all acqui ition position in the grade of lieutenant
colonel or higher are considered CAPs under Title 10, refu ing to
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sign the agreement would limit an officer' as ignment to positions al Ihe grade of major or below. Therefore, offlcers who
don't comply with Ihe agreement cannoL remain in the
Acquisition Corp .
Service obligation agreements are not unique to the
Acqui ition Corp and, although they serve to provide lability 10
acquisition organizmions, individual officers and their fanlilie
can also benefit fTom the eKtended tours Lhey provide.

Advanced Civil Schooling
For Officers
During FYOO. there are 60 Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS)
openings available to AmlY Acqui ilion Corp (AAC) officers.
The Army' ACS Program provides opportunities for officers to
pur ue advanced degree program at civilian universitie on a
full-tinle, fully funded ba i .

Prerequi ites
AAC officers interested in applying for ACS must meet the
following program requirements:
• A strong military flle and polential for promotion,
•
0 more Ihan 17 years acti ve federal service upon the tart
of the ACS Program,
• An undergraduale grade point average of at least 2.5, and
• A Graduate Management Admi ion Te t GMAT) core of
500 or higher. or a core of 500 or higher in each of the Graduate
Record Exam' (GRE's) 3 categorie . The GMAT or GRE
cores must not be older than 5 years.

Selection Of Graduate Schools
All graduate schools considered for ACS must be accredited
universities, and 1l1e tuition for a full year of study (faU, spring,
and summer eme ters) may not exceed $]4.500. ALleast one
school considered must be a tax-supported 'chool where the officer i able to receive in- tate (re idenl) tuition rates.

How To Apply
An ACS application packet con i ts of the following:
• DA Fonn 1618-R (willl original signature from the applicant and the fITSt field grade officer in the applicrull'S chain of
command). The form i located in Army Regulation 621-1,

Training of Military Personnel aI Civilian Instill/riol/s.
• An original copy of all college Iran cript .
• A lener of acceptance from each university listed on DA
Foml 1618-R except for the aval Po tgraduate School (NPS).
The U.S. Total Anny Per onnel Command (PERSCOM) nominate officers to NPS and obtains thi lener of acceptance.
Lener of a ceptan e should include the tille of the degree program to be pur ued: Lhe day. month, and year of registration; the
day monlh, and year choo] begin : the month and year the
degree will be completed: the cost per credit per seme ter or
quarter; and an indication of whelller in-state or out-of-state
tuition will be granted.
You are encouraged to di cus ACS possibilitie with your
a igrtment officer prior to submitting your application. ACS
60 ArmyRD&A

applicalion packels should be mailed to U.S. Total Alll1
Per onnel Command ATTN: TAPC-OPB-E (ACS Manager),
200 Siovall Street, AleKandria, VA 22332-041l.

Selection Process
The Acquisition Management Branch, PERSCOM, holds an
in-house, informal review board each January and July 10 select
officers to attend ACS. The January board look at applications
with summer and fall seme Ler start dates. The July review
board con iders applications with a pring erne ter start date.
The neKI board dates are cheduled for Jan. 10-14,2000, and
July 24-27, 2000.
For additional information on AAC participatioo in the ACS
Program or appl ication procedures, contact Paula Bene. at
(703) 325-2760, DS 221-2760, or e-mail:
bette p@holTman.army.mil.

Staying In Touch
ow that the military's busiest moving time of the year has
passed, officers hould provide updated per onal infonnation Lo
their assignment officers. As stated on all reque t for orders,
"You are required to forward a DA Form 3955, Change of
Address Card. containing your new home address to your
PERSCOM assignments officer within 30 day of arrival at your
new dUly station or upon change of residence."
In addition LO your new mailing addre s. you should also
include your home phone number, e-mail address, duty phone
number (DS and ommercial), and fax number CDS and commercial). This inform.ation hould be updaled each tinle a change
occurs.
You may fax or mail this information to PERSCOM's
Acqui ition Management Branch. The fax number is (703) 325900 I or D N 221-9001. The mailing address is Conunander,
U.S. Total Army Per onnel Command, ATTN: TAPC-OPB-E,
200 Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-0411. Be ure to
include your full name and ocial ecurity number with Ihe
updaled infonnation.

Army Experimental Test Pilot Board
A U.S. Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM) board
will convene on or about Feb. 7,2000, to elect tho e aviator
best qualified 10 participate in the Army Aviation Experimental
Te t Pilot Training Program. This board will review the qualifications of bolh commi ioned and warranl officers.
Commissioned officers elected to attend the U.S. aval Test
Pilot School (USNTPS) are automatically accessed into the
Army Acqui ition Corps where they will erve for the remainder
of their careers. Warrant officers will continue to be managed by
PERSCOM' Warrant Officer Division.
Application mu t include the following:
• Official transcript of college credits;
• A copy of the aviator's mo t CUlTent DA Fonn 759,
fndividual Flight Record olld Flight Certificate-Army; and
• Endor ment by an instructor pilot or tandardiza.lion
instructor pilot who will comment on the applicant' flying ability.
NQvember-Decembel' 1999
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Individuals in a po ition to recommend and endor e an
applicant are urged to make a thorough appraisal of tbat appliant's flying ability, operational experience, motivation, adapt• bility, and ability to communicate orally and in writing.
All experimental test pilot board application must be
eived at PERSCOM no later than Jan. 15,2000. Mail officer
d warrant officer applications to Commander, U.S. Total Anny
Personnel Command, ATI : TAPC-OPB-E (CPT Glenn), 200
tovall Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-0411.
Experimental t t pilot utilization assignments will be based
on the needs of the Army. Initial tours will be served at the

Aviation Technical Test Center at Fort Rucker, AL. US TPS
graduates will serve in experimental test pilot or organizational
taff positions that directly affect the type, design, and configuration of Army aircraft.
For additional information or a ample memorandum
explaining how to apply for the Experimental Test Pilot Program,
contact CPT Eric Glenn at (703) 325-2800, DS 221-2800, or
e-mail glenne@hoffman.army.mil; or CW3 Randy Grunow at
(703) 325-5251, DS 221-5251, or e-mail
grunowr@hoffman.army.mil.

Training With Industry For AAC Officers
Eight Tmining With Industry (TWl) positions are available
for Army Acqui ilion Corps (AAC) officers in FYOO. A list of
the participating indu tries and their locations are shown in the
accompanying chart. TWI i an Army program designed to provide officers with hand -on experience in specific industry environments. All TWI assignments start prior to Oct. I of the selection year and last 1 year.
To be con idered for one of the TWI positions, officers must
ubmit aDA Fom1 l618-R and a resume (no longer than two
page) to the point of contact listed below. Individuals must
meet the same prerequisites a for the Advanced Civil Schooling
Program except for the Graduate Management Admi 'sion
TcstlGmduate Record Exan1ination requirement ( ee Army
Regulation 621-1. Training of Military Personnel at Cil'ilian

Institutions; and the article "Advanced Civil Schooling For
Officers" on Page 60 of this magazine). TWI candidates are
elected by the AAC's informal, in-hou e Advanced Civil
Schooling Review Board that meet each January. The next
selection board will meet Jan. 10-14, 2000. The su pense date
for ubmitting your TWI application (0 the Acquisition
Management Branch, U.S. Total Army Per onnel Command is
Dec. 20, J999.
The AAC TWI point of contact i Paula Belle, U.S. Total
Army Per onnel Command, AnN: TAPC-OPB-E (TWI
M.mager), 200 Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-0411;
phone (703) 325-2760: DSN 221-2760; fax (703) 325-9001.
DSN 221-9001; ore-mail bettesp@hoffman.army.mil.

INDUSTRY
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TWI FYOO PARTICIPATING INDUSTRIES
LOCATION
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Lockheed-Martin Electronic Missiles
Alliant Techsystems
Oyncorp
Boeing Defense & Space Group
Oshkosh Truck Corporation
GM, Allison Transmission Division
GM, Military Vehicles
Motorola Space & Systems Tech Group
Raytheon Systems Company
General Dynamics Land Systems
Lockheed Martin Missiles & Space
Microsoft Corporation (51 Rpositions only)
AT&T (51 R positions only)
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Ol1ando, FL
Hopkins, MN
Reston, VA
Seattle, WA
Oshkosh, WI
Indianapolis, IN
Pontiac, MI
Scottsdale, f.J.
Tucson, f.J.
Stel1ing Heights, MI
Huntsville, AL
Redmond, WA
Bridgewater, NJ
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